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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL
To THE CmxmESs OF THE UmTED STATES:
h compliance with the provisions of the act of Msroh 3, 1915, establishing the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, I submit herewith the eleventh annrud report of the
wmmittee for the tical yesr ended June 30, 1925.
The statament of the present status of aviation, se outlined in Psrt V of, the committee’s
report, should dispel theIimpression that Americs is lagging in the tech&cal development of “
airoraft for military purposes. ScientMc reseuoh on the fundamental problems of @t and the
colkxtion of resuh of research oonduoted in other progrtive nations em oificid duties of the
committee. Their opinion that AmericrJis at Iesst abreest of other natiom in the teohnical
development of aircraft is commended tu Lhe Congws ss the most authoritative that can be
had. I sgree with the committee that substantial progrem in aeronautioe is dependent largely
upon soientifLcrmemch. I believe that the work of the oommittee is the most fundamental
sotivity of the Government in connection with the development of aeronautic and that its
continuance is eesentisl if Amerioa is to maintsin its present admnced position in aircmft
development.
The condition of the sircrsft industry and the prospects for the development of commercial
aviation on, a sound bssis have matarisly improved during the past year. To encourage the
development of oommemial aviation I wish espeoidly to indorse the recommendation of the
committee for the oreation cd a Bureau of Air Navigation in the Department of, Commerce.
CALVINCOO-GE.
THE ~BlT13 fiUSE,
Decender 10, lJM. ‘
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mLETTEE OF TRANSMITTAL
NATTONALAOVISOEYCowrrTEE FOB kSiROXAUTICS,
Tf’dhgto-n, D. C., Mnsmder W, 1925.
hill. PRESIDENT:
In compliance&h the provisions of the ad of &mgrees approved Maroh 2, 1915 (Publio
h’o. 2711 63d Cong.), I have the honor to transmit herewith the EIeventh Annusl Report of
the National Advisory Oommittee for Aarcmautim for the &al yem ended June 30, 1026.
- —-
During the past year gratifying prograra has been made in improving the p.erfornmmie
and reliability of airoraft, and the committee’s program of continuous aoientih research gives “ ‘-—
promise of maintaining Amarioa’s advsnoed position among progressive nations in the tech-
—
nioal development of airoraft for nditary purposw.
—. .
Publio inter~t in aeronautic has greatiy inoreased; and ootidenoe in the ultimate suocese
of oommeroial aviation in Amerioa on a sound basis is warranted. A beginning has been made
by the letting of oontraota by the Post OfE.oeDepartment for air transportation of the mails.
.
.—
In order, however, to hasten the development of commercial aviation on a broad scale, a
bureau of air navigation should be oreated in the Department of Commerce with broad powers.
—
The condition of the aimraft industry has been substantially improved by the greater
volume of Govermwmt orders. W%h sustained Goveruumnt busineae and with the prospect
..—
of a growing oomrnereial demand for aircraft, the oondition of the airoraft industry may be
regarded as no Iongcxmute. --
While th=e faotors are encouraging and indioate progress toward a healthy development
of omnmercid aviation on a sound basis, the oommittee desires to emphasize the importance of
.-.
the sciemtio work of this oommittee as the most hmdamenfaI aotivity of he ~~~ent ~ ._
.-—
connection with the development of aeronautics, from both a oommeroialand a military stand-
-.—
point.
Rsspsctitiy submitted.
ChmJZs D. N%wwm,
Chairman.
The Prwsmnwr,
The White EIXM,
Mr81iington,D. (.7.
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ELEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT
OFTHE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEEFOR
NAUTICS.
AERO-
W~GTOq D. C., Nouember18,1926.
To tlia congre#J:
In accordance with the provision of the aot of Congress approved Maroh 3,1916, eatabliah-
ipg the National Advieory Committee for Aeronautic, the committee submits herewith its
eleventh annual report for the *RI year 1925. Einal approval of the oommitke was given to
thie report on Novanbar 10, 1925. In this report the committee has described its arg@za- “
tion; ite ganeral activities during the past year; the progress made in the ecientic study, under
the cognizance of the varioue teohnhd suboommitteee, of the fundamental probleme of aero-
nautics; the coordination of rmeeroh work in general; the examination of aeronautical inven-
tion; and the collection, aualyeie,. and dknnination of eoientifh and technical data. This
report aIeo oontaine brief deeoriptione of the teohnkel reports, and references to the tticaI
notee and memorandums, issued by the committee during the pact year.
A statement of expenditm for the fisoal year ended June 30, 1925, ie aleo contained in -
the report.
In Pert V of thk report, the cmmnittee preaenta an outline of “The Prwent Statue of
Aviation,” inchding reference to the preeent state of technical development, aeronautical
reaeerch in the United States and its relation to national defeneq the gened problem of aero-
nautical organization, recent progreea in commercial aviation, the problem of the airmaft in-
duetry, and the general airship probkun ae affeoted by the lose of the rigid airahip U. S. S.
S’henandinzii.
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ORGANIZATION
FUNCTIONSOF TEE COMMITTEE
The Nationsl Advisory Committee for Aeronautics was -tabHahed by act of Congress
approved Maroh 3, 1915, The organio ad charges the committee with the supervision and
dirdion of the soientifb study of the problems of fright with a view to their prmtical solution,
the determination of problems whioh should be experimentdy attacked, and their invediga-
tion and application to praotioal questions of aeronautic. The act also authorizca the oom-
mittee to direot and oonduct rawaroh and experimentation in aeronautioe in suoh laboratory or
laboratories, in whole or in part, as maybe plaoed under its dkeotion.
Supplementing the pmsoribed duties of the mmmittee, its broad general functions maybe
stated as follows:
First. Under thelaw the”ciniuuittee holds it+f at thq,eervi~ of any department or ag~cy - ‘“
of the Q&wrnmerit interested in aeronautics, for the fumhhing of information or aesiatanco in
regard to eoientiflo or teohnical matters relating to aeronautics, and in particular for the inves-
tigation and study of fundamental problems submitted by the War and Navy Dopartrnenta
--- :-
with a view to their prmtioal solution..
Seoond. The oommittee may also exercise its functi&a for S&individual, firm, association,
-.
or corporation within the United Stat+ piovided that such indkidual, firm, association, or
corporation defray the aotual oost involvwi.
Third. ‘Ilhe oommitt~ institutes maearoh, invas~ation, and study of problems which, in
.
the judgment @ its m~bers or of the ~bem of its.variovs suboommittoea, are needful and
timely for the advance of the scienoe and art of aoronnutica in its various branohea.
Fourth. The oommithe keeps itself advised of the progress made in reamroh and experi-
mental work in aeronautic in all parta of the world, particularly in England, France, Italy,
.,.
Germany, and Canada.
Fifth. The information thus gathered is brought to the attemtion of the variow eubcom-
mitteea for consideration in connection with the preparation of programs for rescaroh and
experimental work in this oountry. This information is also made available promptly to the
military and naval air servks and other branohm of the Government, and such as is not con&
denthd is immediately released to university laboratories and aircraft manufacturers interested#
in the study of spetio problems, and also ta the public.
Sixth. The committee holds itself at the semice cd the President, the C%ngreas,and the
exeautive departments of the Gwmrnmentfor the consideration of special problems which may
.be referred to it.
OilGANIZA’lTON OF TEE COMMITTEE —.
The oommittee has 12 members, appointed by the President. The law provides that the
personnel of the committee shall consist of two membem from the ~ar Department, from the - -‘“
office in charge of military aeronautics; two membem from the Navy Department, ‘frornthe” “”
..—.-. —
offioe in chsrge of nmd aercmutica; a representathw each of the Smithsonian Institution,
the United States Weather Bursau, and the United Stat= Bureau of Standards; and not more
than five additiomd persons acquainted with the needs of aeronautical science, either civil or
military, or skilled in aeronautical engineering or its allied soiences. The law further provides
that all members aa such shall serve without compensation.
2
EEPOETHXCIOHU ADVISORYCO~ FORAEROl?AUTIOS 8
During the psst year there was no change in the membership of the committee.
The entire committee meets twice aye=, the annual meeting being held in October and the
semiannual meeting in April. The present report includes the activities of the committee
between the annuaI meeting held on Ootober 16, 1924, and that held on October 22, 1925.
The organization of the committee at the close of the past year was as follows:
Chdes D. Walcott, so. D., chairman.
David W. Taylor, D. Eng., secretary.
Joseph S. Ames, Ph. D;
George K. Burgwa, SO. D.
Maj. John F. Curry, United Stdea &Y.
Wii F. Durand, Ph.D.
Capt. Emory S. Land, United States Navy.
OharleaF. Marvin, M. E.
Rear Admiral Willimn A. Moffett, United States Navy.
Maj. Gem Mason M. Patrick, United Statea Army.
S. W. Stratton, so. D.
OrviUe Wright, B. S.
BIEETINQS OF THE EN’JTRE COMMIITEE
The semiannual meeting of the entire committee was held in Washington on April 23,1925,
and the annual meeting on October 22, 1926. At these meetings the gmeral progress in aero-
nautical research was reviewed and the problems which should be arperimentdy atjacked were
dkissed. Administrative reports we% submitted by the secretary and by tie Director of the
Oilice of Aeronautical Intdligence. Doctor ties, chairman of the executive committee, made
complete reports of the research work berng conducted by the committee at “theLangley LMem~
rial Aeronautical Laboratory.
At the semiannual meeting on April 23, it was noted that that date was the tenth anuive~
sary of the fit meeting of the committee, which had been held in the office of Secretary of War
Garrison on April 23,1915. The chairman remarked that 5 of the original 12membe~namely,
Messre. Ames, Durand, Marvin, Stratton, and TValcot*were still active members of the corn-
mittee. Doctor Durand then recounted some of the p~ceedings of the tit meeting, and how
the origiial organization was effected.
At this meeting also Gemwal Patrick outlined the present purchasing policy of the h
Service and the relation of the Government to the industry, calling attention to the improve-
ment in the latter rwpect duriug the past three years. Admiral Moffett adhed the commit-
tee on airships and their uses, pointing out particularly the importance of the use of mooring -”
masts in connection with airship operation. Captain Land, of the Bureau of Aeronautics,
dmcribed the general construction and operation of the aircraft carnerU. S. S. SarQtcgw,pointing
out on a model of the tip the plan of arrangements for handligg aircraft. He also dibited
photographa showing what the British Navy is doing in the devdopment of aircraft carriers, and .
photographs of the American Navy% experimental carrier, &e U. S. S. LungZey.
The day following the semiannmd meeting, on invitation of Admiral Moffett, “membemof
the committee visited. the naval air station at Lakehurst, N. J., and inspected the station and
the rigid airships Shenandoah and Los ~ngele~.
At the mnual meeting Doctor Am=, chairman of the esecutive committee, in addition to
making a comprehensive report of the progress made in the investigation of a number of rw+arch
problems, emphasized the existing lack of lmowledge of the charackristics of aircraft propellers.
He stnted that the provision of means and the devising of methods for studying the perform-
ance and characteristics of air propellem constituted the greatest need at the present time in
the fieId of technical development. He then outlined the plaus of the committee for the con
struction of sped propeller mearch equipment at its laboratory at Lcngley Field.
At the annual meeting the committee had cs its guests Rear Admiral Mark L. Bristol,
United States Navy, and Commnnder John H. Tovicrs, United States Nmy, former members
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of the committee, who had reoently returned to the United States from foreign duty. The
cmnmittie’s teohnioal assistant in Etipe, Mr. John Jay Ide, W1Ohappened to be in Washington
at the time, was also present, and he and Admiral Brietcdgave interding accounta of aeronauti-
cal activities and developments in Europe.
At the annual meeting tlm committee aooepted an invitation from General Patriok for the
membam of the oommittee to.visit the engineering diviejon of the Air servica at hfd!ook Field,
Dayton, Ohio, to inspmt the fieId aud beoome direotly acquainted with the various engineering
activities of the station.
The eleotion of oflioers was the concluding feature of the annual meeting. The present
officm of the ommnittee were
P
tad for another year, as follom: Chairman, Dr. Charles D.
W&loott; eeoretary, IJr. David . Taylor; chairman exxmtive committee, Dr. Joseph S. Areas.
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
For oamying out the work of the advisory oommittee the regulations provide for’the eleo-
tion annually of an executive oommittee, to consist of seven members, and to inolude further
any member of the advisory oommittee not othenvise a nxunber of the executive committee
but resident in or nem Washington &d giving his time wholly or chiefly to the special work of
the omnmittea. The present organization of the executive cqmmittee is w follows: —..A..—-—
JoaePhsO keg, Ph. l)., ~o”” ““ ~ ““””--- - - ~, ““ “~- - , ,-, ,,_,
David W. Taylor, D. Eng., secrdaiy.
George K Burgass; So; D.
Maj. John F. Curry, United $bitei Army. ““”” - - ““
—-. — .
Capt. Emory”S. Land, United Statas Navy.
Charles F. Marvin, M. E.
R&& Admiral Wtiam ALMoffett, United StaLis Navy.
--
Maj. Gen. Mason M. Patriok, U&ed StStSS -Y. - . .. .. . . .... ‘-.
S. W. Stratton. % D. ““ ““
.. ... ..—. .. -- . .. ...—
Charlea D. Wa’loott, %. D.
.-. . —.. ..—
Orville Wright, B.S.
...-. . -.. ..-
The exeoutive committea, in accordance with the general instructions of the advisory
....t
oommittee, exeroises the functions prescribed by law for the whole committee, administers the
affairs of the committee, and exercises general supervision over all its activities. The executive
oommittee holds rsgular monthIy meetings, and special meetings wh~ n~essary.
The exeoutive committee has organized the nwxxmry clerical and technical stafh for - - ‘““~-
hamhg the work of the committee proper. General responsibility for the emcution of the
rcmaroh program in aeronautioe approved by the executiva committees vested in the director
-.
of aeronautical reaesd, Mr. Qeorge W. Lewis. In the subdivision of gemeral duties he has
immediate oharge of the sciautfic and teohnical work of the committee, bsing directly responsi-
ble to the chairman of the executive committee, Dr. J&i@ S. Ames. The assistant secretary
Mr. John F. Victory, has charge of administration and. personnel matters, property, and dis-
bursemants, under the direot control of the aemetary of the oommittee, Dr. David W. Taylor.
SUBCOMMITTEES
The executive committee has organized aix stsnding suboommitte~, @tided into two
olasses, administrative and technical, w follom:
.
ADMnm’rEATIvs mcENIoAL
Governmental relations.
-----
Aerodyi&ics.
Publications and intelligence. Fewer manta for “tirtiaft. ‘“” - - ““
.—
Pemonnsl, buildings, and equipment. , Materials for airoraft.
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The organization and work of the teohnical subcommittees are COWSA in the reports of
those oommitteee appearing in another part of this repor& A statemint of We organization and
functions of the administrative euboomrm“ttees follows:
COBIMITTEEON GOVERNMENTALBEIATIONS
l?mcrxom
1. Relatione of the odttee with amoutive departments and otkr branchee of the
Government.
2. Governmental relations with oivil igenoks.
oEmmzmlo??
.
Dr. CharIea D. Walcott, ohairman.
Dr. David W. Taylor.
John l?. Vhtory, %oretary.
COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATIONSAND INTELLIGENCE
FUN21’IOhW
1. The oolleotion, olassifioation, and diffusion of teohnicaI lmovdedge on the subjeot of
aeronautics, inoluding the reaulta of rmearoh and experhqental work done in all parte of the
world.
2. The encouragement of the study of ~ aubjeot of aeronautics in institutions of Iemning.
8. Supervision of the Oflioe of. Aeronauthml Intelligence.
l 4. Supervision of the oommittee’s foreign ofhe in Pti.
5. The oolleotion and preparation for publication of the t+mhnicalreports, tedmical notes,
and teohnioal memorandum of the oommittee.
OBOANIZATION
Dr. Joseph S. &uw, chairman.
Prof. Oharlea F. Marvin, vice &airman. ‘
Miss M. M. Muller, seoretary.
COMBIITTEE ON PERSONNEL, BU3LDINGS, AND EQUIPMENT
RuNcrIoNs
1. To bade sII matters ndating to persom@, including the employment, promotion, dia-
oharge, and duties of all employees.
2. To oonsider queatione referredti it aud make recommendations regarding the initiation
of projeota oonoeming the erection or skration of laboratories and ofhces.
3. To meet from time to time on the oall of the ohairman, and report its aotions and recom-
mendation to the exeoutive oommittee.
4. To euperviae suoh construction and equipment wokk ae may be authorized by the
asecutive Oommittee.
oEoANmATIoN
Dr. Joseph S. knee, &airman.
Dr. David W. Taylor, vice ohairman.
Prof. Oharles F. Marvin.
John F. Wctory, seoretsry.
QUAETEESFOR COMMITTEE
The headquarters of the National Advisory Committee for hxmautic.e are located in the
Navy Building, Seventeenth and B Streefa NW., Washington, D. C., in close proximity to the
Army and Navy aervicee. The administrative oflioe ie &o the headquarters of the various
subcommittees and of the OfIice of Aeronautical M.elligence.
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6 g.EPoET NATIONAL ADvmoEY (YoMmT!rEE EOR AEEOIVAUTIOS
Field stations of the oommittee are the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, at
Langley Fiald, Hampton, Vs., and the office of the tachniwd assistant in Europe, located in . ..
Paris.
The scientific investigations authorized by the comrgittee are not all conducted at the
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, but the facilities of other governmental laboratories . .
and shops are utilized, as well as the laboratories connected with institutions of learning whose - -.
cooperation in the scientific study of spetic problems in aeronautic haa been secured.
THE LANGLEYMEMORIALAEItONAUTICALABORATORY
The greater part of the research work of the committee is conducted at the Lsngloy Me-
morial Aeronautical Laboratory, which is located at-@pgley ~eId, Vs., on a plot of ground
set aside by the Wti Department for the use of the committee when ,@ngley Field was ,origi-..—.
nally laid out. Langley Field is one of the m&t important and beat equipped stations of the
Army Air service, occupying about 1,650 acres and having hangar and shop facditiea for the
accommodation cd four bornbii squadrons, a service squadron, a echod squadron, and an
airship squadron.
In the committee’s laboratory and on the flying field used in connection therewith the funda-
mental problems of scient.iiicresearch are investigated. The laboratory is organized with five
subdivisions, as follows: Power planta division, wind-tunnel division, flight test division,
technical service division, and property and clerical division. The administration of the labora-
tory is under the immediate direction of the engineer in charge, under the generaI supervision
of the officers of the committee. .
.. —..._—
The laborafmy wmsiste of six buildings. A reeearch laboratory building, containing the
administrative offices, the drafting room, the machine and woodworking shops, and tho
photographic and instrument laboratories; two aerodynamic laboratoriee, one containing n
wind tunnel of the open type and the other a variable density wind tumel, each unit being
complete in itself; two engine dynamometer Iaboratoriea of a semipermamxit type, both equipped
h-carry on investigations in connection with power plank for aircraft; and an airplane hangar
equipped mth a repair ahop, dope room, and facilitim for taking care of 16 or 18 airplanes.
On June 25, 1926, the committee authorized the construction of propeller research equip-
ment large eno~~h to investigate full+ize propellers. It is expected that the prope~er research
equipment wiIl be completed and in operation before the end of this tial year. The test
chamber will be of sufficient size to accommodate the fuselage of an airplane, on which the
propeller will be mounted and operated by the airplane engine. The throat of the teat cham-
ber will be 20 feet in diameter and the actual air speed wiUbe lQOmiles an hour.
Contract has been awarded for a new laboratory building known as the Service Building.
Funds for the erection of this building were provided by CongrMS in the appropriation for
1926. The building will be located in the rear of the main research laboratory and wiIl greatly
relieve the congestion in the old building, increasing the efficiency of the organization and
providing for a normal expansion for the next few years.
The rwearch flight work was carried on with the.iid of 19 airplanes, which made a total
of 626 flights, approximating 246 hound total flying time. No serious accident occurred during
the year.
Recognitiori by the Government of the neccmity of gatiafying the inmeasing demand for
new and accurate lmowkdge on the fundamental problems of flight has made possible the
development of an el%oient research organisation numbering 106 employees at Langley Field
at the close of the &cal year 1926. —-—
THE OFFICE OF AEItONAUTICh4INTELLIGENCE
The Office of Aeronautical Intelligence was ebtabliehed in the early part of 1918 as an inte-
gral branch of the committee’s activities. Its functions are the collection, clasdcation, and
diffusion of technical knowledge on the subject of aeronautic to the military and naval air
sarvioss and civil sgenciea interested, including especially the results of research and experi-
mental work conducted in all parts of the world. It is the officially designated Government
depositary for scientific and technical reports and data on aeronautics.
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Promptly upon receipt, all reports are analyzed aud clamifled, and brought to the special
attention of the subcommittees having oognimume, and to the attention of other interested
partiea through the medium of public =d oofidmtial bulle- Reports are duplicated where ““- –”
practicable, and distributed upon requeet. Confidential btietins rind reports are not circu-
lated outside of governmental ohannels.
To efli.oientlyhandle the work of scouring and exchanging. reports in foreign countries, the
oommittee maintains a teolmhd assistant in Europe, with headquarters in Paris. It is his
.—
duty to visit personally the Government and private laboratories, wmtera of aeronautical
information, and private individuals in England, France, Italy, Germany, and other European
oountriea, and endeavor to seoure for Amerioa not only printed matter which would in the
ordinary oourse of events become available in this oountry, but more especially to secure advance
information as to work in pmgrc+ and my teohnioal data not prepared in printed form, and
WhiOhwould 0thWWi86not reaeh this country. John Jay Ide, of New York is the present
inomnbent.
The reoords of the oiilce show that during the past year copies of teohnical reports were
distributed as folknm:
ConunStteeandsubcommitteeraembam---. .---—-- --------- -------—- ------— -------- -—---- 1#118
LangieyMamorlalAeronautkdbhtiV ------------------------------------------------- Z ~
ParkOflieeof theOomnlittee------------. ---—---—---—-—————————-- ——— -- ——-—— 14428”
Army Air Hm--------------------------------------------------------- z =
Nad * fkhm iMIUdiIWMarinemm------------------------------------------------ 2921
Mm*-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~ ~
Educationalilwthuttone---------------------------- -—---- --------------- -------—- --—------
Blmwl of stiti ------------------------------------------------------------------ L 1~
M~mw -------------------------------------------------------------- 1~ 898
TotaI titibution --------------------------------------------------------------- ~~ ~
The above figures inolude the distribution of 14,422 technical reports, 6,980 technioel notes, -
m
and 8,006 teolmioal memorandums of the National Mvisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Four thousand eight hundred and sixty written requests for reports were received during the
year in addition to innumerable tdephone and personal requests, and 18,939 reports were
iorwarded upon request.
FINANCIAL EEPOET
The appropriation for the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic- for the ilscal
year 1925, as oarried b the independent offices appropriation act approved June 7, 1924, wm
$457,000, under whioh the oommittae reports qmnditures and obligations during the year
amounting to $437,510.62, itemized as foIlows:
Sallufeo(includingenghlearhlgstaff)--------------- —- —-- —--- —--- —--- —---------- $177,860 se
wl@l ------ _-- —----- _—---—-_—- —_ ——-------- =- ——-—----- —--- ~ 84L 02
Supplieeand Iuaterfala--.-------.-—-—:——————————-------- ---—- -- —-———---- — lt32ULo8
Communicationaervioe- ----------- —-------------------- ——-— —-———-— 868.07
hvd-------------------------------------------------------- 10,429.93
Transportationof Mm-------------------------------------------------------- ~122.80
Furniabingof eleotriaity---- -——---- —------------------ —----- —--- —— -- 8#018.15
Rent.-–---––--—-–––––– —------ —--- —-------- ——-——-——— —----— — 78474
Repalraand dtwtim-------—-—-----------—— ——-----— --- ----- —- ——— -- S#707.85
Spaelalhvxtiou ------------------------------------------------------------- ~ :& ~
Qdp-*----------------------------------------------------------------- ~
lzxpenditureu---------------------------------------------------------- 487,510.02
UnexpendedImlanm
.
-..----—- ------------------------ ---------- ------- ——--—-- —--- 89.88.
ReaerveaI—-—- —-—--— ——-——- — --- —-- —---- —------------ —----—- 19,400 Oa
4s7, Ooo.al
In addition to the above, the oommittea had a separate appropriation of $13,000 for print-
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PART 11
GENERAL ACTIWTIES
EEVISION OF NOMENCLATURE FOE AEItONAUTICS
. . .
Sinoe aeronautioeis a progredve sokme, the nqyl arises from time to time for revision of .._.
ita offieid nomenoIature. Five reports on this subject have been issued by the emmnittee;
the first in 1917, the eemnd in 1918, the third in 1919, the fourth in 1920, and the Mth, known
as Report No. 167, in 1928.
In Ootober, 1924, a speoial conference on aeronautical nomenclature was organ@ed by the
oommittee, ita membership inoluding officially daignated reprawntativea of the Army Air
Sarviee, the BureRu of Aeronautics of the Na~ Department, the Bureau of Standards, the
Sooiety &Automotive Engineem, the Anmrioan %oiety of MeohanioaI Eugineem, and the
Aeronautical Chamber of Commeroe of Amerioa. As the number of termssuggestti forinclueion
in the offiokd nomenclature had greatly inoreased eime the publication of the Iaet report on fhe
subjeot, the task of revcieionwas muoh greater than ever before, and to faoilitatwifa exeoution
the entire nomamhture was divided inti four main eeotions and a subcommittee appointed to
study and agree upon the terms for eaoh section, Thse four suboommittm were as follows:
Airship terms, aerodynamic terms, p,ow~plant tams, and airway terms.
The four sections of the nomauolature, after revision by thesesuboanmitteee, were submitted
to and approved by the conference as a whole, and the entire nomemlature was officially
approved by the exeautive oo.mmittee on September 19, 1925. The new nomenclature will be
published in the near future as a teohniod report, and wilI supemede all previous publioatione
of the oommittee on the subjeot.
THE THIRTEENTH WILEUR WEIGHT MEMOEIAL LECTURE
Upon invitation of the Royal A&onautioal Sooiety, Rear Admiral D. W. Taylor, U. S. ‘- ~”~
N. (retired), eeoretary of the National Adtiory” “I%m.mittee for Aeronautics, prepared the
Thh%eenth Annual Wilbur Wright Memorial Lecture, whioh was deIivered in Imndon, April
30, 1926, the topio %eing “@me Aspects of the Cornparjson of Model and Full Scale. Tests.” :- _:.
TMSpaper dealt with the generaI qm”tion of laws of dynamic eimils&y and ti be published .
by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics aa Teohnical Rep&t No. 219.
CONSIDERATIONOF AERONAUTICALINVENTIONS
Aeronautical inventions are frequently reoeived by the oommitted for consideration and
advice. Suoh inventions are examined by the oommittee, the necessary further correspondence
is omducted with the inventom, and the inventions that give promise of being of value are
brought to the att+dion cd the Army and Navy Air services with suitable reco.mmendations.
A formal agreement is in effect with the Navy lhpartmekt whereby aeronautical inven-
tions .of a general character whioh are received by the Navy Department are rkferred to the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautiea for consideration and proper action. In such
cams; when a report is made to the Navy Departmeiiii a copy is sent to the Army Air Service.
In a similar manner, although without formal agreement, the committee also examines inven-
tions referred to it by the Army AU Service, and a copy of the report on any invention which
appeam h be promising is sent to the Navy.
8
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ADOPTION OF STANDABDATMOSPHERE
In response to the need for a national standard of certain basio physical constants for use
in comection with aeronautic~ cfdc~atione Ating to pressure, temperature, and density
relations in a normal or standard atmosphere, the committee on aerodynamics took up the
question, and, after careful consideration and agreem~t between representatives of the Army
& Service, the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department, the Utited States Weather
Bureau, aud the United States Bureau of Standards, recommended the adoption of a set of
values, known es the standard ahnosphere.
On December 2, 1924, this standard was offitiy approved by the executive committee,
and, on recommendation of the cmnnittee, has since been adopted for use in aeronautical
calculations by the War and Navy Departmmts, the Weather Bureau, and the Bureau of
Standards.
Tables and other refenmce data based w this standard have been prepared by Lieut.
Waiter S. Diebl, of the Bureau of Aeronautics, for laboratory use, and are being published as
Tecbn.ical Report No. 218 of the committee, entitled ‘tStandard Atmoep~Tablee aud
Data.”
ADOPTION OF ALTIMETER C~E.AITON STANDARD
On suggestion of the aeronautic instruments section of the Bureau of Standards, this tmm-
mittee organized a special conference on altimeter calibration standards es a eubco,mmittee
of the committee on aerodynamics, for the purpose of formulating and recommending a new
national standard for the calibration of altimeters. The altitude pmanre relation previoudy
in use in this country for tbe calibration of altimeters was based on the assumption of a constant
temperature of +10” C. at all altitudes, which differed widely from the average temperatures
actually experienced and hence oaused altimeter readings to deviate considerably from tba true
altitud~ in many oases. It wee therefore deemed ddrable fiat a new standard be adopted
which would be more nearly in agreameut with actual conditions.
The special conference on altimeter oslibration standards inchmledin ita membership repre-
sentathw of the engineering division of the &my Air Service, the Bureau of Aeronautics of the
Navy Department, the Weatlw Bureau, the Bureau of Standards, the National Aeronautic
Association, and this com,mith A meeting of the conference wea held on Decambm 6, 1024,
at which the new standard was agreed upon for recommendation to the committee on aero-
dynamics. This standard was approved by the ~tive committee on February 18, 1925, on
recommendation of the committae on aerodynamics, and has since been adopted by the War
and Navy Departments, the Weather Bureau, and the Bureau of Standards.
STANIMBD METHOD FOR DETERMINATIONOF HIGH-ALTITUDEPEEFOEB1.M!ICE
In msponee to a general feeling among the organizations in this country interested, that
the methods used by the Federation Aeronautique Intarnationale for the determination of
altitudes in comparing high-altitude performance of airplanes were not sufficiently accurate,
a special conference on standard method of comparing high-altitude performance was orgauized
as a subcommittee of the camnittee on aerodynamics. The memberabip of this special con-
ference included representatives of the &my Air Service, the Naval Bureau of Aeronautics,
the Weather Bureau, the Bureau of Standards, the National Aeronautic Association, and this
committee.
A meeting of this conference .wsaheld on June 3, 1925, at which a standard method for the
determination of high-altitude performance of aircraft was agreed upon for recommendation
to the National Aeronautic Amooiation, which is the official iwpresentative in this country of
the Federation Aeronautique Intemationale. On recommendation of the committee on aero-
dynamics, this standard was tranamittid on June 10, 1925, to the predent of the Natio~
Aeronautic Association, with a view to iti p~~tation at the mnual conference of the Federa-
tion A6ronautique International.
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USE OF NON(30VEBNMENTAL AGENOIBS
The various problems on the committee’s approved research program areas a rule aasigned
for study by governmental agencies. In cases where the proper study of a problem reqti
the use of facilities not available in any governmep.tal establishment, or requires thqtahmts
of men outside the Government service, the committee contraota dirqctly with the institution
or individual best equipped for the study of each such problem b prepare a special report on
the eubjeot. In this way the committee has mmalded tho.fditi=. ~f.edUC?tiOXM1-inSt&Ufi~~...
and the ae.mitesof specialists in tbe~cientific study of he problems of flight.
STANDARDIZATION OF WIND-TUNNEL RESULTS
For the past several yeareteate have bem conducted in various wind tunnels in thia,coun$ry
and abroad on serias of standard models with a tire-wto bringing about a standardization of
wind-tunnel resnlti by a comparison of the results of these teds.
Three cylinder models having a length ratio Of 5:1 and four models of the U. S. A.” 16
airfoiI having an aspect ratio of 6:0 and lengfhs varying from 18 to 36 inches have beep tested
during the”past year at the Massachueetta &titute of Te@xdogy, and tests are now under
way at McCook Field. .These m.dela had previously been tested at the Langley MemoriaI
Aeronautical Labofitory, the Waehin@n Navy Yard, and the Bureau of Standards. The taste
in all the wind tunnels on these modeIs were copdpctd over as wide a range of V/L as
poeaible and included the determination .of uft,. ..&ag, and pitching moment for every 4°
from -4° to +20°.
Tests have also bem conducted at the &p&~””of the &&nautical Research Committie ““
of Great Britain on aimhip and airfoil models constructed by the National Physical Laboratory.
During the past year a joint report on the resulte OLthe testi in thb country of the National
Physiccl Lnboratiry, R. A. F., 15 airfoil model has bean prepared as the result of a conference
between the heads of the various .Mx@mies at y@h t&e tg@ were ,rn,ade. This reprt, ,jn
accordance with a recent agreement with the Aeronautical Research Committee, tvill probably
be published in ~ cauntry in the near future. An exact copy of the National physical Labo-
ratory airship model is undergoing &t in the variabl~eneity wind tunnel of the committee
for comparison of the rtmultawith thcae obtabmd tifihe wind. tunuek of @g atmospheric type.
COOPERATION OF AIUKY AND NAVY
Through the personal contact of responsible officare of the @ny and Navy serving on the
three standing technical subm”mmitteea,a knowledge of the aims, purposes, and needs of each
service in the field of aeronatil research is .madejkiiown ti.~theother. TIM cordial relatioqs
that invariably flow from such personal contact aremppknented by the technical information
service of the committee’s OfEce of Aeronautical J@elligence,, which rna@s available the latest
technical information from all parte of thk world. While a healthy rivalry exists .in certain
respects between the Army and Navy, there is at. the same time a coordination of eflort in
experimental engineering and a mutual understanding that is productive of the best results.
The Army and Navy Air Services have when&cr called upon aided in every practicable
way in the conduot of scientific investigations by the commit&e. Each eervice has placed at
the disposal of the committee airplanes and engines required by the committse for reaecrch
purposes. The committee desires to re~rd its appreciation of the cooperation given by the
Army and Navy Air Services, for without this cooperation the committee could not have
undertaken many of the investigations that have already made for substantial progress in aircraft
development. The commitke dedres especially to acknowledge the many courtaics extended
by the Army authorities at-Langley Field, whW_@ committee’s laboratories are locnted,
and by the navaI authorities at the Hampton Roads Naval &r Station.
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INVESTIGATIONS UNDERTAKEN FOR TEE AEMY AND THE NAVY
AS a rule reaearoh programs oovering fundamental problems demanding solution are
prepared by the teahnioal subcommittees and recommended to the executive committee for
approval. These programs supply the problems for investigation by the Langley Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory. When, however, the Army Air Service and the Naval Bureau of
Aeronautics desirespecial investigations to be undertaken by the committee, such inw4gations,
upon approval by the &YeoutiTeoommitt.ee, are added to the mrrent researoh programs.
The investigationsthus undertaken by the committee during tip past year for the &my
and the Navy may be outlined as follows:
FoBTHs ArassBvIcBoh’mBm
Fulbxde investigation of different”wings on the Sperry messenger airplane.
Inv@.igation of the behavior of an airplane in landing and in taking off.
Lme&igation of pr-ure distribution ova the wing seotion of a VE-7 airplane.
Investigation of pressure distribution and accelerations on a pursuit type airplane.
Investigation of performance characteristics of aeromarine variabh+thiclma and variable
Camk wing.
Acceleration readings on the IT-9 airplsne.
FOE TEE BUSBAU OF AEEONAH Or THS NAVY DEPAEIWKFW
Investigation and development of a solid-injeotion type of aeronautical engine.
Development of airoraft engine supercharger.
Distribution of Ioading between wings of biplanes and triplanes.
Investigation .of planing angles and get-away speeds of seaplams.s
Flight tests of Buperchargem.
Investigation of landing speed of ‘IS airplane.
Investigation of amodynamio loads on the U. S. S. Loa Angek
Investigation of spoihx aiIeron control for TS airplane.
Investigation of performance characteristics of DT and”~ seaplan-
Invedigation in the variabledensity wind tunnel of standard propeller sections with
various camber ratios.
Investigation of performance of four propekrs in flight.
Investigation of watw-prtxsure distribution on seaplane hulls.
Investigation of autorotation.
Investigation of performauoe of model air propelks m a free air stream and in frcmt of
VE-7 model.
PropeIIer teds on SC-1 airphme.
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON DESIGN OF A.UMYSEMIEIGID AIRSHIP ES-1
At the request of the Army Air Savice, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
appointed a special subcommittee to examine and report on the design and construction of
the Army semhigid airship Imown as the RS-I. This special subcommittee was organized
on February 13, 1923. The five members were:
Hmry Goldmark, ohairman.
w. Hovgaard.
Max M. Murk
L. B. Tuokerm.en.
W. ‘iVatte* Pagon, secretary.
The committee met for the tit time on February 23, 1923, and held 20 subsequent meet-
ings. Four of these meetings were held at the works of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber co..
AImon, Ohio; one at Wiiur Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio; om at Scott I?ield, BelleviIle, Ill.;
one at St. Louis, Mo.; and the remainder m the office of the National Advisory Committeo
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12 REPORTJSATIONAli ADVISORY COMMFM!EE I?OB AEEOHAUTICS
for Aeronautical Washington, D. C.” At practically all the meetings representative of the
engineering division of the Army Air Service and of the coniraotor were prssent and joined in
the dimussion.
The committee was requ&ed to report and pass upon the design and calculations, includ-
ing the method of detmmkdng the load factare and faotom of safety in the design, d the IW-1.
The committee completed its report in June, 1925, which was accepted by the executive com-
mittee and transmitted to the (l&f of the &my & Ser@ce.
The RS-1 is a semirigid type airship, $00 feet in length, and has a capacity of 700,000
cubic feet. The triangular keel is attached with the apex pointed up and is suspended by
catenary cablea which are attached to three points in the keel at I&foot intarvals. The keel
is constructed of aluminum alloy cola, Phoenix type, with a maximum length of 10 feet.
Theee c-ohunneare connected by baU and socket joints in forged @nite housings.
The R&l is the fkatmmirigid aimhip to be constructed in America. Of the three ‘years
spent in bringing the ~-l to completion, a hrge percentage of the time wss spent in research
and mpmimentation, which have given data of lasting hnportanoe.
One of the most important invmtigatione was the tit of a water modeI representing tho
airship, on which an elaborate seri= of teeta was conducted by the engineering division of the
Army Air Service under the direction of Profeseor. Howiard. In thm tmta the modeI rep-
resented the conditions in the actual airship very closely, a wooden keel having the same relative
rigidity as a fubize metallic.keel being iltted to the fabric envelope.
This is believed to be the first model test of a “semirigidairship in which the effect of the
keel on the datlectione and stmwea has been taken into account. The resuh of the hsta fur-
nished a valuable check on the theoretical computations made by the committee.
At the meeting of the ccunmittee at Scott Field, with the RS-1 in a practicdy completed
condition ‘and inflated with helium, preliminary meaeurementa to detmmine the changes in the
shape of the envelope and the stresew in the keel under differentserviceconditions were mada.
Three measurement, although of a preliminary nature, are of interest, as they seem to C-O*
the theoretical computations. It is understood thit an extended series of measurement will
be made on the aimhip when completed and ready to fly.
The committee devoted muoh time twa review of the streseeain the RS-1, and also made
an extended study of the strength of semirigid ai@ips generuy, which is probably more can-
plete than any previous study undertaken. In commotion with this study, individual membem
of the committee have made analytical investigations on different pointe invcdvcd, which add
mataridly to the gemmd Imowledge on this subject. The individual contributions w=e added
to the report in the form of appendixes, including particularly discussions of the aerodynamic
load, of the design of the nose cap, of breathing streseea,and of the statical longitudimil stability
of semirigid aimhipe.
AMERICANAERONAUTICALSAFETYCODE
-.
The final draft of the Aeronautical Safety Code was approved by the sectional committeo .,::
that is sponsored by the Bureau of Stids.rde fid me Sotiety of Automotive l@@W @c”)~
on April 23, 1925, and was subsequently submitted to and approved by the sponsors who referred
it to the American Engineering S~ Committee for final approval as a tentative
American standard. The code has b- prepared in printed form and may be obtain~d from
the society.
The sectional committee is widely repramntative of the aeronautical interests and furmtions
under the procwhre of the American Engineering”Standards (knnmittee, the principal organi-
zations represented on the sectional committee being the Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce,
*can Inetituta of Electrical Erigin6eni,&n6ricaii-Sii%ietyof Mechanical Engineers, American
Society for. Testing Materials, American %ciety of Safety Er@neere, Manufacturers Aircraft
bociation, National Aeronautic Association, Natioiml Aircraft Undsrwritara Aaociation,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronaut=, National Sdety Council, Rubber Association of
America, Society of btomotive Enginecri (Inc.), ‘underwriters’ Lbomtorim ~c.), Ufited
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Stake Bureau of Stmdar& Utited Statea Forest Servioe, Uhited Statca Navy Department,
United Staks Post OfEoe Departmat, Unitad Statea War Department, Uhited States Weather
Bureau.
The committee is a oontin@ng one, subjeot to oall by the sponsors to reconsider tie ode
in part or as a whole whenever it may seam advisable to do so, although it is f&lt that suoh
revisions should not be moesmry for some time beoanse of the oars that was taksn in preparing
the oode. It hsa been the objedivs of the oommittee to prepare a code that will promote general
agreement and mutual undemtmding as to acceptable prmti- for safety in the oonstmmtion
and performance of airemft but not to presoribe too elody the methods of dmign, oonstruoticm,
or operation. It is hoped that on this basis the code will prove to be a valuable guide to d-
signam, oonstrmtors, and operators of both airoraft and airdromes in advanoing the develop-
ment of oommeroisl aviation, and to omstituted iuthoritk in enforoing regulations that may
be enaoted to govern this branoh of the transportation servios and industries.
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PART III
t
REPORTS OF TECHNICAL COMM~
.- . ..-
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AERODYNAMICS
OEQANIZA’IION
The oommittee on aerod&mioa is at present qompomd”of the following members:
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, Johns Hopkins I?nivei%ity, &airman.
Commander H. C. Richardson, United Statea Navy, vice ohairman.
Pibf. Edward P. Warner,”Massachusetts Inetituh of Technology, secretary. .
Dr. L. J. Briggs, Bureau of Standards.
Capt. Gerald E. Brewer, United States Army, engineering division, Air Service,
McCook Field.
Lieut. W. S. Diehl, United Statea Navy. ~-
H. N. Eaton; Bureau of Staridards.
George W. Imris, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (ex officio member).
Maj. LesIie MacIHl, United States Army, engineering division, Air service, hlcCook
FieId.
Prof. Charles F. Marvin, Weather Bureau.
Dr. A. F. Zahm, constmmtion department, Washington Navy Yard.
The functions of the committee on aerodynami~ are as follows:
1. To determine what problems in theoretical and experimental aerodymuuice are the
most important for investigation by governmental and private agonoies,
..-
2. To coordinde by counsd and suggestion the research work involved in the investigation -.. __
Of such problems.
3. To aot as a medium for the interchange of information regarding aerodynamic inwxti-
gationa and developments, in progress or proposed. ~
4, To direot and conduct research in experimental aerodynamics in euch laboratory or
laboratories as maybe placed either in whole or in part under its direction.
5. To meet from time to time on the oall of the chairman and report its action and recom-
mendations to the executive committee.
The committee on aerodynamics, by reason of the representation of the various “urgani- “
zations interested in aeronautics, is in close contact with all aerodynamical work being carried
out in the United Statc8. In this way the current Work of each organization is made known
ta all, thus preventing duplication of etlort. AIso all reseamh work is stimulated by the prompt
distribution of new ideaa and new results, which add greatly to the ticient conduction of
aerodynamic researoh. The committee keeps the resem@ worke~ jn this coun@y mpplicd
with information on all Eurbpean pro- in aerodyii&ics by means of a foreign representathro
who is in dose touch with all aeronautical activities in Europe. This direct information is
supplemented by the translation and circulation of copies of the more important foreign reports
and articles,
The committee on aerodynamic has direct control of the aerodynamical research conducted
at Langley Field, the propeller research condudsd at Stanford University under the super-
vision of Dr. W. F. Durand, and a number of special inveatigationa conducted at the Bui%au of
14
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Standards. The aerodynamicaI investigations undertaken at the Washington Navy Yard,
the engineering division of the Army Air Servica at NLWook ~leId, the Bureau of Standards,
and the .Msssachuaeth Institute of Technology are reported to the committee on aerodynamics.
LANQLEYMEMORIAL AEBONA~ IABOBA~BY
ATMOS~B.10 WiNII Towmm Rnmwum-A&oik.-Biplane and triplane lift distribution
t~ta have been oontinued and the rcmlts further studied and analyzed. At low-flying speed,
the air forces may be considered for aU praotiosl daign purpcma as equdy divided among
the oomponent winga. At high-flying speed, however, end in the case of a highly maneuver-
able airplane the distribution of the lift follows a lea simple law. This distribution depends
then on the wing aeotione used, and even more on the geometric arrangement of the wing
CelIule.
The pressure distiution measurements on three thick airfoil models (N. A. C. A. 81,
U. S. A. 27C mod., and U. S. A. 35) have been satisfactorily oompleted. The technique of
testing half~an models by the use of a reflecting phme was developed in the oou.me of th~e
experiments. The experkme gained will be of great ben~t in future work. The information
obtained will be vahmble in both stress analysis and airfoiI design.
As a further r~ult of this rmeamh, a nsw thick wing section has “been designed and ifs
air forces have beeu measured. The results show a cmmidwable gain in aerodynamic ef6-
oiency. Furthermom, one very undeahable property oommon to most tapered wings has
been eliminated. Most tapered airfoils have the root seotion and the tip wing seotion par-
allel; occasionally the tip is washed out. This results in an airfoil with a &angeable angle of
zero Eft along the span, and consequently, when the total lift is zero the air foroe on the tip
is downward end that at the middle seotion is upward. In the new design the wing has
been sufficiently waahsd in to bring all sections simultaneously to zero Iift.
A half-pan, prssaure distribution model of the upper win& aileron, end overhanging
horn balance of a Fokker D-VU airplane is now awaiting tat. btermt in this inv@igation
centars around the pressures on the aileron, balance, and that portion of the wmg tip which
wilI be afleoted.
Modd a@hme—s.-Modela of two airplsnes, one a pursuit IandpIane and the other a gient
twin-boat seaplane, both designed by Mr. J. V. Martin, were given complete tests at the
“ request of the aekot committee of inquiry inti operationa of the United-States Air Services.
There have also been made tests with the model of a trsiing type airplane. This investig-
ation was one of the most interesting problems of the year. The airplane had exhibited the
unusual characteristic of progressing from e normfd spin rnto a flat one from whioh recovery
had sometimes been impossible. Special apparatus was devised to give the model freedom in
pitch while spinning in the tunnel. The teds showed that a reduction of gap, accompanied by
an upward and forward shift of the renter of gravity, serve to eliminate this tendency, and it is
bdieved that under these’ conditions the controls would be eui%ciently effcotive to prevent
entering the flat spinniug oondition. On completion of the spin tests, tie lift, dr~ and pitching
moment of the model with reduced gap wme meamrcd.
FWicfipping.-A very important problem was an invdgation reIating chieily to airship
coverings. The factors which control the flapping of a reotangle of fabrio supported along its
edges and having only one surface exposed to tangential air flow were studied. The air speed at
which flapping dtitely began was observed, and the data are sticiently indicative to show
the most bgiod means of suppressing the phenomenon. Prevention of flapping in the covering
I of an airship wouId materieUy reduce the resistance to motion and inoresse the life of the fabric.
Rotating ylindm. —To clear up some of the questions unanswered by last year’s tds, a new
investigation of rotating cylinders has been conducted. The revemel .of direction of the CI’OSS
wind force at low~peed ratios has been explained. The air forces observed ware far in axcess of
those of ordinary ivings of similar dimensions. The testa show that the air forces on rotating
cylinders can not be oomputed by assuming the circulation to be equal to the cirmdation of one
cylinder’s surface, as has been proposed by several authom. The shape of the cylinder ends
proved of great influence on the r~t,s; end disks had a benetlcial influence.
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iWsce2k.muu.-As in the past, the tunnel has been used to calibrate and loode the mrc-
dynamio axea of a number of instruments.,
Tests of a” turbulence meter” were made and the results were used to further improve this
instrument.
Teohnique of producing smoke and photographing filamenta of the same in the air stream
has been materially improved. Through the use of electrical apparatus, it is now possible to
obtain these photographs with an exposure of approximately one-millionth of a seoon&
VAEIAU DmumrY WIND T~Raae.arch o% a~oils.-A saries & airfoils has been
tested in the variable density wind tunnel at a high Reynolds number. These 27 sections ware
derived from Doctor Munks theary of the airfoil suoh that the travel of the csnter pressure
would’be small, The tast radts showed remarkable agreement with the theory, and in pa~
titular demonstrated olemly that the .cordficient of pitching moment about a point at 25 per
cent of the ohord is practically a constant, which is predkted by the theory. There were several
good sections in this group, whioh show exoellent oharaotemistica(N. A. C. A. M-4, M-o, and
M-12). Further work on similar airfoils is to be dons in the near future.
In oonneotion with the rcsemch on the Army Air Service (Sperry) messenger airplane, a
group of airfoils of the same sections (K S. A. 6, U. S. A. 27, U. S. A. 35A, U. S. A. 36B, R. A. F.
16, G8ttingen 387, and Clark Y) ware tested at five dWwent tank pressuresfrom a low to a high
Reynolds numbm. Besides obtaining r~ulta comparable with full-scale conditions on these
motions, information was Qbtained as tc the variation of the airfoil oheracteristka with scale or
Reynolds number. In gemmd, the minimum drag co@icient decressw as the scale is inoreased. “““
The mwdnmm lift/drag ratio inoreases in the same manner, though to a lesser extent. The
scale effeot of the hum lift cticient dMers considerably for difh.rent airfoils, and as yet
no general rule can be stated as to its true scale effect.
Teds are now in progress on a series of biplane oelluk, using airfoils of the R. A. F. 15
section with several gap/ohord ratios..
Tbnn.d toa?l inierjirakx t&kh—In making corrections for the ef%ot of the wind tunnel ,
walls on data from tests, there was noticed considerable discrepancy in the slope of the lift
coefficient curve plotted against angIe of attaok of observed values compared with the tlwmetical. .,,.
Dootm Munk is now analyzing the theoretical correotiQns and testmare now in progm!aain the
tunnel to determine the experimental corrections. These teats are made with airfoils of tie.
same section and ohord, but of various aspect ratios.
.
A velocity survey across the tunnel idtie tcithe walls is to be made, taking into account its
iniiuence on the induced drag.
T@s of airplum moti .—The United Statea * Air Service (Sperry) messenger airplane
model with U. S. A. 5 wings was tested at fukcale conditions as received from the engineering “”
division, Air Service, without a propeller. In comparing the rsmdta obtained with those of
free-air tasta on the. airplane, the minimum drag of the model was found to be low. As is the
case with most atmospheric wind-tunnel models, most of the details were omitted. These were
then added, with a subsequent increase of 80 per cent in the minimum drag. In both ca9es
the propeller was omitted. The eflect of a rotating propeller is known to be considerable. In
further work on this researo.ha propeller will be installed on the model and the oondition of
operation will be that of zero torque.
A test of a model of the Fokk”er D-VII was made at a Reynolds number very close to
full scale and from a oomputed performance, remarkable agreement with that of flight tests
of the fukize ~lane was found.
Mi.acelhwous.-A new method of support for models. was demloped in which stream-line
wires of a large size are used, both in compression for negative loading and in tension for positive
loading. A deorsase in tare drag of 90 per oent on the 20-dnmsphere tda was obtained.
Adjustments have been made at various times to the btdanoe apparatus, improving ita
operation and reliability. The air flow has been further improved by minor changea in the
walls of the experimental chamber and by revering @e outer cone with painted canvas.
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Because of the high humidity and operating temperatures some difhculty has been encoun-
tered with the separation of the driv~ropelIer laminations.Thiswas tidy ovemme by
theuse of a special glue and by covering the blades with e monel metaI ehea~
Ihmr REsmcH-Airs7@8. —During the hat year the information obtained es a result
of the investigation of pressure distribution on the hull and tail surfaoea of a nonrigid airship
has been studied, analyzed, tabulated, and submitkd in report f~rm The data thus available
ocver the pressures experienced at the 400 pointe investigated in nearly all possible maneuvem
and are of great value for design purposes, being the only material of this kind that has been
obtained in any great quantity on MLairship in actual @ht. While the results showed that
the preasurM and loadings resulting from maneuvers were never in excem of those used in design
computations, they indicat~ howaver, that those ~perienced in bumps and gueta were prob-
ably very much larger and might exceed the d- factors in use at the present time.
As a continuation and an elaboration of the teh on a nonrigid type, considerable time
and work has been spent on the preparation of a resemch program end the construction of
apparatus for pre3sure distribution, turning trials, and acceleration tds on a rigid @pe, the
U. S. S. hg Angeles. Some pndiminary acceleration teata have elready been carried out on
this airship, in which it was attempted to measure the accelerations produced by guata and
bumps, in conjunction with strain gauge meaeummtmk conducted by the Bureau of Aeronautics.
The tests were unsuoceasfuI, however, owing to lack of proper air conditions.
Air@zne8.-The air flow about an airplane in flight has received considerable attention
within the Isst year in aonneotion with two flight research problems-namely, angle-of-attack
mewmrernents and investigation of ground eftect. The form=, problem, that of obtaining
accurate angkof-attack measurements in flightl is extremely important for flight-test work
because of the nearly universal use of angle of attack as a basis for comparing dMerent results.
The measurement is very ddRcult of attainment because of the effect of the interference of the
airplane itdf upon any instrument used for measuring angle of attack. A surrey of the air
flow about the wing structure of a biplane in flight has been conducted, which showed that a
small region or zone esisted where the interference on an angleof-attack vane was negligible,
and consequently an inatrcment mo~ted at this place would register angle of attack with
sufficient accuracy. The second problem, ground efhctl is now being inv@@ad. It iS
considered that the change of performance of an airplane at an altitude and close to the ground
is due to the change of air flow produced by the proxinity of the ground. By means of 10ngi-
tudinal smoke ffow over the wings and transverse patterns obtained by flying bOU@ -eke
curtains,togetharwith pressure distribution meaaurementa along a chord of the wing, a study
is being made which it is felt will provide information for estimating quantitatively the ground
effect.
At the request of the Army& Service an investigation has been oogductad and completed
on the landing end take-off oharacteristica of nine airplanes, comprising d of the servicetypes
used by the Army. The material obtained shows the air speed, acceleration, control position,
and ground run of each airplaue when landing and taking off. It was intended primarily for
upe in the instruction of student pilots, to enable them to visualize the movement of the con-
trols, the behavior of the airplane, etc., but will also be found of wdue in the improvement of the
landing and take-off characteristics in new design, as well as useful for estimating the proper
size of proposed landing fields.
Phming teds conducted for the Bureau of Aercnautica on three representative tp of *a-
planes-4n@410at, twin-float, and boat typehave been completed. The complete planing
daracterietics, including air speed, water speed, angIe of attack, length end timeofrun,etc.,
have been measured on each type, end a comparison of tie fulkcde results with similar ones
obtained in model-basin tests will be made with a view to improving the methods of tba latter.
The results obtained are also of direct value to designers of seaplaues and seaplane floats and
should be of interest and value to the service piIot in obtaiming the best take-off performance of
each t~e. Laboratory tests are now in progress on the development of a method of measuring
.
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the water-pressure distribution on a pontoon while landing, taking off, and tating. The maxi- - ,
mum premurea.occur as a result of the impact at lading or the impact of waves striking the hull,
and the forms exist for such a short period of time that the difllculty of recording is considerable.
Because of the higher speed and greater maneuverabtity of pmwn&day airplan=, the
methods of load computations and loading specifications now in use are in need of revision to
eliminate the poeeibility of failure in flight. Although considerable work has been done in the
wind tunneI and in flight on pressure distribution, there is little information avaiIable on the
pressures experienced during accelerated flight whim is known, to be applicable to modern
airplanes. Au investigation has been completed on two airplanes, the VE7 and the TS, in
which the pressures over a rib section of the wing and tail surfaces have been measured in
violent maneuvers. These prcasurea and loads will be used for preliminary revision of the
load-computation methods now in vogue, but, as a single rib is only indicative of the loads on
a complete wing, further work haa been plumed in which a complete inves~at.ion will be made
of the pressure distribution over the wings and tail surfacea of a high-speed pursuit airplane.
The apparatus and inatrumenta for this latter research are in readineas and an airplane with
speciaI alterations b accommodate the apparatus is undm construction.
Tests are now in progress on a Sperry messenger airp~anaequipped with six different sets
of wings, the purpose of which is to determine full~cale characteristics which may be tom- . . . .
pared to the same characteristics of a model of the dirplane as determined in an atmmpheric
and a variable density wind tunnel in order to-study and if possible determine the natdre and
magnitude of the existing scale effect. The. experiments have already indicated the necessity
of a much closer duplication of the actual airplan~ for a model used in the variable density
tunnel at high Reynolds numbm than for the same in the atnmpheric tunnel, and has neccs
sitated the reconstruction of the Sperry messenger rn@el for use ~ the variable dxty tunnel. . _
In connection with these tests a study has been made of the methods of obtaining an airplane’s
lift and drag chaxacteriatica in @ht and a paper haabeen prepared and published describing
the various methods, with recommendations for their use, based on the experience of the
laboratory in such test work.
In oithir k “findthe variation in the wing contour of an airplane from the intended contour
due b inaccuracies in construction and to the sag of the covering between the ribEof a fabric-
covered wing, measurements are being made on a number ,of service airplanes, The i@orma-
tion is dedred principally for use in determining the accuracy necasary in model construction - -”
but will also provide data from which the ccuuparison of the aerodynamic qualitiea of win~
with rigid and ssg~g coverings maybe derived.
F%opeUers.-The methods and apparatus for flight teeting of airplane propellers deveIo~ed
hat year have been improved upon, so that the laboratory is in position, and has been reqmwted
to do an increasing amount of this type @ rcmarah. At preaant two .propeLlerresearched are
in progress, consisting of tests of four propelhrs for fhe .W!iW airplane and four for the S&l . .
seaplane. The forrqer researah is a continuation of last year’s propeller research program, the
flight teata to be compared with wind tunnel teeta of similar modeI propellers to further estab-
lish the relation betweau the two, and the latter is to determine the propeller most suitable for
the S&l seaphme. ----
P~ornumce.-Performance tests are now being conducted on DT and C3 airplanes to -
determine the possible improvemenfa in the performance of these airplanea equipped with
Wright T-2 and T-3 engines when the use of (a) overcompreseion, (b) aup~a%~, (c) gem,
or (d) combination of gears with overcompr~on orsupembgere, isresorted h. ~ addition
to the performance. tests of ccunplete cirplanea, fight teata have been conductid on various
airplane geam and apparatus which are auxiliary to the airplane. In this category were the
teats of the spoiler aileron control and the acmomarinevariabl~amber wing. The former is a
flap gear for airplan~, used to supplement the ~er~n control,which was designed and built
by and tested for the Bureau “of Aeronautics. The tests of the variable-oamber wkg were
made at the request of the Army Air Service. __ .— ...-.
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kmmnnnm RESEABCEAND DEVELOPMENT.-!t’heincrease in ilight research during the
past year has made it ~ary to dupIicate a number of the standard instruments. Oppor-
tunity was taken, in constructing these inetrumenta, to incorporate many improvements which
were found desirable.
One of the most important pieces of instrumental equipment completed this year was the
altitude chamber. In this appamtus an instrument niay be subjected to the same pmsaures
and temperature as those experienced at altitudes, ranging from ground lewl to over 40,000
feet. It was developed for the purpose of studying the effeot of low temperatures and pressures
on our various recording instruments with a view to the elimination of errore resulting from the
effect. The design of the apparatus is such that it is convenient to operate, is absolutdy stie,
and requires the minimum of time for maldng the neceaaary investigations.
A new type of fligh~path aiwspeed rscorder was developed and put into operation. This
instrument is used for simultaneous reoording of the ilighbpath angle and the air speed of an
airpkme, and is far superior to previous models in that ita chmts are more easily rene~ it is
easily installed in various ‘~lanea, has greater acmraoy, and is more reliable m operation.
The 60-capsule recording manometers under development dtming the pest year for use on ak
ship investigations have been oompleted but are now being adapted for pmssuredistribution
tests on the Boeing pursuit airphme. A suspension-type galvanometers has been completed
by the Bureau of Standards and will be used in oonneotion with h meaeurement of oontrol
forces. For use in the calibration of aItitude rnstrumentaa new motodriven mimornanometer
hRSbeen developed which afEordsgreat= accuraoy, is more convenient, and reduces the time
required for calibrations.
Of the more important instruments under dedopment or eonstruotion those &xribed
below are typiml. There is now being assembled an instrument for reoording the airspeed and
eMtude, having a mechanism arrauged for many traversea of the altitude ohsrt, resulting in a
recorder oombining extreme sensitivity with large range. This instrument should prove of
value for very aoourate determinations of the height of airplanes at high altitudes. An instru-
ment whioh will prove of value in both the flight mmuuh end power plsnta work is a tanperatur+
revolutione-per-minute recorder. This will oombine in one instrument reoording on one chart
an eleotric-reeietanoe type thermometer and an ekotrimtype tachometer. For power pIsnt
use a fuel-flow reoorder is being devdoped. This instmment mill make use of the difference in
pr-ure of a fluid paining through various eeotione of a Venturi, and wilI fill an important need
in the investigation of mgine “obaraotexietiosduring tlight. For the more amurate oaIiiration
of acoelerometere and turn recorders, as well as the study of means of damping for sRoh instru-
ments, a calibrating fiture is being deveIoped. This apparatus wilI reduce the time reqti
for making euoh oaliirations and also allow tbe study of proper damping of accelerometer and
turn reoordem. A model is now being oonehucted h show the #sot of a rotating oylinder in an
air stream and will effectively demonstrate the prinoinle of the Flettner rotor.
At the Bureau of Standards m sIeotrio-driven turn reoordar is being deveIoped along the
lines of our standard reoording instruments, a three-oomponent gahnometer is being designed,
and a very accurate thermometer of the resietame we is being oonetructed for use at low tem-
peratures, suoh as are experienced at high altitudes.
P~haps the most important irmdiigation oarried on during the year has beeu the study of
p=ure Iag and depreciation in tubing. This wurk was oarried on for tie pqoee of detfi-
ing the most suitable lengths and sizes of tubing to be used with recording instruments in ccm-
neot,ionwith the study of pressure distribution on airoraft. A oomplete investigation was made
to determine the Isg in pressure through long tubee and the reduotion or inorease in pressure at
the far end of euoh tubes. LMmh data have beeu obtained whiah will allow the use of the
proper size and hmgth of tubing in connection with many of our pressunAe“ triiution mearohes
and insure the maximum acourmy of resuIt8. A oereful study has been made of the tempera-
ture effeot upon our standard pressure oapsuh aud km this invehigdion methods of ssaembly
and adjustment have been devised which almost entirely eliminate tempemture effect upon these
important components of our prwsure-recording instrument
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All of tbe investigations have required sped apparatus which has been designed and
constructed at the Langley Memorial Aeronautiml I&boratory; A Bendemarm hub dynamo-
meter whioh has been received from the Navy Departzmmt has been thoroughly investigated,
tested, and found satisfactory for use in connection wip the flight test of power plants. In
wnneotion with some of our wind-tuxanel problems the instrument section has developed a
method for making very aeourate models of propellers. Thee mockil propellem are made
entirely from metal and are an axaot duplioati, except as to size, of the large propelka from
whioh the measummenta were taken. The use of ti.ege small model propellers m connection
with modtil tests in the variable density wind tunnel will help increme the accuraoy of com-
parison between model teats and full-wale reammh.
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has cooperated with both the Army
and Navy in supplying special reading instruments for various flight problems. At the request
of the Bureau of Aeronautiea the committee has supplied the Navy with accelerometer and
instructed their personnel in their operation for studying the eharacteriatics of the catapult
and landing gear on the U. S. S. LungZeyand at the .Naval Aireaaft Factory in connection with
the strength requiremauts for airplanes.
—
AEROD~AMIC TECOEY
Last year’s pro- in fundamental aerodynamic theory has been substantiated throughout
the presentyear. Its application to praotico has beti clemtii.rn~el, “~d.-fx lfght !?Mo~ . _
on its derivation ti~ “on its &ation C other b-tichga of teol@@ me@agios.
AU experimeds made to oheak the important theory were auooessfuland show va$ good
agreement. WMin the useful range of angle of attmk of an airfoil, the lift and air foroe
moment oomputed agree in a very satisfactory way with the values observed in experimmts.
The theory was ti to lay down a series of wing seotions all distinguished from ordinary
wing seotiona by a oharaoteristio of great praotioal value, viz, the absenee of travel of the center
of pressure. Not only did the fid-tund teats oonfi.rmthis anticipated stability of the wing
seotion, but some of these. sections (notably, M-6) &o proved “b be good wing sections in
respects other than stability,” so that the new theory has diredly led to an improvement of
wing seotion design.
Theory has been advan~d”b several minor ~peitk. ” %veral tableciof important numerical
valuea have been oomputed and published. Some cd these tables are required for the actual
application of the airship hull theory and of the wing theory, snd give the numerical valuea of
aerodynamic inmtia factors. An elaborate inveetigatiop refers b pressure distribution tests and
gives rules for the distribution of prasure orMoea and to Wmpute conveniently the air forces
from observations. Standard renditions of the atmosphere have been mtablished to make free
flight observations comparable in all oases. Further progress has also been made to improve
the interpretation of wind-tunnel experience. .The wind tugnel oontinuea to be the main
aourcn of experimental information in aerodynamk, and naw insight has been obtained on how
to construct the models md how b t~ care of ~e- @luence of the tunnel djnensiona on the
result.
..
The variabledensity wind tunnel has ~ far s@tanti@ad expectations and has not yet
shown any indication of scale effect at teats made at full Reynolds number.
It is expected that the next year will bring further steady pro= along all these lims.
Furthermore, the fundamental. theory will be expanded and worked out in detail’”k cover a
larger portion of the problems and in order to foreeast more aerodynamic properties. The tit
problem b be attacked will be the computation of ~Qpressure distribution over a wing section,
and further progress in the wind-tunnel teehnique is expeete&
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During the year the staff of the aero~ynamio laboratory has been occupied in the prepara-
tion of four reports baaed on rwearoh and observation work carried on for the most part during
the preceding year and noted in the report for 19!x- These researoheaby name are as follows:
(1) Loss of propulsive ficienoy due to operation of air propellers forward of obstrutMioDs
representing adual airplane structures.
(2) Tedia of 12 Navy type propellers.
($ Tents of 30 model propellem for Army Air Serviae, engineering division, ~cCoolt —.
Field.
— —
(4) Teats of five Navy type model propellem ,h oonneotion with a model representing the
mid-structural part of the Vought airylane and oarried out in parallel with tests on the actual
airplane in tlight, eonduded at Langley Field.
The reports of time invedigationa have been oompleted and numbere (l), (2), and (4)
have been plaoed in the hands of the oommittee for examination aud publkation.
The hhoratmy ia just now bemng two new rwemohes as follows:
1. Tests on a group of metal &propeller models with adjustable bladm aud reprmenting
31 Whrent propellem. The9e tests are to be ourried out for the Army Air Smvioe, engineering
division, at McCook Field.
2. Teets on the Vought airplane model, as in reaearoh (4) r&xrsd to aboye, and in combi-
nation with three metal &propelIer models.
In addition, windmilI and propeller ,brake teata have been carried out on a three-bhided
model propeller forrp.
During the year some refinetnentaand minor changes, as indioatad by experience, have been
made hi the propeller dynamometer and inetrumentd equipment of the laboratory.
WMEIN~N NA= YAED
Airjbila and wiqp-lksta have bem made during the past year on 31 models of airfoils
and airplane - These models inolude both routine design taeting and resear& Among
the reaearoh tmta were a series of six airfoils in which-the tieot of varioua forms of oukmta ii
the oenter of the span was investigated, the results indicating that ths conventional form is
probably the most satiefaotory aerodynamically. Other reseamh invsatigatione on airfoils -
imludsd five models with trailhg edge flaps.
‘l%e study of modifioatione of standard airfoile is being further intended along the lines
previously followed. The immediate purpose of thie study is to improve the stmmtural ohar-
adierktios of oertain thin but very tioient motions without serioudy sfftwting their high
efiioienoy.
(hntroz su@ces.-Thirteen model-oontrcd eurfaoea have been tested during the past year.
Of these models, eight were teded for design purposes, ohiefly to study the atleot of plan form,
and the mmainkg modeIs ware divided betwean two researoh invsetigationa.
A reeesmh was made to obtain data on three forms of trading ixlge flaps suitable for redu~
@ the landing speed ae well as supplying latemd oontroL The rmulta show that the oorubi-
nation is quite feasible, but that further teeta are dasirable to develop a better type of flap.
A resemah on the soad.led “dead-osnter efteet” has been partially oompleted. Pilots have
reported the exis@nos on certain airplanea of an angular rmge about the neutral position, par
tioularly for elevators, for which there was no respop.eeto oontrol movementm This reeearoh
has been laid out to invdigata the relatio~between mntrol @e end oontmlling form for
small angk for six types of oontrole. Data so far obtained do not indioate any unusual aotion,
the lifting form varying linearly with mntrd angle at and near the neutral position.
Airplme parta.-T@ing on the series of fuselage models, long delayed by more urgent
wor& is now undm way. la previouidy 6m@ined, this series oonsieta of 10 models representa-
tive of Navy designs.
Comparative tests have been made on two fuhode radiatom, one a oonveutional tubular
frecwir typ~ the other a Heinrioh stream line fin @e. The Haimioh type was found to oom-
pare very favorably with the conventional type.
.
Tds have been oompleted on two model flying-boat hdle whioh difbred mainly in the
fmeneae of the lima aft. The model with the finer lines had appreciably leESresistance m both
air and water.
Airphzna modeZa.-Routine tests have been made on 10 airphme models during the past
year. Meet of tbe models were tasted in both land planss and aea plane arrangements and
one modd was tested with three wing seotiom. In all, 19 oomplete routine tests were made.
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h unusually a~tensive investigation wtMmade on the models of the iVB-1 in order to
investigate the flat-spin peculiar to this type. These tests over the full range of ~60° in angle
of attack with and without tail surfaces.
There has been a very pronounced tendency to @end the range covered by routine teats,
It is edimated that a routine teston an airplane model at the Washington Na~ Yard now
requires approximately ten times the number of readinga taken in a similar test five ycara
ago. Howevm, owing to the improvements which have been made in the testing technique, a
routine test now requires considerably 1sss time than it formerly did.
In connection with the routine testing of current airpl~e deeigne there are two features of
generaI interest. In 1921 the Navy adopted the method of calculating a correction for all
minor parts suoh as struts, wires, and fittings. Since-fiat time the test data have been uniformly
reliable and their use in predicting performance has been very satisfactory. The second feature
is the rapidity with which test data are made available to the dasigner. In order to avoid
the dday incident to the preparation of a fornd report, a photoetatic copy of all test data is
forwarded to the Biiieau of Aeronau”ticeimmediately upon the completion of a teat, end bccomee
available to the designem without further deIay.
dfisd?unsous t.s#a.-Teata have been made on four” full+ize target aleevas, two being of
the conventional cone type and two of a new stream-line type.
A very extensive series of standardization teats on airfoils and cylinders has beemcompleted
on the N. A. C. A. models.
In the course “61a study of vibration of tail sfiacea in certain types of airplanes ; ee~es
of teats which shed considerable light on the fundamental cuuaes of vibration and fiutter were
made. The report on these teats shoold be of intereat to all engineem.
Three tests have been made on the fairing of a nacelle into the upper surface of the lower
wing of a biplane. These tmfa indicate the necessity for a generous flet if it is desired to reduce
iuterhmmce to a reasonable value.
Calibration teata have been made on 12 PitofiViTiTtti tul%i “-tid “Metitarkti~-of ;;e- “-
. ———..—
tube were determined over a wide range of angle in pitch and yaw. A mearch investigation
is now under way to develop a reliable tube which can be made at a low ccmt.
Ligb thin air.-Teating on lighteMmn-air models during the past year has been cofined
to a series of tests on the Ckhse airship in pitch and yaw with two types of control surfaces.
Several projects are now on hand awaiting completion of more urgent work. These tests
include damping coe@cienta on three modeIa and resistance tests on the car of a rigid airship.
BUBEAU OF BTANDABtRS
n%’bd+bnnslimesqJ&?18.— The aerodynamic-al work of the Burtiu of Standarda “bixig - ~-
the pest year has been cmried on in part in the three wind tunnels in Washington and in part,
through the cmn%wy of the Chemical Warfare Service, at the large compressor plantit Edge-
wood Arsenal. The wind tunnels at the Bureau are 3, 4%, and 10 feet in diameter and have
speed rangea of 11 to 150 miles per hour, 17 to 90 mike per hour, and 10 to 70 miles per hour, .,
reapectivtdy. The compressor plant at Edgewood is capable of delivering 2,000 cubic feet of
free air per minuta at any desired pressure up ta 100 llMJig.! -.
Further studim of “eupindhig notilea have been rngde at Edgewoodin cooperation ~th the
—-—.-.—
Ordnance Department of the Army with a tiew to wcuring an air stream suitable for measuring
the resistance of model projectile at speeds above the speed of sound. For speeds up-to ap-
proximately 1.16 times the speed of sound, expanding nozzles have been designed which give
an air etream practicalityfree nom variations in static pressure at distances from the mouth of
the nozzle greater than two diametem. At higher speeds, however, standing praeure waves
of approximately zinc-waveform are present in the jet to a distance of six diametem or more from
the mouth of the nozzle.
In cooperation with the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic, measurements have
been made at Edgewood Arsenal of the pressure distribution over six airfoils ranging in camber . .._ .
ratio from 0.10 to 0.20 at speeds from 0.5 to 1.08 times the speed of sound. The meazuremente
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were made in a fie~air stream 2 inoh~ in diameter, using airfoile of 1 inch ohord length. An
analysia of these rauk is now in progms.
The study of the design of h for the stabilization of aircraft bombs hae been oontinued
in cooperation with the Ordnanoe Department of the &my. T@a have been axtended to
oover a large range of aspect ratio and the results have been analyzed in suoh a way that it is
possible to predbt from the drawing of a bomb the position of the oenter of preesure with a pre-
cision of about 3 per cent of the bomb length h addition it hss been possible to suggtst cer-
tain motivations whioh lead to more eoonomiml use of material in that equel or greater sta-
bility can be secured by smalbx b. The utility of these modifications has been confirmed by
dropping bombe tith the modiiied fms and oomparing their behavior with bombs having fins
of the origimd type.
Measurements of the oharacteristica of one type of bomb have been oarried through a range
of 360° and the results utilized in oartain st-ep-by+tep computations of aotual bomb trajeotork,
which ddler considerably from. trajeotorim computed on the assumption that the bomb remains
always tangent to its bajectory.
In cooperation with the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics an inv~tigat.ion
has been made of turbuknoe in wind tunnels. The measurements were made in the 4~-foot
tunnel and oonsisted of measurements of the dreg of oylindem in the turbulent iegion behind
soreena of iine and coarse mesh and of measurementmof variation in statki prw3ure. The
remdte are deeeribed in detail in a teohnical report of the oommittee.
Measurements have been completed of the distribution of pressure over the surface of a
square-base prism, 8 by 8 by 24 inohes, with the wind normal to the axis of the prism but at
various angles to the face. The measurements were oarried out in the 10-foot wind tmmel at
speeds up to 70 miles per hour. The distribution of pramure over a cylinder 8 inches in diw.ueter
and 60 inches long with axis normal to the wind has been measured in the same tunnel and
measurements on a oylind~ 12 inohm in diameter are in progress. These studies are parta of
an investigation of the wind pr~ on struoturw.
A number of tests were made at the request of the SeIeot Committee of Inquiry inti
Operations of the United States&r ServioM. .
At tie request of the editora of the International CMtiosl Tablm, members of the staff
have oolIeoted the data for the aerodynamioa motion of the tablea.
b investigation of the aerodynamic oharaoterietiee of airfoils at high speeds whio+ ws9
carried out in cooperation with the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has been
published during the year es Teohuioal Report No. 207 of this oommittee.
&ronautic inatrutnerd inwtigation8. —The aeronautic instramentu seotion of the Bureau of
Standards has oontinud ita program of cooperative rweareh and development work on airoraft
instruments with the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, the Navy, the Axmy, and
other Government departments and private ocmeerns.
A numbar of special @ht-teet instruments have been ocmstruotedfor the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics. These instmunente include au eleotrio reaietancetype therm-
meter for meamring very low air temperature, a small highIy sensitive gabmnometer, and a
smell gyrosoope for uae in a turn reoorder. A oamera sextant has been built for the Bureau of
Aeronautics for use on the Navy rigid airships. This sdant photographs on a strip of bromide ,
paper images of the sun and of a bubble level and the referenne soaks. 7%0 advantage of the
instrument lies in the fad that the ima~ of the sun and bubble need not be brought to
ooincidenoe on the central Iine, but their distances from this Iine oan be measured on the =ed
print and the necwsary oorrsotiom applie& -A small portable dedoping tank makes it possible
ta obtain a fluished print within five minutes’ time of the qosure.
Theoretical and experimental researches in connection with the improvement of aeronautic
instruments have been continued. A oatalogue has been prepared for the engintwring division
of the Army Air Service of various types of aeronautic instrument mechanisms ehowing dia-
- grammatically the various parts, giving brief dwriptiona of the meohanisme,~d~ .
their performance. The amdysie of the toggle arm used in many mechanisms hae been extended
S4s-2st+
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w aiqwed indicatm, as well as to altimetam.A new mechanism giving a straight eoale, in
contrast to the usual circular scale, has been investigated and is being usd in two tachometers
under construction for the Bureau of Aeronautic. The experimental investigation of the stath
tmd running friction of small ins~ent bearings has been continued with dehite progress.
A report has been prepared on the investigation of pressure eIementa, wbioh was undertaken
for the engineering division of the Army Air Service. An investigation of the errors of mo
curial barometers is also in progress for the purpose of studying the unexplained inaccuracy
in the readings of these inetrumenta and the mwme for their elimination. h invcdigation of
h@ereais in bam of various metals and ita relation to the damping of the vibrations of tuning
forks is in program The theory of the deflection of bimet.alh bars has km generalized ta
include bimetalh plates.
Pmgrame and material for dhcuesion have been prepared for two conferemcee of reprs
eentativea of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic, the Bureau of Standards, the
Army Air Servioe, the Naval Bureau of Aeronautics, the Weathar Bureau, and the National
Aeronautic Association, conduoted under the auepicea of he National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics. The first of these ccnferaucea approved and secured the official adoption for use
in the Uoited Statae of a new altinetar odibration standard based on the Touseaint standard
atmosphere. The new standard, which ccnetitutea a distinct improvement in the calibration
of altimeters, represents quite accuratdy yearly average atmcepherio conditions both in the
Utited States and in Europe, in contrast ta the old standard which assumed an isothermal
air column whose temperature was + 10° C. The second conference, made up of represent-
tiv- of the same- organizaticme as the first, adopted resoluticms regarding the determination
of altitudes whioh have been forwarded es United”States reacnnmendations to the Federation
Aeronautique Jnternationale with a view to improving the accuracy of the methods now in
use for establishing altitud= attained in the attempt tu establish new altitude records.
During the past year two publications, Nati&iii Advisory Committee Teohnioal Reports
No. 198, “Astronomical Methods in Amid Navigation,” and No. 206, “Nonmetallic Diaphragms
for Instruments,” were published.
Wind tunnelsand htwnadd 6&maeni. —The dada of the wind-tunnelstrd during the
year have been concentrated on the installation and tmt of the propeller dynamometer and
auxiliary apparatus in the 7fi-foot wind tunneL The installation of the dynamometer was
completed early in the year, and aftar some calibration it was put into use for regular propeller
teding. Propelhimhave been run up to a tip speed of over 400 feet per second, with continuous
measurement of thrust and torque.
The dynamometer wqs plmmed for the particular purpose of testing propellers and models
in the presence each of the other and measuring the interfeqmcee betweem them, and is so de-
signed as @, permit the making of such intarferenoe.tes@. at my angle of attack. The model
under test is supported on wires, and the three.forma and three momenta aoting axe alI read
simultanemslf by six identical automatio bdanc= from which the wires depend. Readings for
all forces and mo~ti can be obtained in about five seconds after the model has been adjusted
to the oorreot attitude. The fit teeta on interferewe are being made on a ~Ae model of a
DH=4B, the wings being clipped to permit it ti enter the tunnel.
ProgW.er teat.s.-Ae already noted, several model propellem repremntiug designs in actual
use by the Army have ~ tested for thrust and torque over the operating range of slip ratios.
T@a were run at a number of different rotational speeds for the same slip ratio, and indicated
a scale eflect considerably larger than had been anticipated, especially for models of wooden
propellers dss@@ for high-powered engines and having very thick sectiom near the boss.
Mb&d -.—The practica of testingcomplete models for the Army Air Sarvice”haa been
continued. “ Aa in the previous years, special attaution has been given to oontrol and stability
Characteristic.
Misoe12umou.s,-T@ small wind tunnel (Afoot diameter) has been employed much of the
time for instruction and for reaearchea oarried out independently by students. Among the
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pieoee of work undertaken there have been irduded an analysis of the ekmenta affeoting the
longitudinal balance of an airplane smd a study of the autarotation oharacteristica of windmills
or helicopter propellers inclined at various angles to the wind stream,
%eraZ .—The routine work at MoCook Field during the pest year has inoluded oomplete
te5td3on 13 airplane models, with a rather elaborate invmtigation of the effeot on fuselage,
ohti, tail surfaces, eta., determined by sumessive removal of these p- from the model.
The usual number of calibrations were made on airoraft instrumauta as requested from time to
time by the flight or instrument branoh. Routine airfoil tests numbered 15; miscellaneous
tds, 30; and airfoiI tests for wall interference studies, 320.
.
Il%Rinterjwenceinwstigdion. —A series of seven geometrically similar airfoils was prepared,
of dif?ering sizes end having 0.16 @ndrioaI oamber, ohosen for the purpose of exaggerating
the eileota under emmination. Thsse surfac= were tatad at slow speeds on the N. P. L.
balanoe, and at speeds up to 260 mik per hour on the wire bahmoe. In additio~ a series of
five C-27 eirfoik of differing aim was t4ed on the N. P. L. bdanoe,
In oonneotion with this series of tests pressure travers~ were made, the laborious nature of
these having both lately reduced by the use of improved methods and in particular the develop-
ment of the “integrating impaot tube.” Pressuredrops due to various models in the tunnel
were measured and iuterpretd to a preoisionof thre~t~tbs of 1 per cent on the velocity head.
Some rough outdoor taste were oonduoted to investigate new methods of oheoking wall I
interference, using a rotary wind-driven propaller as the most convenient objeot for teat.
AWmtion @ tlu air~ qfthe 6@ot wind tunnd.-Th6 aharaoter of air floy has been altered
by the installation of an improved form of straightener,and by the elhninati?n of the honey-
comb. This alteration wsa intended for the original layout of the tunnel in 1922, but it was not
convenient at that time to instd it. A nsw arrangement of the stado plata oribs has been
installed, and the whole r~~brated. The previous flow had a turbuleme oorrmponding to
about 12 per cent of the velocity head; the new flow has a turbulence corresponding to about
2% per cent of the valocity he~ The new straightener by whioh this d+nge. has been accom-
plished is a development from the dm@@ener firstmsed in the 14Anoh wind thel in 1918, and
has been the reeult of various empirioal studies she that time, and in partimdar some model
studk in the 14-inoh tid tunneI in 1025.
O#kera’ uchool.-’I!he usual period required by the McCook IbId” OIEmrs’ Sohool was
devoted to instructing 13 ofiicers in wind-tunnel procedure.
_fOOt Wind tunnel ~“ect .—In the summer of 1924 a 20-foot wind-tunnel project for
the new MoCook Field was brought up, in continuation of earher studies on large wind-tunnel
dAgn commenced by the Air ~ce in 1917. Wdh the object of corroborating pubkhed
data on various wind-tunnel struqturtx+four scale models were built and twta started ~ Feb-
ruary, 1824.
Pamchut# jx3r&x.-R~istance and air leakage of various parachute fabrios were examined
in the wind tumd, the generaI conclusions being that the closenms of the tveav= examined did
not noticeably change resistance.
~ti of WZet Ma in m“~ fabic-A fti+bd portion cd an - wing ma put in the
wind tunnel for high+ped testof the tearing effeot wh~ bullet holes existed in the fab~.
Rotating @in&r.+ream+ne flow around a rofating cylindqr was determined in December,
1924, by takimg photograp~ of a simple apparatus using the silk4reamer method. Rough
observations were made on the lift and drag of the rotating cylinder.
A method was perfeoted rdong lines originated by the General Electrio Co. for securing
pictures of airflow over a body. The method involves painting the body with a suitable paint,
subjecting same to the air flow, and photographing the rmdt after the :flow lines have formed.
Test of &rna&wgun s@. —The gum si@ was mounted in the* tunnel in the manner
actually used on the aircraft gun, and ita behavior under various accelerations was noted.
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Ewiidiwng apparatusin h 14-inAwind tunnel.—mm purposes of Viedizing airflow in
the high-speed wind tunnel, watmhumidifying nozzles were installed in the hangar. Previously
it has been customary to await suitable weather humidity conditions when it is desired to make
observations of air flow.
t%n.h?r8eot&mtyp o~ nuiidor.-Half-eize sections of air foils were tested for comparative
resistmce with and without radiator.
REPORT OF COMMiTTEE ON POWER PLANTS FOR AIRCRAFT
OBUNIZATION
The committee on powar plants for aircraft is at preaantcomposed of the following members:
Dr. S. W. Stratton, Maesachusetta Institute of Technology, chairman.
George W. Lewis, ~ational Advisory Cknmnitteefor Aeronautics, vice chairman. “
Henry M. Crane, Society of Automotive Engineers.
Prof. Harvey N. Davis, Him-ad Univem”ty.
—..
Dr. H. C. Dickinson, Bureau of Standaids.
Ix@ M. Qrii3ith,Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laborato~.
Edward T. Jon-, engineering diiision, “Army Air Service, McCook Field.
Commander E. E. Wilson, United Stat~ Navy.
—
mCllONS
The functions of the committee on powm pkmt8 for aircraft are as follows:
1. To determine which problems in the Wd of aeronautic powerplant research are the
moat important for investigation by governmental and private. agencies.
2. To COO~ati by counsel and suggea~on thg reae@ work igyolyed in the inv@@!ion - _.. . ....
..-.
of mch problems.
3. To act as a medium for the interchange of =ormation regarding aeronautk pow-plant –
reeearch, in progress or proposed.
4. To direct and conduct research on aeronautic pow-plant problems in such laboratoriea
as maybe placed either in whole or in part under its direction.
5. To meet from time tcrtimeon call of the chairman and report ita aotions and recommenda-
tions to the executive committee.
By reason of the reprmentation of the Army, the Navy; the Bureau of Standardi, md the
industry upon tl@ subcommittee, it is possible ta maintain ohm contact with the research work -,
being carried on in this country and to exert an infiuence toward the expenditure of energy on
those problems whose solution -appears to be of the greatest importance, as well as to avoid
waste of .dort due to unnecessary duplication of research
The committee on power plants for aircraft has direct control of the power-plant research
conducted at Langley Field and dso of special investigations authorised by the committee
and conducted .at the Bureau of %andadt (?lher pow~plant invdgations undertaken
by the Army Air Service or the Bureau of Aeronautic are reported upon at the meethqq of
the committee on power plrmt8foq wt. .
In order to detepnine, if possible, the exact causea of aircraft accidenta, the greatir
number of which are due to fahre of some part of the power-pkmt instdation, 6 subcom-
mittee on accidents has been organized as a subcommittee of the committee on power planta
for aircraft. The functiorie of this subcommittee are to assemble and analyze data on accidents
in the kmy, Navy, and Postal Air Services with a view to determining the types of mat6riel
failures which most commonly occur in aircraft. The organization of the subcommittee on
accidents is as foIlow:
* (3. W. IAwis, National Advisory (lxnmi~~ for “A&nautics, chaknan; “““” —
Lid. B. R. Dalhw, United Staw kyj-””
.-
Lieut. W. H. DilIon, United Statee Navj;”
..r ---- .—
C. F. Egge, Air MaiI Service.
-.
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l?DZL INJECIIIONExamE—Engine perjbmance. —The study of the application of fuel
injection to the two-cycle engine with spark ignition has been continued and brought to a .
conclusion. The induction system of tie Liberty engine cylinder was further modi@ which
gave improved rmulta. The study did not include design development neceEsary to permit
satisfactory operation at low speeds and loads. It was found that 53 brake @rsepcnver could
be consistently developed with the modified Liberty cylinder at 1,300 revolutions per minute
(116 lba/sq. in. B. M. E. P.), using a scavenging air pressme of 5~ lbs./sq. in. Ody 28 brake
horsepower is obtained with the standard Liberty engine at the same speed. A report covering
this work has been prepared for publication.
me application of fuel injection to forwoycle aeronautic engines operating with Diesel
engine fuel oil snd using the heat of compassion for igniting the fud has been further studied.
A special steel cylinder mounted on the single cylinder Liberty engine base and arranged for
the adaptation of sepsrate cylinder heads has been used to study combustion-chamber forms.
A precombustion or bulb-type cylinder head has been t-ted at speeds up to 1,800 revolutions
per minute, using an eccentric-operated pump and an automatic diaphragm-type injection
vah Brake mean effective pressures up ta 88 lbs./sq. in. and fuel economies comparable
to those of presentday airunft engines have been obtained with an injection advance angle of
approximately 27° before top dead center. The Iow compression pressure of, 280 lbs./sq. in.,
m e=@oaion pre=ures, and certain features of oonstruotion have, however, limited the
po~ibtitus of obtaining a higher satisfactory power performance with this oylinder head.
A new qlinder head of the same general type has been designed and is being constructed
which will permit compmsaion prcxmuresup to 500 lbs./sq. in. and whioh providee for various
precombustion chamber mhunes and shapes and degreea of turbulence.
A second head of slightiy concave ~ aeotion and arranged for injeotlon of fuel directly
into the cylinder is being t4ed. A mm-operated fud pump and a spring-loaded type of
injeotion valve are being used in this work. A limited number of teats have been made to
dekmine the eileot of variation of the.injeotion rate on the power output and fuel economy.
In connection with these tests a simple device for determining maximum explwion premurea
has been developed, by the aid of which it has been pmsible to maintain definita cylinder
preasure43for comparative purposes. Although the resulte with these two heads are not exactly -
comparable, they indicate at this time tit the preoombustion chamber type of cylinder head
is the more promising of the two for aeronautic application.
The Univemd test engine has been fitted with an eccentric-bperated pump and automatic
diaphragm-type valves. An investigation of the influence of compmsion p-ure on the
performance of this engine operating as a compression ignition engine has been started. This
engine is peculiarly adaptable for such work; since the compression pressure can be changed
readily while the engine is in operation by raising or lowering the cylinder head. Pidiminary
tests at 1,400 revolution per minute have given fuel consumption of 0.50 pound per brake
horsepowe~hour for loads up to 60 lbs./sq. in. brake mean effective pressure. Owing to the form
of the combustion chamber combined with laok of effective, turbulence, satisfactory perform-
ance at higher power was not obtained.
Fuel injectionpump8 and dw3.— The performance of an eccentric-operated injection pump
which coritrols injection by means of a relief valve has been determined with special bench
tsting equipment, consisting essentiality of a motor-driven jackshaft with a flywheel, and
provided for attaching fuel pumps, and a deflector and clutch mechanism which permit the
passage at will of one or more sprays to a target held on and rotated with the flywheeL By
mems of this apparatus the effects of speed, injection-valve opening pressure, primary fuel
pressure, injection-valve tube length, and closure of the relief valve at various points in the
pump cycle on the lag of the spray behind the pump cycle have been determined. The dura-
tion of injection, the maximum injection preeeums developed, and the fuel vreight discharged
per cycle for various pump settinga were also determined. Th.ia work has aided materially
the study of the application of injection systems to engine servioe and the analysid of engine
performance.
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Two types of automatio diaphragm-type injeotion valves giving highly atomized fuel
sprays have been developed. The first type disohmgee the fuel at the periphery of the di~
phragm and the seaond through a steel nozzle supported in the center of the diaphragm.
Cmdcul sprays, having spray oone angles up to 130U,and obtained by means of either mechani-
ad guides or rotation of the jet, have been studied.
~8ti08 @J’kd 8~~8. —Further development of the apparatus for taking a series
of pictures at high speed of the growth of a single fugdspray has iemdted in the determination
of the penetration charactaridh of the spra~ of several types of injection valves. A dexcrip
tion of the apparatus used for this work may be found in the previous annual reports of the
amumittee. A series of teak have been made which give the penetration and development
with time of sprays produced by a positively operated injection valve having a 0.016-inch
round orifbe. Diesel-engine fuel oil was dkcharged through this orifice at preseurea up to
8,000 lbs./sq. in.- into a dumber with glass windows containing nitrogen at presmres up to
800 lbs./sq. in. end a series of photograpba taken of the spray during discharge. The results
provide means for detwmbing the relationships existing between the chamber and fuel pres-
surss, and a report cuvaring this work, entitled “Spray Penetration with a Simple Fuel Injec-
tion Nozzle,” has been prepared for publication.
Investigations with this apparatus are now under way on the spray Oharacterietim of
several automatio injection valves, using chamber pressures up to 600 lbs./sq. in. and oontrol- ‘
ling the weight of @e fuel dimhmged. The resuha to c@te show that under the same oondi-
tione the spray from a simple round orifice has greater penetration, smaller cone angIes, and
lwser atcnnization than other types of sprays. lT@e mechanically guided wide angle sprays
may have initial velocities as high as those having narrow angles, it is found that they atomize
more quiokly and thoroughly and have leas penetration. The effect of ohamber pressure
on centrifugal sprays is to deorease materially their spray cone angles and tend to maintain
their axial penetration.
I?wd ~ .—The work on the vapor prms-temperature oharaoteristica of sev-
eral fuels used in internal combustion engines has been limited to an investigation of the behavior
of various mixtures of gadine and bend and a study of the reactions and phenomena noted
in the experimental work
A report has been prepared for publication oovering the investigation of the eihote of fuel
preesure, back-air pressure, and temperature on the coeWents of dieoharge of various fuels
-~ tiugh round orifkea suitable for use in fuel-injection valves.
SuPE~QINo-Roots type.— Comparative ciii.mbperformance tests with and without
supercharging of a DT-2 sea #me mmying equivalent military loads up to 2,000 pounds
have been completed, and the reaultahave shown that a material improvement in the perform-
amw. of this type airplane can be obtained by superh@ng evan when heaviIy loaded and
operating to moderate ahitudea. It was found that when maintaining praotioally sea-leveI
pressure at the carburetor at. u times when supemhqing the absolute ceiling was increased
90 per cent when operating without military load and 50 pm oent whm opemting wi~
load. The servioe ceiling was inoreamd about 80 “per oent for all loads, while the avarage
rate of climb to b sarvioe ding was the same. The olimb performance whsn supercharging
was inferior at low altitudes, owing to the use of large propellers.
The first successful superchargii of an air-cooled engine at high tiltitude has been accom-
plished at this laboratory, using the Roots type sype@arger. Rqth~ teatswith the @mmce .
(Wright) J-1 engine with Roots supercharger in a TS land plane have been completed. When
using the same propeller and maintaining fd supemharghg to 16,000 feet, the original service
ding of 16,100 feet was increased 65 per cent, the absolute ceiling was increased 66 per cent,
the time to 16,100 feet was reduced 59 per cent, and the average rate of climb to the new service
ceiling was 43 per cent greater than to the original ikiling without supercharging. Ad~tiou~ .... . ..__
information of the efleot of supercharging on the cylinder head temperatures of each of the tie
cylindem haa been obtained, giving maximum reoorded temperatures for the various cylinders
rar@ng between 600° F. and 560° F, Close examination of the engine revealed no undue wear
or other ill effeota as a result of supercharging.
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In addition h the above investigationwith themodel J-1 augine, a further study has been
made, using a Roots type euperoharger and a Wright model J-4 airoooled engine in a UO-1
land plane, with a view to learning the efFcotaof supemha@g on an angine having a somewhat
different cylinder construction. Wkh full aupemhargkg maintained to 18,000 feet, a consider
able inoreese in airplane perforrmmae was obtained with apparently no detriment to the engine
and without encountering excessive qdinder head t-peratures. h Opel%tiIlgwith the
above amount of supmhrging and using the same propeller, the originsl seqvice ceiling of
18,300 feet wae increased 72 per cent, the original absolute oeiling of 20,000 feet was inoreaaed
66 per oent, the time to 18,300 feet was reduoed 64 per rout, and the averagerateof olimb to
the service ding was 27 per cent greaterthan to the originalserviceceilingwithout super-
darging. Cylindw head temperatures measured at corresponding points on each of the nine
oylindem showed a variation among the oylinders of about 160° F. The maximum head taper
ature under supercharged conditions was 6iIOoF. against a mtium of 4700 F. for the unsuper-
aharged oondition. Investigation with the JA engine is being continued using an inoreased
amount. of Sllpemhqing.
Further study of tie Rook type snperohargar has been made in the laboratory to obtain
additiorud information on its performance oharaoteristi~.
A DH4 airphne has beau” reconditioned and equipped espeoialIy for continuing the
investigation of the @t oharactaristica of the Roots type superohmger.
MditionaI Roots superohargem are - construetad in whioh are incorporated changes
in design found deeirabl.efrom eqerienoe with the present maohk As the new machinea
will be capable of being operated at speeds muoh higher than the preemt machine, it will be
possibIe ta study the tied of the higher speeds on the performance characterietim, snd thus
determine the advisability of inomaaing the speed of operation and reducing the size and weight
of the unit.
ProN.hn8 hcidmtd to supdiargingm-An invtdigation to determine the deot of high
carburetor air temperdnuw, such as emountered whm supine on the power output
of watercooled engintMhas beau oompletal, and information has been obtained for a Wright
model E-4 engine and a Liierty-12 engine with carburetor air temperatures as high ES180° F’.
This study has shown that, for the higher air temperatures, the relation between engine power
and air temperature remains substantially the same as found by other investigators for the Iower
ranges of temperature.
In conneoti.on with the study of methods for meamring the power output of aupemharged
engines operating at akitude, a Bendamann hub dymunometar has been tsted on the stand
to ascertain its suitability for the purpoee.
17uperdrrged LW@IW versw dim typm-A study of the relative pmformanee of the normal
oompreasion engine, the high compression engine, and the supemharged nornud oompresaion
engine has been ocmtinued both in the laboratory aud in flight. Trots have beau oontinued with
the single oylinder Univerd t-t engine ta mtabliah the performance attaimble with the high-
oomption engine without enoountaing doua detonation whau using domeetio aviation
gasoline. Teds have been oonduoted with normal ignition advance and the engine throttle
by means of the usual butterfly valve, with retarded ignition and mgine not throttled and with
volumetric effioitnq of the emginereduoed by varying the timing of the inlet velv~ Com-
ption ratios from 4:1 to 7.5:1 aud engine speeds from 1,200 b 1,800 revolutions per miuute .
were invedigated, and the faotom intluenoing detonation, suoh as volumetrh *oienoyl ignition
timing, airfuel ratio, and piston velooity, were studied. The remdta have shown that the
maximum power output of the high oompr- engine operating cmdomwtio aviation gasoline
at sea level is obtained by maintaining full throttle and retarding the ignition timing suf%iently
to suppress detonation, although the fud ooneumption with this method is high In order to
make the test results comparable during this inveatigatio~ it was neuessmy to restriot the
detonation to a definite amount. (bnsequerdy, considerable attention was given to the stidy
of laboratory methods of deteoting and memming detonation. Imitations of methods pre
viously used T@ereedabliahed and sevaral new methods tried. A simple apparatus, consisting
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of ~ sensitive balanced pressure ball valve, was finally adoptad as being best suited to the condi-
tionsof the tolls.
The reauh of the abov~ tests ~ be used in:oonneoticm with the program of flight teats - ‘“ -
whioh is being eanduoted to determine the relative performance of a servioe type seaplane of
the loadamrying type, equipped with a normal compression engihe, a high oampressh engine, “-
“troda SUPemharged nod oompreaeionengine,d, engineshaving the same fipla~~ ~d
being used both with direot and geared propeller drives. Flight tests with a nod Mmp-on
Wright T-2 engine in a DTA seaplane are now in yrogrcss.
Powmt hi?f bBORATORYEQUrEWEw.—A amaIfgasometer has been installed and used in
conjunction with a speoial surge &amber for measuring the air consumption of single-oylinder
test engines. A seoond gasometer, of larger oapaoi~, is baing installed.
Several detail ohangea have been made in the Hniwraal -t engine. This unit has proved
vmy satisfactory for reaemoh purposes.
BuBBAu0? STAND-
Testing of aviation engina under approximate alti wnd&ions.-Engine taste under
approximate altitnde oonditiona have been made Jy reduoing the pr=ure at fie ~tranoe b
the carburetor and at the exhaust port exactly ESin an altitude laboratory tat but allowing
the air surrounding the engine h remain at sea-level presmm Similar teats were made Uder
“true” altitude conditiom-that is to say, with the air surrounding the engine reduced to a
preeaure oorreaponding to the altitude. It was oogcluded that with certaiu precautions satia-
faotory results would ordinarily be expwtid with the approximate type of tat.
&qwmhurgiw of aircrq.ft engina —Teda of a Curties D-12 engine under supercharging
oonditiona have beau made for preaeurea and temperature up to those corresponding to an
altitude of 16,00Q.feet. Preparations for a more edenaive series of teata with another engine
me in progress. This work is so planned as to cover the range of pmsures to be expeotad with
the exhaust or the metically driven superohargem and should furnish a basis for estimating
the performance of an engine equipped with any type of supercharger once the power consumed
by that particular device in maintaining a given amount of sqmehar@ is known.
Igni$im e@nu.-A rather oomplete series of comparative tdm of ignition s@ems has
been oompleted, on the bti of whioh a report on the “Electrical C!haraoteriaticaof Iginition
Systame” has been prepared.
Phenomenu M comktbn.-Thia investigation of faotme of fundamental importance as
regards the rate of explosive gaaeoua reactions ha+heen in progress for several years. A soap
bubble serves as a oonatant pressure bomb, the reoord of the explosive reaction being secured
automatimlly by photographic means. m w P~t Y% Mere h~ be~ comPlet~ and
installed a large mntain~ within whioh the soap bubble can be used as a wmatant pressure
bomb at pmsures above or below atmosphwio. The apparatus has proved very satiafaotory
and several groups of measurement have been made.
fid% fW hi@+Xl~~& @T148. —A report summarizing the work at the bureau on this
subjeot during the paat few yeara has been submitted to the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautka for publication. The report is primarily a general discussion of the properties
essential b a satiefaotory fuel for. high-oompres@on enginga, but certain fuels, bepzol ~nd -
alcohol in particular, are disouaaedin some detail.
Clriddon tat fw rou$hu testing of mim3raJ& .—The oxidation teat, the development of
wbioh was diacu.wed in the report of last year, has been employed to a oonaidemble extent
throughout the year at the bureau and at several other laboratories. It appeam to have proved
66 satiefaotary as was cmtioipated. In this t6st the oil is aubjeoted for two and on-half houm
to a temperature of 200° C. in an atmosphere of oxygen.
Investigation of bearingj%iction.4eveml oils have been oompared in the journal friction
maohine and very consistent multi have been obtained. (kmeiderable new apparatus has been
constructed, inohding a simple friction machine for imveatigating the eflect of viscosity upon
.-. .
..
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wear when an abrasive is m the oil. Pdimhwy tests indicate that this machine will prove
to be unusually valuable.
hwtigdicn of @ton jHct&n.-Thia project had as ita aim the iimling of the relative
magnitude of certain factors affecting piston friotion in order that the friction of engines, pap
tioukirly those of the aviation type, might be more accurately Atimated. The experimental
work has conaietd of measurements of the friction of a four-oylihder engine equipped with
several groups of pistons, each gropp diflering from the standard pistons in but one rqect.
The experimental work on this investigation has been completed and a report is in prep~ation.
Hot *8 anenwnut%=.-A technologio paper has beeu prepared and published describing
the hot wire anemometer which was constructed to meseure the average flow of air through
radiatom mounted in different positions on an airphun
NEW ENQINE TYPES
Both the Bureau of Aaronautica of the Navy Deparbmmt and the erigkeering division of the
Amy Air Service have continued their efforti toward an increase in the dependability of ab
craft engines and their accessorim and in brhging about a greater life between overhauls. The
two organizations have cooperated closely in developments. The Air Service has continued
work on the cam engine aud barrel type or Ahnen engine. The Bureau of Aeronautics has been
conducting teafs on its experimental heavy-cd engine pumhased from the Eastern Engineering
CC. (Ltd.), Montresl, Cauada. This engine has not developed tie power anticipated, but it
has demonstrated conclusively that heavy oil can be propedy burned in high- e@nes of the
two-stroke autoignit.ion, did-injection type. Development is continuing on the project and
promising redta have been obtained.
A striking piece of work on the part of the Air Service is the new air-cooled Liberty. This
engine has danonatrated on test that the ahwmled in-line engine will be one of the irnportan
developments of the future.
Of the service types the Wright hfodel “J” has advanced to the J+A model. The Navy
has 140 of these on order, of which a large number have been delivered. Contracts will soon be
~etfor an additional order of the modeI J-5 which invoIves an improved oylinder conetrudion.
Forty-five J4 engines have been sold to commercial activities in the United States end to
foreign oountriea in the ‘iVeaternHemisphere. A life between o~erhaula of about 200 hours
is being obtained and very dependable performance has resulted.
The Wright ModeI T-3A, a 600-horsepower watercooled engine for the combined scouting-
torpedo-bombing airplanes, is now in generaI service and has given mellent results. This
engine has now advanced to the T-3A type, incorporating minor improvements and changee
designed to bring about a life between overhauIe of 300 hours.
The Wright Model P-2, the 400-horsepower static-radial, &cooIed engine, which imorpo-
rates the fan-type eupemhmger for rotq induction purpom, has passed its acceptance teatswith
very excellent performance. Twelve of these engines have been ordered for tlight testing
purposes and for further development looking toward the service application of this engine at
a future date.
The l%ight ~nautical Corporation is developing a new engine of 1,200 cubic iuches
capacity, scaled down from the P-2 model. Tbia WWproduoe a Iine of three air-cooled engines
in 800, 1,200, and 1,600 oubic inches, designed to meet the Navy’s needs in alI types of aircraft.
The model “J” wilI be used as a tminiug engine, the new R-12(Io in the obswvation and fighter
class, and the large P-2 for single and twin-cd bomber hstalIation.
Both the Army and the Navy have continued the development of ‘the Packard 1A–MOO
and lA-2500 engines. The inverted 1600 is being used in the Loening”ampl@iau, the imrticd
1500 in flghtere, apd the geared 1500 in the Iarge patrol airplane. This latter engine was the
pow= pIant for the PN-9’s used on the San Francisco to Hawaii project. The f3rstPIT-9
holds the world’s endurance record for sea planes at 28 hours and 35 minutes, and the same
airpkme on the Honolulu flight had perfect engine performance untiI the gasoline was exhauatad.
The Packard IA-2500, 800-horeepovmr wa-oled engine geared two to one, was instalkd
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in the Boeing patrol airplane for the muue projeot. The engine performance of this airpkme
has likewise been satiefaotory.
The Curtiee D-12 emginehaa oontinued to give excdlent &mdts in pursuit-type airplanes
and more of these engines me being purohaaed. The Cur& radial R-1464, a 400-homepower
air-moled angine developed by the Air Servb, has been delivered at McCook Field and is now
undergoing its tda. This engine inoorpora- the rotary induotion and improved cylinder
design, from WbiOhgood pdOI’m~OS is ~tioipated.
The new C?urtieeV-1400, a 12-oylinder V-type watar+ooled engine, has lately passed ita
teeta and was flown for the first time in the PuMser racss. This engine has very strikii
oharaderietica of high power, light weight, rugged construction, and accessibility.
In the field of accessories the aeromarine in-e hand starter has become standard
in the Navy and has deiiitely proved ita efleativ~ess. The sointilla magnetos adopted for
general Navy use have likewise measured up to dl expeotatiom. There has been eaitinued
improvement in all acaeawmyequipmtmt and continued improvement in general dependability.
. The rise of the ahwooled engine with improved redudion in powewplant weights, due
to the elimination of the cding system, has foroed the watercooled engine to new andeavors.
Inoreased pOW~ through higher ordmhaft speeds with reduction gearing has brought about a
balanoe on the basis of spedc powcn=plantweights betvvsanthe two engines. This will undouM-
edly foroe the tioled engine into the higher speeds and reduotion gearing. Sinoe-remdta
indimte that a large percentage of powe~plant failures are due to failta in gasoline, oil, and
water lines, the air-cooled engine still has important advantages. This faot aooounta for the
energy wbioh is now being put iita development of ~tie three -lid engines for the Navy.
The past year has bwm marked by the antrszwe into the airaraft engine field of the Pratt
& Whitney Aim& Co., of Hartford, Corm. Ths formation of this oompany brings to the
industry the wide eixperienoeof the offiure of the new oompany and the well-known manufao-
tdng faoilitim of Pratt & Wbitmq.
In general, the Bureau of Aaronautioe and the Air Service are cooperating very eloealy in
engine development, and this developrnmh is taking the form of improved performance, improved
dependability, tmd inoreased life between overhauls. The development problem has followed
a rational line and has therefore been a healthy orm
EEPOET OF COMMITTEE ON MAT-S FOE AIEC~
oRQANmATIoN.
The pment mganization of the mmmittee on .Wterials for aircraft is as follom:
Dr. George IL Burgess, Bureau of Standards, &airman.
Dr. H. L; Whittemore, Bureau of Stim_ vioe cl@rman.
S. IL Colby, Amerimn Magneaium Corporation.
Henry A. Gadner, Institute of Paint and Varnish Researoh.
Dr. H. W. Gillett, Bureau of Standards.
Prof. George B. Haven, Maeaaohueette Institute of Technology.
Zay Jedlriea,~uminum bp~y of Amwioa.
J. B. Johnson, engineering division, Army Air Servioe, M@ook Field.
George W, lkvie, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (ax ofgdo member).
Commander H. C. Richardeo~ United Statea Navy.
G. W. Trayar, Ford Produota Laboratory, Forest -.
Starr Trusoott, Bureau of Aaronautim, Navy Department. o
Prof. Edward P. Warner, Massaohusette.Igstitute of Teohno@gy.
.
FONCTIONS
-.
.
Follow@ is a statement of the funotiona of the oommit$ee on m$erials for a@raft:
1. To aid in detmmining the problems relating to materials for airoraft to be solved ex@ri-
~~y by gOVORUIMIl td and “privata agenoiea.
2. To endeavor to ooordina~ by oounaal and suggestion, the ~eamh and expimental
work invohd in the invmtigation of euoh problems.
2. To aot as 8 medium for the interohtmge of irtformation regmding investigations of
materials for airoraft, in progress or propoeed.
4. To direct and oonduot researoh and ~ eriment on materials for airoraft iu such labor-
tory or laboratories, either in whole or in part, as maybe plaoed under @ direotion.
5. To meet from time to time onoall of the &airman and report its aotiona and reoommemb
tione to the executive Oommittee.
The oommittee on materiels for airoraft, through ita personnel aoting as a medium for the
interchange of information regarding invd.igations on makriale for aimraft, is tumbled to keep
in close touoh with researoh in this field of airoraft development. Mush of the r- esp-
oidly in the development of light alloys, must newmmily be oonduoted by the manufacturers
interested in the parthdar problems, and both the Aluminum Co. of Amerioa and the -oan
Magnesium Corporation are represant@ on the oommittee. h order to oover efleotivaly the
large and vmied ficitd of researoh on matarials for airmsft, three suboommitteee have beeu
formed, as follows:
LMcmmndtee on metab: -
Dr. K W. GiIlett, Bureau of Standards, ohairman.
Zay Jdrim, Aluminum Co. of Amerioa.
J. B. Johnson, engineering division, Army Air Servioa, MoCook FielcL
George W. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautioa (ex offioio member).
Starr Trusoott, Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department.
Dr. H. L. Whittemore, Bureau of Standards.
&bikommitteeon woodsand gkw:
(3. W. Trayer, Forast Products Laboratory, Formt Service, dmirruan.
H. S. Betta, Forest Service.
George W. Lewis (= ofEcio member). -
Dr. K L Whittemore, Bureau of Standards.
i%boommitteeon eovering8,dopes,and prot.edvecoatings:
Henry A. Gardner, Instituta OfPaint aud Varnish Raseamh, ohahman
Dr. W. Blum, Bureau of Standards.
Warren E. Emley, Bureau of Standards.
Prof. George B. Haven, Massachueetta Institute of !hohnology.
Isadore M. Jaoobaohn, Bureau of Standards.
Gorge W. Lewis (es officio member).
P. H. lVaIker, Bureau of Standards.
E. R. Weaver, Bureau of Standards.
During the past year, Mr. G. W. Trayer, of the ForA Produota Laboratory, has replaced
Mr. CarIiIeP. Wiilow on the committee on materials for aircraft. Dr. H. W. GiUett, of the
Bureau of Standards, has been appointed a member of the oommitt.eaand &airman of the sub-
committee on metals, succeeding Dr. George K. Burgess in the latter capacity. Mr. StaIT
l%uecott, of the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department, has aleo been appointed a
member of the comrqittee on materials for aircraft and of the euboommittee on metals, and Mr.
War&n E. Em@, of the Bureau of Standards, has been appointed e member of the subcom-
mittee on coverings, dopes, and protective coatings.
hfost of the research in connection with the development of matarials for airoraft is financed
directly by the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department, thee division of the
~
Army Air Service, and the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
The Bureau of Aeronautics end the engineering division of the Air Servioe, in connection
with the operation of t~ta in their own laboratories, apportion and flnanoe rmemch probbme
on materials for airoraft to the Bureau of Standards, the Forest Producte Laboratory, and the
Industrid Rcwaroh Laboratories.
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MEEITNosor THE coMMrrTEz
Several very important meetings of the commiltee were held during the year. One was
held at the Naval Aircraft Factory, Philadelphia, at which the subject of the corrosion of dura-
lumin and ita embrittlement was very thoroughly discussed by members of the committee
and by repremntativee of the manufacture of this, the most widely ueed light alloy. After
the meeting the work in progress at the factmy wss inspected. A great deal of im.tcrestwes - _.
dhown in the PN-9 seaphmes, which were later used in the attempted flight from San Francisco
to Hawaii. .-
SUBZ~~ POB_ PABACEUTEFABRIC
The problem of finding a subetituta for’ the silk which is now Wd in pa~chute construction
is a part of the generai program of this committee, _.b. inv@igation has been under way for
the fabrication of a cloth in this country which will ptive accept~ble for parachute cmatruction.
Acceptable silk fabrics have been produced from b raw materials obtained from Chine and
Japan and fabricated in this country. Since ithae never proved praatiml to cultivate silk in the
United States, the problem resolves itself into tiding some other fiber which can be substituted
for the raw silk fiber.
In order ‘to design a cloth as light as the req%enta demand for parachute cloth, tie
yarns must be used which can be manufa@ured frog_ @togs -only of ,long staple. The Pima
cotton, which is grown in Arizona, will provide this yarn, and the investigation so far has been
made with Sakellaridis cotton, which is practimilly W same.
Using fine yarns, both singles and doubles, a very careful study has been made of the
physical propertied in comparison with silk yarns of similar size. The charaderietica which
are most important are strength, stretch, and resiliency. Advantage was taken of previous
work done in the textile field showing the reaction which cotton undergoes during merceriza-
tion and treatments with dopes and softenem. Seven treatments were tried and the remdta
of the study pe~ittid the selection of one type c&.treatment for further study, namely, the
coating of the previously mercerkl cotton with cellulose acetate dopes containing dissolved
resins and softeners. Three distinct types of cellulose acetate dopee were used. The yarns
used in the inveatigatiori had been mercerized couunerciaUy and it w- found that this mer
cerization proceee had a very decided efkt on the strength and elasticity of the yarn. A
study of the mercerization was made in conjunction with teats of yarns wet treated and dry
treated. In the proceee of mercerization there ,m ,~~ ,pa@ operationa: The premcrcmiza-
tion treatment; the formation of alkali celhl~i and the formation of cellulose hydrate.
Each of these three operations requires several minor operations, and in this investigation a.
study was made of the effect of the variations in the conditions under which the operatiom
were carried out on the propertied of the finished mercerized cotton. The yarns used in the
investigation were 160/1 and 160/2, five different twists for the single and three each Jor the .
plied yarns being used.
The succwsful conclusion of this investigation_fl depend largely upon the result of the
mercerization experiments. The work so far has been very encouraging, and it is hoped that
a deilnite conclusion will be reached toward the Wd ~f the prgaent,bcal year. . .—
suBcohmrlTEzON METAIS
Intercr@alZine mbittlemd of duraJum{n.- During the paat year the subcommittee on -
metals recommended a program of research for the study of intercryatalline embrittlement of
duralumin. This program was approved by the Ndional Advisory Committee for Aoronautica
and recommended to the Army Air Serwice, the I)ureau of Aeronrtutics, and the Post Offic.c
Department for consideration, and has been accepted by the Air Service and the Bureau of
Aeronautics.
The outline of this program is as follows:
(a) The study of acceleration of this type of corrosion for testing purposes.
(b) The effect of permanent deformation on material hardened by apontaneoue aging.
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(c) The effeot of deformation on fully herdened material, hardened by accelerated aging
at a higher temperature.
(d) The efhot of protective coatings.
(6) The effect of gas during the mding.
@ The eihct of heating and quenching mediums.
(g) The tieot of the compositicm of the durslumin tested.
Material with a carefully reoorded history of its preparation was received from the Baush
Maohine Tool Co., and since that material and similar material from the Aluminum Co. of
Amerioa were to be studied together the investigation did not start until the material fkom the
latter company was rseeived, late in August. Specimens for testing mm then made from
both lots.
l&xoryetaIline attack and embritUement in material received from both companies has
been produoed experimentally, both in aged material and in that cold-rolled after aging. A
study of the rate of attaok in calcium chloride sdutiona of varying strength with speoimene
both submerged and alternately submerged and dried is in progress.
Material which had been greatiy deformed by rolling after aging and slightly deformed by
stretching is under test. Prehminmy results indicate that stretching prior ta test hastens the
intercrystalline corrosive attack Specimens am being sent to the Naval Aircraft Factory and
to the Industrial Research Laboratories for coating with various protective ooatinge. Chemioal
end eleotroohauicaI treatment suggested by the Army as additions ta the program will be
included in the tests.
The Bureau of Standards has oontinued” to exmnine spechene found in stice. These
mmplea all confmn the conclusion that materiel oold-worked after aging and subjected to oorro-
sion is especially susceptible to embrittlement, ilthough if the conditions are severe material
which hss not been worked after aging is also attacked. Material which had been attaoked in
service by calcium chloride, cleaned, and revarnished, was recently examined to see whether
the intercrysixi!line attack had p-. b making the comparison, the assumption had
to be made that before tbe material was cleaned corrosion had progressed to the same extent
as on the spiwimene which were tested at that time. On this sswunption, no proof was found
that the attack had pmgmseed further since the previms examination. These results indicate
that a coating which is actually impervious to such agents as water vapor and “salt air” prevents
the corrosion. The material was in “notch-brittle” condition after cleaning and was still in
that condition, although apparently no wome.
The information now in the posemsion of the committee does not justify a pcssimktic
outlook in respect to the use of duralumin as a structural mat@l for aircraft, unless in very thin
sheets. It is believed that raearch on the embrittkment problem wilI ultimately show how to
prepare, proteot, and use this material to insure reliability in service.. It is also balieved that
the program for the investigation now in progms, which has beau outlined above, is a@Jy
Satisfactory.
Lwl@lLr$afor airship. —The previous t~ta of girders for the f%mandoah showed that the
strength of these girders was determined by the elnstie properties of the channels and the type
of restraint offered by the Mime. The principal dastio constants of the channels are their
two flexural stiffnasaa (momenta of inertia xYoung’s modulus) and their torsional stiffness
(torsion oonstant Xshear modulus).
The objeot of this investigation is to determine by tests the relative importance of these
three constants in detwminbg the strength of the girders. For this purpose it was nec-ary to
study accurately and in detail the deformations of the ohannels under compressive loads, &at
in the girdem alone and then with outide constreinte applied which prevented particular types
of deformation.
The technique of meesurement Whidl haa been worked Out has bean tflOI’O@y tested.
Consistent reproducible remdts were obtained on the measurement of deflection and twist of
the channels of a speoial girder. Siice the Iaterd ddleotione were alwaya accompanied by
twist a series of readinga wss taken reatmining in sucoeasion the twist of one, two, and three
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chammls but leaving them free to deilect laterally. The girder was loaded under these condi-
tions succasiveily to 5,100 (no restraint), 6,740 (one channel restrained), 6,990 (two channels
restrained), and 7,600 (three charnels restrained) pounds. The iinsl failure was by twist of
two of the channels between restraint and by spreading of the third with buckling of the
flange8.
The mesauremanta so far made are cmsistent wik the assumption that with the present
ccmatrmtion the codicient of torsional stifbss of tie channels is the controlling factor in
dekmining the load these girders will carry. The meaaurementa will be repeated on girders
of regular design to sw if th~e confirm the concluaio~l ,
Hig&sped f- testiq.-The investigation of, the available methods for high~e&l - ““ “‘-
fatigue testing has been continued. Two alt~ative methods of loading the specimen have
been used, eaoh producing the stresses by resonant flexural vibrations. In one, the drive ia
electrical. A method similar to this hawbeen used by Jenkin in England, who reports success-
ful results. k the other the drive is by means of compressed air. This latter, so far as the
investigations show, gives promise of.greater simplicity and is the cheaper to operate; especially
if a large number of speaimena are to.be run sirnultamywly. Apparatus of this type has been
buiIt and rum Tha-possibility of longitudinal vibrations hsa not as yet-been inmdigated
experimentally.
The data which have been obtained are, however, insufbkmt fa determine whether or
not this type of drive will function satisfactorily over long periods of time.
SUBCOMMllTEE ON WOODS-AND GLUES
The Forest Products Laboratory of the D6partm&it “of Agriculture conducts practically all
the investigations on the application of woods and glues. to aircraft construction. The inveatig-
tions that have been conducted and reported on were undertaken at the requ=t of the Bureau
of Acmmautim of the Navy” D@rtcieiit .oi the engineaing division of the Army Air Service.
Some of the more important inveetigationa now in progrem are outlined below.
Attaohnumtof d pati tindjdtitqp to uwodunmen&r8.-A study of the el%ct of the attach-
ment of metal parta and fittings to wooden membem was undertaken chieily to secure more
complete information as to the siza, number, and spacing of bolts or other fastening mediums. .
A study on spruce and ash uiing solid bolts of various lengths up to one-half inch diameter and
hollow bolts rsnging from fivwighth to 1 inch in diamgkerhaa been made. ~ results of the
tests have been presented in the form of charts which give the most”eflicient tie of bolt forgiven
conditions. Althou@ thtwe charta were prepared for spruce and ash, they may be applied to
other species by the introduction of an adjustment factor repramnting the relation of their
strength in camprwsiqn parallel to the grain, to that af sprum or ash.
Detemkzt In the inspectiori of +wcd for airphuies, the netidhasion of aimqxhzw W wi3um—
been felt for a simple and expeditious mechanical test which could be applied to each pisce to
determine ita accapt.ability. To meet this need the Forest Products Laboratory toughness-
testing maohine was developed. -
The toughness value of wood reflects the relation .d t~e .to compressive strength, while
speciflo gravity giveq an indication of the cOqpressiyeSs** as well as most of the other
strength pro-es. The toughness tmt together ti_th the ,specifi~ gravity “deterrginat.ionis ,,.
ccnsequmtiy an excdent means of separating ma- hW in S-from that of avqe or.
higher strength properties.
Studies have - made to form a satisfactmy b~ for the inspection and selectik of
suitable airphme material, and have been completed on white oak, yellow birch, white ash, and
Sitka spruce. As a result of the studies an inspection method has been recommended and the
Bureau of Aeronautic and the Army Air Service have.now aoquired a Forest Produoti Labora-
tory toughnemAAing machine. It has been possible@. inspect and s@ect wooda of high quality
of five species for which minimum vshms have been edabfid.
Uw of plywood ii ting km. -A series of tests hw been made on box beams of vari~
dimensions and on I beams using plywood webs. The results Iead to the conclusion that in
.-.
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the design of either plywood box or I beams a web thiclums of 25 par cent greater than that
calculated to give equal likelihood of failure by shear or compression will give the best results.
Thereaulta ofaseriea oftesta made during thepast twoyears will beissuedin the form ofa
report and a further study wiIl be made of wing beams of several di&rent typm and sizes to
secure data on the strength and rigidity of beams and to determine the proper relation between
the hicknes of the web and the depth of flangea for different moss sections.
Ddaiki study ofmethodu off-ing p@umod.-A preliminary study was made on the use
of screws for fastening threeply wood of Mhrent species and sizes to spruce and ash frame
members. In this inwdigation screw size+ mmgins, and spacings were used which would
develop as nearly as possible the full strength of the plywood without special consideration of
the effeot on the strength of the membem receiving the screw poink b a result of the8e tats
a table of sorew sizm for different thiclmessea of three-ply wood hss been prepared for general
dtmignuse. The investigation will be oontinued to include tAa of plywood fastenings with
smaUSOIISWBto secure data on the strength of suoh fastenings under-different conditions. The
study will also include the teat of plywood with nails as fasteners.
Dewlapnaentofwderprocf gkm.-A study of waterproof glues inciludcaa study of the resist-
ance of glum under prolonged qosure to dampness. No adequate study has been made of the
durability of glued joints under long perioda of time. 12xperieme indicates that in many places
where glue joint.a me used any ohange in strength or water resistmm.bis very slow. Tests will
be oarried on over a long period of time with differd water-resistant glues to determine with
some cmactnses the conditions under whioh glues will retain their original propaties. Con-
siderable information has been aooumulated from the various investigations and a bulletin is
now in preparation on the general subject of gluing of wooih used for aircraft pnrposeR
Hanu$zctwe of wein wbweddunt plyuwod.-An investigation has beemmrried on during
the pest year in an effort to produce a Grade A plywood with msein glues. Satisfactory results
have been scoured thus far on a laboratcq scale, and plans are now being devdoped for one or
more demonstrations on a faotory male.. It is believed that by proper oontrol of the glue and
the gluing oonditiona it fi be practicable to produce a satisfactory produot in quantity. This
investigation will be completed this year.
Air ewoning of aircrajl unwds.-The results of this inmstigati~ whioh hm been under
way for three eessons, olearly show that the method of piling and handling the stook has a marked
etlsot upon the rate of sessoning and upon the amount of degrade sufbed. The investigation
also showed that diflerent speok require diilerent treatxmmtsnd that the sekson of year during
whioh the stooltis first piled determines in a large messure what piling s@em should be used. ‘
In this oonnsotion a survey of the seasoning praetioe at airoraft manufacturing plants will
be made.
- of@gue inftin on th? mecknicd propertied of d–h the oourse cd G tivesti-
gation, whioh has betm under way for a number of years, approximatcily 7,200 mechaniosl t@a
and 16,000 ouhre tests have been made. Reports have b- prepared on the ei%ot of yellow
stain on the meohenical properties of whiti oak and on the relation of
%
r and toughnem strength
of white ash The data obtained from studies of Sitkaepruce and uglas * are available in
P~ form O~Y. w data that have been obtshied wiU be carefully analyzed before
any additiond tesh are made.
&wg ad ddedion ofbradknew of umxL-It is lmown that brashmxs audbw shook-resistbg
abfity are quite generally found in spmimens of low spedio gravity. Oooasionally, however;
pieoea with aooeptable speoiflo gravity whioh are apparently sound are weak m“d brti The
need of some mems of deteoting such wet$meaeby inspection is obvious. In the study of spruce
it has beeu found that oomprtion fail- are not infrequently the oause of low toughness
valuw. A thorough malyais will be made of this spruce material whioh is now being studied-
to determine, if possible, the cause of braslums.
mBooMMrlTEE cm covmuNo4 Dom& AND PEo’rMmvE COATINGS
Qae-ceZZfil)r&a.-~t the Bureau of Standards extensive invcs~atione have been eon-
dudeil in the development of axp erimentalrgas-cell fabrics for rigid aimbips. Of the many
.
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varied types of fabri(mwhioh have been investigated, three have been Eehmtedbeoause of their
great promise of yielding suitable-gas-mll mater@l, and these are being developed for this pur-
poee. Samples of one of these three type fabrioe have already been aubjeotad to outdoor =-
posure, under outer oover oloth, for a period of over 12 months, while samples of &seoond have
been expos~, undti similar oonditiona, for over 10 months. In both oasea the exposures wew
made during periods inoluding the coldedmrinter and the hott~t summer months, and in
neither mse was there measurable increase in permeability or great decrease in breaking strength
after suoh expmmre. Samples of tha third type of fabric mentioned above are now being pre-
pared for mposure teats. While the redt of suah t#a can not be daflnitely predicted in
advaow, it is believed that this last type of fabric wiIl prove to be the best of the fabrios whioh
have been investigated, and wiM,when fully developed, be the moat satisfactory substitute for
the goldbeater’s skin fabrio now used in rigid airships. All three of the fabrica m,~tioned above
are light in weight, flexible, and have permeabilitiea well under the limit of 1 hter per square
meter pm 24 houm. Other types of fabriea am now under investigation. The study of these,
however, has not progreaa6d far enough to warrant any etatement as to their probable value.
Other miaoallaneouaproblems worked out at the Institute of Paint and Varnish Researoh
are briefly Ollthd below.
(lnztinggJw gas cellk-It has been suggested that 6 to 8 pez oent of aluminum powder be
mixed with the spar varnish whioh ki used to ooat the outside of gas odls for fdrehips. Aa
the solar radiation of a fabrio exposed to the sun is reduoed about 40 per oent, it is probable
thataluminum powder in the varnish for gas oells would be advantageous, as the bags and the
gaa they oontain would inoreaaein temperature lees rapidly.
6b@iW8 f~ durabnin to - cmwiun.-A mating for duralumin produced by anodic
deposit of the metal in a plating bath has been developed. The deposit is aluminum oxide,
wbioh is a diatinot protection. The process ii pat%ikid. Usually the artioles are lacquered
after the plated coating is applied.
h there is some danger of weakening the metal in the plating bath, it seems preferable to
give two c-oats of Navy aluminum spar varnish, whioh is oheapar aqd seems to give sa good
protection.
At the suggestion of the Bureau of Aeronautioa, duralumin sheata such aa are used for
airphme pontoons were ahernatdy exposed to sea water and to air under tropioal conditions.
A coating hsa been developed whioh wilI prevent the growth of barnaoles and be durable in
air. It is made from plastio main, ooal tar, and toxio poiaona The remdts were very satisfac-
tory ahhough the conditions were ,very severe.
Exoellent reeulh have been obtained at the Naval Airoraft Faotory by ushg an inex-
pensive bituminous paint for floats and hulls. If the iurf~ am inolosed this paint probably
givm the bmt protection agains~ underwa@r oorrosion. The disadvantage is that, aa a thiok
ooat must be applisd, the coating is heavy. This p@nt oan be greatly improved by the addi-
tion of 10 to 20 per cd of asbedine, a orystdine pigment, showing a rod-Iike structure under
thcrmioromope. The m~ ad muoh like reinforcing rods in eonoreta On exposure h sun-
light, unfortunately, this paint breaks down rapidly, showing an aUigatm4dn surface. The
bituminous eomponnd flakes and powdera rapidly.
Cotton ilmnel is oftan used = a water stop between sheets of duralumin. If the flannel is
imp~,ated with wphaltum, gasoline will dissolve it. It is preferable to impregnate the
, flannel with’s 3-potmd out of shellao in akmhol, whioh will not dissolve.
Cbatingafm magnesium to preuani cOmk.on.-Pdkninq exposure tests of magnesium
sheets have been mad~ It was found that unooated magnesium sheets corrode slightly and
the oo.lorbeoomea dark if exposed EOthat moisture drk off but that they beoome deeply pitted
in six months if the aurfaoe does not dry off. Sheets ooated tith silicate of soda resist corro-
sion better than the unooated sheets although if the surfaae dms not dry off, they do oorrode.
Two ooits of aluminum spar varnish apparently give perfeot protection. This ooating
was the Iightestin weightiDoped coatings were very uneat&faotory. Six-month tda showed
about equal omrosion in magneaium and in steal sheeti.
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Airplane dtqw and ~“nk—Wii surftuwof airphme ootton were given one ooat of dope
and one coat of vimoae. The surfaces were very taut. Mter axpoeure for six months some of
—.-
the surfacea showed sealing of the *; others were in very good condition, particularly
.— ,
those having au outer mating of spar varnish. Surfaoes ooated with * are vwy muoh
smoother than the usual doped surface. They should, therefore, offer leas wind reaietanoe.
Paints containing ahuninum and zino p~der for use on wigg su@ao~ should have the powder
mixed with the spar varnish just before the paint “is applied. If this is done, the odors are
muoh br@tar than they are if the powd~ ~ mixed with the varnish snd allowed to staud for
——
months before the vanish is used.
It has bean found thai the sealing of the kg 00Iors, whioh ha bssn found in servioe, oan
be preventd by - lightwei@ pigmemtaof high opaoi~ inetiad af he h-w pbente of _
low opaoitg whioh have oftan been used.
Extensive kta are under way at Washin@on aud at Pensasola with 200 frames oovered
with airplane cottin and doped with dillerent sohemee. Lightweight and permammt tautness
and S&l@h are sought.
—
~t+ --
PART IV
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE
On recmmnendation of the oommittee on publications and intelligence, the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has authorized the publication of 23 teohniml roporta
during the past year. The reports cover a wide range of subjects on whioh researoh has been
mnducted under the cognizance of the various subcommittees, each report having bean ap-
proved by the s@mmnmittee concaned. and recommended to the executive oommittee for
publication. The tsohnimd reports prasented represent fundamental researoh in aeronautic
oarried on at different aeronautical laboratmies in this oountry, including the Langley Memotial
Aeromutical Laboratory, the aerodynamic laboratory at the W&d@ton Navy Yard, the
Bureau of Standards, the Forest Produots Laboratory, the Stanford University, and the Maasa-
chueette Lnstitute of Technology.
To make immediately available teohnioal information on experimental and research prob-
lems, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics hss authorized the issuance in mimeog-
raphed form of anotlmr series lmown as “ Technioal No~)’ of whioh 23 have been issued
during the past year,
In addition to”issuing teohnioal reports and twiical notes the oommittee has au~h&ked
the isauanoe in mimeographed form of translations and reproductions of important technical
artioles of a mieosllaneous braoter in a series known as “Technical Memorandums?’ In
accordan~ with this authorization, the committea has issued 51 teohnkml memorandums on
subjwta that were of immedate interest not only ta rwearch laboratories but also to airplane
manufaoturere.
s ummaria of the 23 teohnioal reports, and lists of the technioal notm and technical mem-
orandums prepared during the past year follow.
SUtiMAIUESOF TEOENICALItEPOETS
Tha fit annual report of the National Advisory Committa for Aarcmautios contained
Teohnkxd Reports-N6s. 1 ta i’; the aeoond annual report, Nos. 8 to 12; tha third annufl repo-it, “”-” ““
NW 13 to 23; the fourth annual report Nos. 24 to 50: the fifth annual report NOS.6: b .82; ~” i
the sixth annual report, I?os. 83 to 110; the seventh annual rejxn%,NOS. 111 to 132; the dghth
iuumd report Nos. 133 to 158; the ninthannual report Noa. 159 to”185; the,tenth annual rsport . .-
Nos. 186 to 209; i.nd sinoe the prepmdion of the h-k &nual report the oommittee hss author-
ized the publication of the following teohnhl reports, Nos. 210 to 232:
Report No. M(lj”entitled”InertiaFactors of Ellipsoids for Use in Airship Design,” by L. B.
bkmrnan, BureRu of St-”dards.-Thie report is based on a study made by the Writs as a
member of tha special committee on design of Army semirigid airship RS-1 appointed h}’ the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronaul.ics.
The increasing interest in airships has made the problem of the potenual flow of u fluid
about an ellipsoid of considerable practicaI importance. In 1833 George Green, in dsoussing
the tied of the rounding medium upon the period of a pendulum, derived three dliptic
integrals, in tenne of whioh praotimlly all the oharacteristim of this type of motion can be
expressed. The theory of this type of motion is very fully given by Horace Lamb in his “Hyd~
dynamics,” and applications to the theory of airships by many other writers, Tables of the
inertia coeftloients derived from these intsgrsls are available for the most important special oases.
These tablea are adequate for mostqmrpoaes, but ocussionally it is dsairable to lmow the valum
40
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of these integrals in other oesa where tabulated values are not available. For this reason it
seemed worth while to assemble a oolleotion of formuke whioh would enable them to be com-
puted dirdy from standard tables of elliptio integrals, ohuular and hyperbolic functions and
ogarithrns without the need of intermediate transformations. Some of the formuke for speoial
cases (elliptio oylinder, prolate spheroid, oblate ephwoid, eto.) have been published before, but
the general forms and some speoial osxva have not been found in previous publications.
Report i%. 211, entitled “water Model Tests for SemMgid &mhips,” by L. B. Tuokerman,
Bureau of Standards.-The d- of oomplioated structures often pnxmnts mathematical
problems of extreme difhoulty whioh are frequently insolubl~ In many cases, howevw, the
solution oan be obtained by tests on suitable models.. These model teatsme beooming so impor-
tant a part of the design of new enginedng strmturea that their theory has beoome a neoessaqy
part of an engineer’s knowledge.
For balloons and aimhips Water models me used; These are models about 1/30 the size
of the &hip hung upside down and fiIkd with watar under prcbure. The theory shows that
the stresses in such a mochd are the same ss in the aotud aimhip.
In the design of the Army emirigid airship ES-I no satisfactory way WR.Sfound to dcu-”
latethe stressesin the keel due to the ohanging shape of the bag. For this purpose a water
model with a flexible keel was built and tested. This paper gives the theory of the daign,
construdio~ and testing of suoh a water model.
Reporf No. Mg, entitled “Stabi!ity Equationa for Airship Hulls:’ by A. F. Zahm.-In the
text are derived simple formuk for detemnining, direotly from the data of wind-tunmil teats ol
a model of an airship hull, what shall be the approhte oharaoter of oscillation, in pitch or
yaw, of the fulhsoale airship when slightly disturbed from stendy forward motion.
Report No. 219, entitled “A R&nnn6 of the Advanoea in Theoretical Aeronautic Made by
hfax bl. Munk,” by Joseph S. Ames.-In order to apply profitably the mathematical methods
of hydrodynamics to aeronautical problems, it is neoeasqy to make oertain simplilloatio,ps in
the physical conditions of the latter. To begin wi@ it is allowable in numy problems, as
Prandtl has so suooesafullyshown, to treatthe siras baring oonstant density and es free of
visooaity-. But this is not stioient. It is also neoessary to speoify oertain shapes for the solid
bodies whose motion through the air is discmssed, shapes suggested by ths aotual eo~
ships or airfoils-it is true, but so ohoaen that they lead to soIvable problems.
In a vsluabIe paper presented by Dr. Max M. Munk, of the NationaI ~d- Committee
for Aeronautics, TVaahington, to the Delft Co&renoe in ApriI, 1924, these n~ simplifying
assumptions are discussed in detad. It is the purpose of the prment paper to present in es simple
a manner as possible some of the interesting results obtained by Doctor Munk’s methods.
Report No. M4, entithd “Wing SpX Stress Charts and ‘W@ Truss Proportions,” by
Edward P. Warner, Massachusetts Institute of Teohnobgy.-In order to simpIify the calcula-
tion of beams continuous over three supports, a series of oharta have been calctiat=l @@g
the bendkg moments at all the oritioal points and the reactions at all supports for such membem.
Using these ohsrte as a basis, calculations of equivalent bending moments, represd.ing the
total streesesacting in two bay-wing trusses of proportions varying over a wide range, have been
determined, both with and without allowance for column effect. This leads holly to the det=-
mination of the beet proportiona for any particuhm truss or the best strut locations in any
particular airplane. The ideal proportions are found to vary with the thic- of the wing
seotion used, the sspeot ratio, and the ratio of gap to chord.
Report No. W6,’ entiffed “Air Form, Moments, and Damping on ModeI of Fleet Aimbip
=
Shmanduah,” by A. F. Zahm, R. H. Smith, and F. A. Louden.-To furnish data for the design
of the fleet airship Shenandoah, a model was made and tested in the 8 by 8 foot wind tunnel for
wind forces, momenti, and damping, under conditions described in this report. The results
are given for air of standard density. p==0.00237 slugs pm cubio foot without K@ correction, ,
and with but a brief discussion of the aerodynamic design features of the airship. This account
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is a slightly revissd form ~f Report No. 196, prepEMd for the Bureau of Aeronautic, July 22,
1922, and by it submitted for publidion to the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Report No. %16,entitled” The Reduction of Airplane Flight Teat Data to Standard Atmos-
phere Conditions,” by Waker S. Diehl and E. P., Lealey.-ll!hia paper was prepared for the
Ntttional Advisory Committee for AeroxMutb in order to supply the need of praotiml methods
of reduoing observed performance b standard oon@iops with a minimum of labor. The hat.
part gives a very simple approximate method of redueing performanoe”in climb, and b particu-
larly adapted to work not requiring extreme acouraoy. The second part give a somewhat more
elaborate and more aoourate method whigh is well @ted to general tlight tmt reduction. The
third part givm the conventional mpthod of calibr$ing air~peed indicators and reducing the
“ indioated speeds to true. air speeds. An appenb @ves working tables and oharta for the
.
standard atmosphere.
Report No. 217, entitled “Preliminary Wq Model Teet&in the Variable-Density Wind
Tunnel of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,” by Max M. Munk.-This
report oontaine the remdte of a aerim of teds with t@ee wing models. By olmn@ng the swtion
of one of the models and painting the surfaoe of another, the number of models teeted was
inoreased to five. . The twta were rpade in order-ti=obtain some general information on the air
f- on wing sectiom at a high Reynolds number and in partiouhr to make sure that the
Reynolds numbmis reaUy the important faotor, agd not other things like the roughnms of the
eurfaoe and the sharpn~ of the trailing edge.
The few twta deemibed in this report seem ta indioata that the air form at a high Reynolds
numbeq are not equivalent to reepeotive air forces it a low Reynolds number (as in an ordinary
atmospheric wind tunnel). Tha drag appeara smaller at a high Reynolds number and the
*um lift is inoreased in some oases. The rou@nw of the surface and the aharpnesaof the
trailing edge do not materially ohange the remdte, so that we fwd conddent that teata with
s@ematio sarks of .d.b%rentwing seotiona will bqi~ consistent ,resulta, impartant and highly
usaful to the dAgner.
Report No.” 218, entitled “Standard Atmosph~Tables and Data,” by Waltar S.
Di4hl.-Thia report is an extension of National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic Report
No. 147. Detaihxl tabl~ of preaeura and densities are given for altitudes up to 20,000 metem
and to 66,OOOfeet. In addition to the tablm @.e vario~ data pertaining to the standard
atmosphere have been compiled in convenient form for ready reiferenoe. —
Beport No. 219, entitled “Some Aspeota of,the Comparison of Model and FuMmle Tests,”
by D. W. Taylor.-This paper was dalivmed before the Royal Aeronautical Sooiety as the
1925 Wdbur Wright MamoriaJLe6tiwe. It treatstie subjeot of male atleot from the standpoint
of the engineer rather than the physioist, in &at””it shows what oompromism are necmmry to
seeure satiefaotory engineering model ted data and how these teat data oompare with full
male or with theoretical values. The paper ooiiieti essentially of three parts: (1) ~ brief
exposition of tha theory of dynamh similarity, (2) application of the theory b airplane model
tests, illustrated by ted data on airfoils from the .National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautic variable-density wind tunnel, and (3) application of the theory to propeller testing,
illustrated by oomparisone of model and full+oale ryndts.
Repori No. WI, antitled “ Comparison of Teeta on &plane Propellers in Flight with
Wind Timnel Model Tmta on Similar FornM,” by TV. F. Durand and E. P. Lealey.-The pup
pose of this investigation, whioh ia the aubjeot of this report, was to determine the pedormanoe,
aharadaristies, and ooeflioientaof ftdl-sid air p~pallem in flight and to wnpare tke remdta
with thnee derived from wind-tunnel tests on rediwd scale models of similar geometrical form.
The fulkoale equipment oomprised five pro@lers in combination with a VE-7 airplane
and Wright E-4 enghm This part of h work was carried,out at the Langley Memorial Aero- -
nautkxd Laboratory, between May 1 and August-~, 1924, and was under the immediata charge
of Mr. Lwley. The model or wind-tunnel part of the investigation wsa cmried out at the
aarodynamio laboratory of Stanford University and wea under the immediate aharge of Doctor
Durand -
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ii eomparieon of the onrv~ for fuhoale results with those derived from the model tests
shows that while the e%loienoiearealized in flit are olose to those derived from modeI tale,
both thrust developed and power absorbed in flight are from 6 to 10 per osnt greater than would
be expeoted from the results of model teds.
Report No. W, entitled “~Model Tds with ~ Syetematio Series of 27 WIi Seotions at
Full Reynolds Number,” by h M. Munk and Elton W. Miller.-A eyetematio series of 27
wing seotione, oharaotied by a d travel of the oentw of pressure, have been inv@#ed
at 20 atimosphemspremure in the mriabledtity wind tunnel of the National Advisory Com-
mittee for bronautios.
The rcm.lte are oonsisteut with eaoh other, and indioate that for euoh “stable” sections a
d tieotive oamber, a and tieotive S-shape and a thioknesaof 8 to 12 per oat lead to good
aerodynamic properties.
Report No. 2.$’2,entitled “Spray Penetration with a Simple Fuel Injeotion Nozzle,” by
Harold E. Miller and Edward G. Beardaley.-The teds oovered by thii report form a part of
a general invdgation of the application .of fuel injeotion engine prinoiplee to airoraft engine
servioa The purpose of three tests was to obtain epeoih information on the rati of penetration
of the spray from a simple rnjeotion node, having a ei@e orifme with a diameter of 0.016
imih when injecting into eornpressed gawm
The fueil was sprayed into a chamber fittad with glass walls and filled with nitrogen at
various preasuree. Special high-speed photographic apparatus, oapable of taking a eontinuoue
series of 16 photographs at a rate of 4,OOOper seoond, was used to record the development of
single sprays. The effcats of fuel pressures from 2,oOO to 8,000 pounda per square inch and
chamber pressures from atmospheric to 300 pounds per square inoh on the rate of penetration
and the development of the spray mire studkd.
The reauk have shown that the edleotsof both chamber and fuel prmsurm on penetration
are so marked that the study of spraya by means of h@+peed photography or ik equivalent
is n~ if the e&sotaare to be appreciated stioiently to enable rational amdyeis. It was
found for these taste that the negative moderation of the spray tip is approximately propor-
tional to the 1.5 power of the instantaneous velocity of the spray tip.
Report No. %?9,entitled” Preemre Distribution on the C-7 &rehip,” by J. W. CroM.ey, jr..
and S. J. DeFrance.-This investigation was made by the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics at the requeet of the Bureau of Aeronautic, Navy Department, for the purpose
of detmnining the aerodynamic pressure dietriiution encountered on a “ C“ ohm airship in
iiight. It was conduoted in two parts: (a) Twts on the taiI surfaces in which the pressures
at 201 points were meseured and (b) testa on the ~velope m which 190 points were used, both
kts being made under ss nearly identical iligh$ con@ions as posdde, so that the results could
be combmed and the prawure distribution over the entire -p obtained.
The method of testing consisted of messuring the prcsmre by means of O*CW locatad at
the deeired points connected to the tubes of a multiple liquid manometer. Sinmltaneoua
readings of all the pmures were obtained by photographing the mauometer.
The results se presented in this report are mainly in tabular form and maybe very briefly
eummmized 88 follom :
(1) The *m locel prwsure encountered on a tsiI surface wss 7.3 lti./sq. ft.
(2) The nuudmum total ncmmd force on a complete tail surface was 352 pounds or a ~y
of 0.316 ooourring on the bottom fin and rqdder during a “reverasl” of the rudder.
(3) The msximum moment of the tail surface forcm about the center of buoyarmy wss
37,200 Ib.-ft. “ -
(4) The investigation of the envelope pressures+while showing the genersl distribution of
pressure satisfactorily, is practically useka in the determination of total aerodynamic forces
on the airship.
(6) It is concluded that the pmeuree set up by a bump are huger than those obtained in
maneuvering.
Report No. #2~, entitle@An Investigationof the CoeiEoient of Diaoharge of Uquida
through Small Round Oriflcks~’ by W. F. Joachim .—The work covered by this report was
.
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+ undertaken in connection with a general inveetig~tion of fuel injeotion engiue principles as
applied to enginesfor aircraft propulsion, the specdic purpose being to obtain information on
the coeflkient of discharge of small round oriiicee suitable for usc es fuel injection nozzles.
Flow of the liquids testwi under high preesure was obtained with an intensihr consisting
of a 6-inch piston driving a direct conhected 3/4-inch hydraulic plunger. The lmge piston
was operated by comprmeed air and the time required for the displacement of a deiinite volume
by the hydradic plunger was messured with an electrically operated atop watih. The coef&
cienta were determined as the ratio of the sctual to the theoretical rate of flowwhere the theo-
retical flow was obtained by the usual simple formula for the discharge of liquids @rough
Orifices.
.— .
Values fdr the coeflhient were “determined for the more important conditions oi engine
service such as diachsrge under prcseurea up to &OOOpounda per square inch,at temperatures
between 80° and 180” F. and into air compressed to prCSSU1’CSUp to 1,000 pounds pCr SqUSrC
inch. The rwuh show that the coefTLciemtrangtwbetween 0.62 and 0.88 for the diffe~t ted
conditions between 1,000 imd t1,0011potide per s@are ihch hydraulic pressure. At lower
P~ the coefficient increases materially.
It is concluded that within the range of these tests and for hydraulic prweurea above
1,000 pounds per eipwe inch the coefficient dose not change materially with prewwre or tem-
perature; that it depends coneidarably upon the liquid, decreae~ with increase in orifice size,
and increases in the case of discharge into comprweed air until the compressed-air pressure
equals approximately thre+tenthe of the hydraulic pr-ure, beyond which preaeure ratio it
remains practically constant.
Rqort No. W6, entitled “The &r Foroee on i, Model of the Sperry Meamnger Airplane
Without Ropehr,” by Msx M. Munk and Walter S. Diehl.-Thia is a report on ~ scaledfact
research which was made in the variabk-deneity wind tunnel of the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautic at the request of the ky Air Servim: A -e model of the Sperry Meeeen-
ger.airphme with USA-6 wings was &ted without a propeller at various Reynolds numbers up
to the full scale value. Two seriesof teets were made: The first on the original model which was
of the usual eimplitled construction, and the second-on. a modMed model embodying a great ‘
amount of detail.
Whi.Iethis report is of a preliminary nature, the work has prc~ed far enough to show
thatthe scale atlect is ahnoet @irely confined to the drag. In the tests so far conducted, the
drag at any given angle of attack within the normal flying rsnge is found to vary as ~ .
v~ n
()
_.. .-—
.-.
.—..-— -
The exponent n iq coneta@ for any one angle of attack, and rangea from -0.046 at large-angles
of attack to -0.17 at d angk.
It wss also found that the model ehouId be geometrically similar to the full-scale airplane
if the twt data are to be direotly applicable to full soale. If the condition of geom?tic similarity ,
be fulfllled, the data obtained at afulkmale vaIueof Re~olde number agree veryckdywitb f=
ilight data. The variable-density wind tunnel, therefore, appeara to be a very promising
instrument for procuring test data free from scale ef?ect. It is also admirably suited for studying
the scale tied and obtaining information which is nemaary in an interpretation of the remdte
obtained ih atmospheric wind tunnels at low values of Reynolds number.
Report No. ,226, entitled “ Characteristics of a BoaL~e Seaplane During T&Off” by
J. W. Crow16y.jr., and K. M. Ronan. —Thie report, on the planing and get=away oheracterietioe
of the F+-L, gives the reeulta of the second of a s~ of take-off teds on three different sea-
planea conducted by the National Advisory Caumittee for Aeronautics at the suggestion
of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Depntient. The singl~float seaplane weS the tit teded
end the hid-float seaplane is Mbe the third.
The characteristics of the boat type were found to be similar to the single float, the main
difbrence being the rnoreased eluggishrme and the relatively huger planing resistance of the
larger eeaphme. At a water speed of 16 miles per hour the seaplane trims aft to about 12°
and remains in this an@ar position whiIe plowing. At 2.25 miles per hour the planing stage is
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Arted and the planing angle is immediately lowered to about 10°. AE the veloeity inoreaem
the Iongitudimd control beoomm more effeotive but ovaroontrol will produce instability. At
the get-away the-range of angle of attaok is 19° to 11° with velocitim from the stalling speed .
through about 25 per cent of the speed range.
Report No. %?7, entitled “The Vsriabl~Density Wiid Ttmnel of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautic,” by Max M. Munk and Elton W. bfiller.-This report oontains an
exact description of the new wind tunnel of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic.
This is the tit Amerioan type wind tunnel. It differs from ordinary wind tunnels by its being
surrounded by a strong steel shell, 26 feet long and 15 feet in diameter. A oomprewor system is
provided to fill this shell-and hence the entire wind tunrd-with air oompremed to a densi~
up ta 25 timm the ordinary atmoepherk density.
It is demonstrated in the report that the increase of the air dtiity mskes up for a mm+
spending deorease in the wale of the model. Henoe such Amerioan me wind tunnel is free from
scale &sot.
The report is illustrated by many drawings and photographs. All eonsimmtion detaila are
describ~ snd m8Ry dimensions @V~.
The method of oonduding teds is deo desoribed and some prdimhmy reeults ~vau in the
reports. So fsr, the teatshave oonfirmed the ohief feature of this wind tunnel-absence of male
efkot.
Report No. M8, entitled “A Study of the Effect of a Diviqg Start on Airplane Speed:’
by Walter S. DieM.-Equations for instantaneous wdooity and distance flown are derived for an
airplane which crosses the starting line of a speed course at a speed higher than that which can
normally be maintained in horizonttd wt. A epeciiic case is assumed and osculations made
for five initial velocities. Curves of velocity, average velooity, and distance flown are plotted
against time for eaoh case and mdyzed. It is shown that the increase in average veboity due
ta a diving start maybe very large for shorhpeed oourses.
Report No. Mil, entitIed “Pressure Distribution oveir Thick, Tapered Airfoils, N. A. C. A.
81, U.S. &27 C ModMed, and U.S. k 35,” by Elliott Q. Reid.-At the request of the United
States &my Air Service, the testi reported herein.me conducted in the 5-foot atmospheric
wind tunnel of the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory. The object was the mcasure—
ment of pmmree over thee representative thiok, tapered airfoils whioh are being used on misting
or forthcoming Army airplanea The reeulta are prwmtad in the form of pressure maps, crom-
p]an load and normal foroe ooefEoient ourves and load contours.
The pressure distribution along the ohord was found very simiIar to that for thii wings, but,
with a tendency toward greater negative presmres. The oharaoteristioe of thq loading acrosa
the span of the U. S. & 27 C Modified are inferior to those of the other two wings; in the latter
the distribution is almost exaotly elliptical throughout the usual range cd flying t@ea..
The form of tip incorporated in these modeki is not completely satisfactory and 8 modifica-
tion is recommended.
Report No. RX), entitled“Description and Laboratory Tests of a Roots Type Aircraft
Engine Superaharger~’ by Marsden Ware.—lHis report deamibes a ROOMtype aircraft engine
euperoharger and presenb the results of some t-made with it at the Langley Field laboratories
of the Nationnl Advisory Committae for Aeronautic. The supwohargar used in these tests
was constructed largely of aluminum, weighed 88 pounds and was arranged to be operated from
the rear of a staudard aircrwftengine at a speed of 1% engine crdmhaft speed. The rotors of
the euperohmger were cyoloidal in. form and wefe 11 inohea long and 9X inches in diameter.
The displacement of the snpereharger was 0.51 oubIc feet of sir per revolution of the rotors.
\ The supercharger was tasted in the laboratory, independently and in combmdion with a
Liberty-12 aircraft engine, undem simulated altitude pressure conditions in order to obtain
information on its operation and performance. During an inv4igation of the iniluenoe on thk
operation of the engine of various @es of air-duct commotions between the eupeyoharger and the
engine, the superdmrger was subjected to oo~derable rough treatment, which it endured very
well, so that it seems apparent that the enparcharger could well endure.service handling. By the
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proper portioning of the air-chmtsyete.mthe engine would operate at all speeds se smoothly and
free from vibration as the normal engine.
.
From these t@a it seems evident that the R;ota bIower compares favorably ~ti other ““-”
mmpressor types used as aircraft engine superohargeraand thatithas severalfeatureathatmake
itparticularlyattractiveforsuoh nae.
Z3sportlVo,WI entitled“Ihvektigationof Tur~tience in Wiqd ~ele by a Study of the
Flow about Cylinders,” by E L. Dryden and R. H: ‘Heald.-Wlth the Atanoe and coopera-
tion of the National Advisory Committ&e for Aeronautiee the Bureau of Standards has been
engaged for the paat year in an investigation of turbulence in ad tunnek, especially in so far
aa turbulence affeots the results of measurements in ‘different wind tunnels.
Two methods of making suoh studies are dcmribed in this report together with the results
of the use in the 54-inoh wind tunnel of the Bureau of Standards. The first method consiatain
measuring the drag of oiroular cylindars; the second in memuring the statio pressure at some
fixed point. Both methods show that the flow is not entireIy free i%omirregnlsqities.
Report No. %?l?,entitled “Fuels for ~h Compression Engines,” by St-snwood W. Sparrow,
Bureau of Standards.-From theoretical oonaidcuations one would expect an increase in power
and thermal efficiency to reetdt from increasing the oompreaeion ratio of an internal combus-
tion engine. In reality it is upon the expansion ratio that the power and thernd efl?ciency
depend, but since in conventional engines this is equal to the compression ratio, it is generally
understood that a ohange in one ratio is accompanied by an equal change in the other. Teds
over a wide rmge of oompresaion ratios (artending to ratios aa high as 14.1) have shQwn that
ordinady an increase in power and thermal eflkkncy is obtained as expeoted provided serious
detonation or preignition does not remdtfrom the increase in ratio.
There are mmked difhmc-es between fuels as regards the conditions under which they
detonate or preignite. It follovm that the employment of a high compression ratio is contin-
gent upon securing a fuel which is suitable in ite re@tsnce w pr&gnition and deixmati.onand
which at thk same time posseaseethe other quidit.ieseesential to a satisfactory engine fuel.
This tiport is based VSIYlargely upon tede made at the Bureau of St~darda during 1922,
1923, md 1924 Itemphaaizee the faot that there maybe a difference between a fuel’s ability
to mist detonation and its ability to tit preignition. Although this report is primarily a
general dismssion of the propertim asmntial to a satisfactory fuel for high+ompression engines,
eartain fueIs, bend and alcohol in particular, are discussed in some detail.
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to PraoticaI Aeronaut@al Computations. By Max M. Mur.ilL
Tests on Durahimin Columns for Aircraft Construction. By John G. Lee.
Tests of Rotating Oylindem. By Elliott G. I&id.
The Testing of Aviation Engines under Approximate Altitude Conditions. By R. N.
DnBois. ‘
Airoraft. Engine Design, By E. “E. When.
Simplified Propell~ Design for Iaw-Powered ~lansa. By Fred E. Weick.
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Matthews.
Nota on the KdznuqT Effect on Airfoil Drag. By Shatsw@l Ober:
Tha-CaIcuIation of W~-Float Displawuqent “iii“%gl~l%at Seaplanes. By” Edwfid P. - – ““ ‘“-
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taining the Span. By Max M. Munk.
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2~7.Note on the Air Forma on a ‘iVii Caused by Pitding. By M= M. Mtmk
218. The Estimation of Airplane Performance from Wind-Tunnel Teds on Conventional &
plme Modele. By Edward P. Winner and Shatswell Ober.
219. The Oompariaon of IVell-~own and New ‘W@ SeetioIIE‘hated in the Variabl~Density
Wiid Tunnel. By George J. Higgins.
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Radio Siials Transmitted from the Groun& By Edward P. Warner.
221. Model Teats on the Eoonomy and Effectiveness of Helicopter Propellem. By Mas M.
Munk.
222. Air F1OWlhvcstigation for Looation of Angle of Attack Head on a JTMh Airplane. By
R. G. Freeman.
223. Determination of the Liit and Drag Charaoteristice of an Airplane in Flight. By Maurioe “
w. Grem.
2%. Pressure Distribution on the Nose of an Airship in @cling Flight. By Karl J. Faiibanks.
225. Propeller Soale Effeet and Body Interference. By Fred E. Weiok.
226. Wind-Tunnel T@s of lhaelagm and Windshields. By Edward P. Warner.
227. Determination and Classiktion of the Aerod~mnic Properties of Wii Seotiou. By
Max M. MuIlk.
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281. Combustion of Liquid Fuels in Dieeel Engine. By Otto AU. Translated from “Z&chrifL
dea Vereinea deutacher Ingenieure,” July 14, 1923.
282. Raids of Experiments with Slotted W@a, By G. Laclmul. Translated from “Z&t- ‘
tit ftir Flugteohnik und Motorhfteohiffahrt,” May 26, 1924. i
283. Mooring fiimbips. By G. A. ~O(XO. !lkanslated from ‘cNote di Tecnica Aeronavale,”
1923.
284. Duralumin, Ita Propertiw and Uses. By R. Beok. Translated from “Zeitechrift ftlr
Metallkunde,” April, 1924.
285. Calculation of the HulI and of the Car-SuapenaionSystems of Ahahipa. By R. Verduzio.
Translated from “Rendiconti Teonici,” Maroh 16, 1924.
286. The American Airship ZR-S. By L. D~. Tmndated from “ Zei@rift dee %reincs
deutscher Ingenieyre,” May 21, 1924, Vol. 68, No. 22.
287. E!lect of Altitude on Power of Aviation Engines. By Italo Railaelli. !llanslated from
“ Rendiconti Teonici,” July 15,1924.
288. Stieber Dynamometer Hub for Airoraft PropelIera. By W. Stieber. Tmnalated from
“ Zeitealmift ftl.rFlugtecbnik und ~MotorluftsohMahrt,” April 26, 1924.
289. T%043eat I@ Airpl ea which Participated in Contest held at Lympne, En#and, Week
of September 29, tox t. 4, 1924. Taken from “Flight,” September 25, October 2 and 9,
and from” AeropIane,” September 24, Octcber 1, 8, and 15, 1924. Compiled by ~. A.
C. A.
290. Aviation Enginee in the .fidurmce Cont~t. By G. Lebr. Trandated from. “L’A6ro-
nautique,” July, 1924.
291. ~MeaauringTlbration and Torque with the =ograph. By R. Elmeser. Translated
from “Zeits&rift dee Vereines deutdmr Ihgenieure,” May 17, 1924.
292. The Aerodynamic Lahra@ of tie Bel@m “Service Teohnique de L’A6ronautique.”
TraueIated from “Bulletin du Service Teehnique de L’A6ronautique~’ May, 1924.
29& Nomogram for Cormcthg Drag and @le of Attaok of an Airfoil Model in an Air Streain
of l?inite Dieter. !lhndated from Report A 58 of the “Rijka-Studiedienst voorde
Luohtvaart,” reprinted from “De Ingenieur,” September 20, 1924.
294. bfotive Power Reqti b operate a ~md tid. By S. Ziembineki. Translated from -
“L’A6rophilej” August and September, 1924.
295. Hulk for Large Seaplanee. By Gklio M@aMi. Trandated from “La Technique Af5ro-
nautique,” October M, 1924.
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Na
296. Experimental IThrmination of Preaure Drop Caueed by Wm Gauze in an Air Stream.
Translated from Report”A 77 of the” Rijke43tudiedienet voor de Luchtvaart,” reprinted
from” De Inganieur,” Auguet 9,1924.
297. Royal Aero Club Light Aeroplane Competition. ~By J. S. Buohamm. Pap&rread before”
. .
the Royal Aeronautiml Sooiety, Ootober?O, 19244 . . .....
298. R&iuIteof Rec&it ll)xp~~ta wi~ Slotted W~. By G. Lichrn-anb. Trtited=rom
.-
“Zeitaabrift fiir Flugtdmik und Motorluftechiflahrt,” August 26 and September 20,
..—.
1924,
299. Determinatioii of Ignition Pointe of Liquid Fuek Under Preeaiue. By J. Tau.ez and F.
Salmlte. Translated from “ Zeitaohrift doe Vereinea deuteoher Ingenieure,” May 81,
1924.
WIO.PreaeureDistribution on Fuselage of Airplane Mow. Trar&ted from Report A 33 ~ the
“Rijke43tudiedienet voor de Luohtvaart,” Amsterdam, reprinted from “ De Ingenieur,”,
of January 26, 1924.
.
..-
301. Ligh&AirpIanes”of France, Germany, Italy, Belgiti, Hoilatid, (Jmohodovakia and fithu-
.tia. Compiled by the National Advieory Committee for Aeronautics.
302. Efbet of Speed on Economy of Aimhip TrafEo. By W. Bleistein. Translated from
“ Zeitechrift filr FIugteohnik und MotorluftmhiEahrt,” October 28, December 13 and
27, 1924.
303. Pitot%atio Tubes for Determmm“ “ g the Velocity d Air. By H. Kumbruoh. Translated
from “Forechungearbeiten aua dem Gebiete dea Ingenieurweeena,” 1921, No. 240.
-a.
804. Suggmtions for Coureee of liudruction in Aviation. By, Profeaaor Poeechel. Translated
fmm “ Luftf~,” December 5, 1924.
~06. Calculation of Wing Srara of Variable Croaa-seotion and Liieai Gad. By Leon Kirete.
TranaIated from “L’A6ronautique,” January, 1~26.
806. Altitude of Equilibrium of an Airehip. By Umb@o Nobile. Crenelated from “R~di-
ocmti Tecnici,” November 16, 1924.. .
307. Preliminary Investigation of the Effeot of a Ro~ting Cylinder in a W~. By E. B.
---
WOM. !t%analatedhm Report A 96 of the “ Rijke-Studiedienet voor de Luchtvaar$,”
Ameterdam. Reprinted from “De Ingenieur,” No. 49, Deoember 6, 1924.
308. Law of Similitude for the Surface Reei$tance of Laquered Planes Moving in a Straight
Line Through Water. By Frederich Geliem. ,,l@.dat@ f~m “Sehi@aul”, Vol. 22,
1921, Noe. 29, 80, 31, 32,38, 35, imd 37,
809. Light Aeroplane Engine Development. By Lieut. co]. L. F. R. FeII. Paper read ,gt a
joint meeting of the Royal A~pautioaI Scwietyjand of Me @etitution of Automobile. .–
---
Engineers, February 19, 1925.
310. The “Magnua Efkt,” the Principle of the Flettner Rotor. By A. Beta. Translated “““ ““”
from “%-t d- Vereimmdeuteoher @enieure,” January 8, 1925.
311. The Light Airplane. By Ivan ~. Drigge. .Bri&-3.?tiew g~~e %YM obtabed in.tho
Development of”Light Airplan&-I. Modern Theoretical Aerodynamioe aa Applied to
.- .,- . ..—
Light Airplane Deaigrr-11. Reprinted from” The Slipstream Monthly,” Deoamber, 1924,
and Januaryj 1925.
312. Heesebnah Heavy-Oil High-Compreeeion Engine. By K. J. E. Heiadman. Tranala@d
from “ Zeitimhrift des Vereinm deutaoher hgenieii,” July, 1928.
.-.
312. Stmmtural Methode Employed by the Sohutt+Lanz Airship (%mpany. By Chief Engi-
neer Gantzoke of the S-L Aimhip Co. TmneIated from “ Zeiteohrift ftir Flugteohnik
und Motorlufschif?ahrt,” May 15, 1924. . .
214 Alloys Similar to 12urahnnin Made in Other Counti&J Than- Germany. By K. L. Meiss- ,.-.
ner. Transited from “ Zeitecbrift ftl.rMetallkunde,” 1025.
816. The Problem of Fuel Measurement (The Schiake “Koneummeter”). By K. R. H.
Praetoriue Tkanelated from “D* Motorwagw “-Mar@al, 19?6,.. .. .– - –.–- -
316. European CommZil Arironhutics~
___
By Lieut. J. ~arker Van Zandt.
.
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&7.
318.
319.
320.
321.
322.
328.
324.
325.
326.
327.
%28.
329.
880.
231.
Air Forms on &fOihihfO~ Faster than Scnmd. By J. Agkeret. Translated hwm
“ Zeitschrift ftlr Flugteohnik und Motorluf tseWshrt,” February 14, 1925.
High-VeIooity Wiid Tunnels. (Their Application to Ballistics, Aerodynamios, and
Acmmautios.) By E. Huguenard. !t!radated from “La Teolmique A6ronautique,”
Nos. 37-38, F$ovanber 15 end @mmber 15, 1924.
Report on Commaroisl Air Transportation Aditities in l!lnghmdj Frsnoe, Germany, and
Holland. By Lieut. J. Parker Van Zandt. Prepared for the U. S. Army Air Service.
The” Navigraph?’ By Ives Le Prieur. Transited from “L’llh@ration,” ApriI 14,1926.
Increasing the Power of Intarnal Combustion Engines. By Qeorg Prayer. hnslated
from “ Der Motorwagen,” September 30, 1924.
Airplane Parachutes. By Lieutenant Mamr. TmnsIated km “Bulletin Teohnique2’
August, 1924, of the service Teohnique de L’A6ronautique, Frame.
Reoent Experiments at the GWtingen Aerodynamic Institute. By J. AtJmret. !lhans-
lated from” Zeitsohrift ffir Flugteohnik und Motorluftdiflshrt,” February 14, 1925.
Relation of “Lilienthal IiHeot” to Dynamic Soaring Flight. By Roderioh Fiok. ‘lYans-
lated from “Zeitsohrift ftir Fh@dmik und MotorluftschiiTahrt,” November 28 and
December 12, 1924.
Computation of Cantilever Airplane Wii. By K. Thdau. Ihmslated from “Zeit-
sohrift ftlr Flugteobnik und Motduftsahiffqbrt,” May 26, 1924.
The Light AirpIane. By Ivan H. Driggs. Modern Theoretical Aerodynamic as Applied
to Ught Airplane Design with a Series of Charts-III. D- of an Airplane with
Reference to PhyshaI Dimensions, Component Weights snd DKpoaition of Surfaces—
IV. Design of an Airplane with Refereme to Balanoe, Distribution of Weights and
Momenta-V. Reprinted from “The Slipstream Monthly,” February, April, and July,
1925.
Lat600&e Air Lines;” Prepared for U. S. Army Air &nice by Lieut. J. Parker Van Zandt.
PreEminary Report on British .Commeroial Aeronautics. Prepared for U. S. &my Air
Servioe by Lieut. J. Parker Van Zaudt.
Atomization of Liquid Fuels. By Dr. R. Kuehn. Part I—Relation Between Atomization
and Combustion. - .Methods Employed for Detmmining the Sized Particles and SmalI
Drops. Choioe of Experimental Method. Translated from “ Der Motorwageu,” JuIy
10 and 20, 1924.
Atomization of Liquid Fuels.. By Dr. R. Kuehn. Part 11-Description of Apparat&
Fuels Tested. Atomization Experiments. Disoharge Measurements. Atomization.
Translated from “Der Motorwagen,” Chtiber 10 and 20, and November 30, 1924.
Atomization of Liquid Fuels. By Dr. R. Kuebn. Part IU-Critioal Disotion of
Experimental Results. h!tixing the Akwnhed Fuel with Air. lkanslatad from “ Der
Motorwagen,” Deoember 10, 1924, January 20 and February 10, 1925.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AERONAUTICS
During the year 1924 the committee issued a bibliography of aeronautioa for the ye-
1920 and 1921 in one vohune, and also a bibliography for 1922. It had previously issued bibli-
ographies for the ye- 1909 to 1918 and 1917 to 1919. Bibliographies for the years 1923 and
1924, whioh are now in the hands of the printer, will be issued m separate VOlumw and should
be ready for distribution during the ooming yem. An annual bibliography will be published
hereafter by the committee.
Citations of the publications of all nations are included m the language in whioh the pub-
lications originally appeared. The arrangement is in dictionaq fo~ with author and subjeot
entry, and one alphabetic amangmnent. DetaiI in the matter of subjeot reference has been
omitted on aooount of oost of presentation, but an attempt has been made to give su.fflcient
oross reference to make posaiile the finding of items m speoial lin~ of researoh.
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PART V
THE PRESENT STATUS OF AVIATION
,
THE PRESENT STATE OF TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
AEBoDYNAM1cs.satisfactory progress has been made in the science of aerodynamics
during the past year. It is gratifying to note that this progress not only includes the develop-
ment of basio theories of air flow but also the practical applications of these theories. In the
latter field the recent progress hss been rapid and still further practioal applications may confi-
dently be expected. The most notable example of the recent adaptation of theory to practical
problems is probably to be found in the PrandtI-Munk equations, whioh enable the drag of any
system of wings to be calculated from monoplan+td data.
The progress which ‘h~ b= macle in the technique and interpretation of wind-tunnel tests
olosaly parallels that made in pure and applied theory. In particular, the limitations of the
atmospheric wind tunnel, the corrections which must be applied for the interference between
the model and the tunnel walls, the requirements which mmt be met in mod~ co~~ction}
and the securing of fulI-scale data are problems whioh appetw to have been successfuuy solved,
and the solutions will have an important influence on wind-tunnel investigations in the future.
One important ~dt of wind-tunnel investigation has been the development of a number of
remarkably eflicient wing sectionEof adequate thiclums for economical structures. It is desir-
able that this development continue substantialityaIong the present course.
There has recently been made available through the vujoua reasarchlaboratories and organi-
zations a huge volume of airplane propeller data obtained from syafamatic tests in which all of
the major elemente of dasign are treated. Th~ tests determine the eflecta not only of blade
interference, blade shape, camber, pitch-diameter ratio, etc., but also of interference between
the propeller and objects in its slip stream. The knowledge of interference effects is of value to
the propeller d@gner, qince if enables him to obtain witisfaetcry results from a single design
ins@ of following the cut-and-try methods involving from three ti six designs. While the.
progrpes in propeller de@ has bew rapid, there is considerable information yet to be ob
tained. This information is of such nature that it is best obtained from fulhcsls tests either
in free flight or in a suitable wind tunneL Considerable free-flightiork has tiady been done
and arrangements have been made to supply facilities for fulkale wind-tunnel tests.
A careful dudy of the present stste of knowledge in aerpdynamiea di.sdosesa number of lines
along whioh future invsstig@ions must be caxried out, The most impor@nt of these will be
deaoribed briefly.
More knowledge must be obtained on the forces on an airplane in various maneuvem in order
that an eflicient structure maybe designed to carry time loads. The distribution of the loading
is particularly important. For ekample, free ilight prwsurs distribution teds have showQ the
remdtant forcaa to be substantially those used in design, but, owing to surprising irregularities in
distribution, the local loadings sometimes are more thau twice as great as the maximum valuea
used in design. A huge fieId for research lies along this line.
The subject of control of airplanesin flight is of primary importance, not only from the stand-
point of adequata strength of the.control surface, but also from the eonaideration of adequate
controL Several cases of failure of control surfws have occurred in flight during the past
three years. Service operation and @@t teats have rev~ed high kmd loadings in certain
maneuvers on airplanea of the pursuit type. This knowledge is now being applied to ourrent
designs, but more information is required.
60 . .
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In regard to the inadequacy of control, the limitations imposed by the inherently indefinite
nature of the problem make its solution difEcult. It is difhult to define adequate control just
as it is difbdt to define contdability or rumeuvarabfity. Every pilot and every engineer
can perhaps kd a dchition which answers his own requirements, but universal agreement
can not be expted. Hcnvever, the problem ctm be resolved into three general ditilona, as
follows:
(1) Control and design characteristics, that is, relations between control and the design
characteristics such as the span, 6hord section, and armgement of the -, the location of the
center of gravity, the size and location of tail surfaces, the size and shape of the fuseIage, etc.
Valuable work hss been done along this Iine, but a thorough systematic reseamh is needed.
(2) Controllability and maneuverability: Some kirplanes are readily maneuvered into any
desired poeition with very alight eflort on the part of the pilot. Other airpknes diflering but
slightly in general appearance either cannot be so maneuvered or else require considerable tiort .
on the part of the pilot. A few of the factors which affect controllability and maneuverability
are known, but more complete information is necessary unka the design of pursuit airplanes
is to remain an art instead of developing into a science.
(8) Control at low speeds: This is a matter of vital importance for cominercifd aviation.
The subject is now receiving concentrated attantion abroad and considerable wmk has been
done in this country. Recent progress has been of such a nature that several solutions now
appear avdabb. The goal of the engineer ~, of cause, to free the airplane entirely fkom the
danger of a crash due to Icm of control fokwing a stall at low altitude. Two methods of
attack am available-one to prevent the stall, the other to provide adequate oontrd of the
airplane in the stalled oondition.
The problem of wing or control surface flutter seems to have been satisfactorily solved
through wind tunnel tests, both as to causes and as ta prevention. The primary cause ipwws
to be one of relative stithess or flexibility, and by a suitable proportion of stineea in any
particular case, flutter may be premented. However, ita complete elimination is not to be
expected until an exhaustive treatment k made avatiable to designers who will take the neces-
=W P=autio~ ~ da”
Another subject of considerable importance is the limitations imposed on airplane pe~
formance by the design requirements. These limitations are not as widely known as they
ehould be. Ckmsequently, some designers may claim unreasonable performance for their
designs because they have fsiled to take into consideration certain very important requirement,
such as adequate structural strength and stiffness. A clear and complete statement of design
requirements should be prepared for the information of all ,deaigners. Under the present
arrangement most of the needed information is available but not in a convenient form.
Anwural Srmmrmms.— fl%nd of design.-l?bile neitluq the monopkme nor biplane has
gained complete acceptance for any psrticuhr use during the past year, out of an increasingly
dearer understanding of the relative advantages of the two types there has grown an increased
tendency towwxi stmdardization. For high spe~ either for racing or for pursuit airplanes,
the biplane has steadily gained in favor until it dominates that field almost completdy, not-
withstanding the fact that a monoplane holds the world’s record for straigh&away speed.
Structural ~culties with the monophme, and particuhdy the danger of wing flutter, have
been Isrgely responsible for its decreased popularity where great speed range is desired. Experi-
ence seems to show that for generii pumuit use, having regard to the importance of maneu-
verabtity and the minimum obstruction of the pilot’s vision, a biplane witi the lower wing
considerably smaller than the uppw has proven most succesahd.
The larger military airplanes are of the biplane type in most cases, partly because of the
greater ccmpactzum of the biplane of a given area and weight. For nkv%l service ~pecidly
the last consideration is of vittd importance.
For commemial service both monoplarm and biplanes are used, thelatterhaving, in general,
the advantage in maneuverability and in compactnea of form, but suffering somewhat in .
aerodynamic dbiency by comparison with the singh+wing type Where speeds are low and
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efiiciency is the primary reqfiement, as on “tie lines of central and weatwn Europo, the
monoplane controls the field. The monophmea now in use are either of all-metal construction
or fitted with wings covered with plywood.
In the light airplane the importance of efhiency is such that monoplanm and biplanes of .
very high aepeot ratio havei given the best results, the former being in the majority. Aspect
ratios in this type of airplane, although well above the average for military machine, are,
because of the importance of we@t in the light airpltie, much lower than had become common
in glider qmstructioh. Them is a general tendency to increase aspect ratios and use thicker
airfoil sections in all types, and, except in England, the airfoil section having a maximum thick-
ness of less than 0.09 of the chord has virtually disappeared.
S%.mtwd maturWs.-Metal construction of airplane wings has developed much less rapidly
in America than in European countries. The practice of any nation in the design of military
airplanes is largely governed by the nature of the materials readily available. In America,
with large native spruce formts, wooden wing spare are used in most instances, although there
is a steadily increasing interest in metal.. In Great Britain steel is commonly employed, while
in fiance, which hti native resources for the production bf aluminum, durakunin is almwt
univerdly employed for wings and fuaelagcs. In Germany duralumin holds tit place. - ,~ct~
wovering is little used out&de of Germany, where it is univemslly used.
Fuselage construction is of metal in practically all cases because of ita greater durabfity
and better shock-absorbing qualities in case of a mash. In America, the Netherlands, and some
of the smaller European cmmtries fuaelag- are commonly constructed of steel tubes asssmbled
by welding. British practice has also inclined toward steel tubes, but with assembly by pinned
fittings, while most of the importantrcontinental manufacturers use duralumin, either in tubes
or structual forms.
When metal is used in wing construction it may”take the: form of simple tubes, or, as is
the common practice in Great Britain, the alloy steal of thin sheet maybe rolled into somewhat
complex forma wd assembled inti spars by riveting.
In Ianding-gear construction the outstanding development of the year in .kmrica has been
the trial and rapid rwognition of the value of the Oleo gear for shock absorption. Such geara
reduce the liability.to bouncing and at the same time increase the efficiency of shock absorption
and the violence with which the airplane can be brought into contactwith the ground without
damage.
Small floats are.’still commonly made of wood, although duralumin is sometimes used.
In flying-boat huh, m@al is steadily increasing in popuhrity, as it has been found that sea-
worthiness can be improved and the might deer-. The P~-.flyipg@at which .attempted
the Hawaiti flight-id hid b -“on” “b-s–daoe of the water for” a number of days was
_— -. ... .
fitted with a metal hull.
Amtonmr Emmms.-Pro~ese in aircraft engine_development. in this country is rcfleeted
in the fact that we now have proved engines in horsepowers ranging from 60 to 800. ” In the
60-horsepower class there is the Lamrance 3-cylinder radial “ L“ type. In the 200-homepower
class there are available the Might model “E” water-oooled and the W@ht model “J.” W
cooled engines.
In the 200-400.homepower ficildthe Curtiss IL12, a 12-cylinder watar-cooIed engine, is in
production and has giveri excellent performance, particularly in punmit type airplanes. In the
400-500 horsepower flald we have the Liberty, Packard lA-1500, and Curtiss V-1400 engines.
The two Padard lA-1500 engines, with a gear ratio of 2 to 1, formed the power plants for the
two PN~’8 on the -t coastiHawaiian flight project. .The CurtiasV-1400 engine was i@dled
in the Pulitzer and Schneider cup raeem. It gives every indication of being an mtremely light
andruggedenghe. .: ::.: ,.. .-
The Wright model P-2 is now undergoing ita dynamom@r trials and is giving very satis-
factory results. This is a %yli.nder radial air-cooled engine of 45o horsepower at 1,800.revo-
. lutiona per minute.
.-.
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In the 600-800 horsepower dsss the 12+irLder T-2 wateroocded @e meets the presd
requirements. This engine in the past year has been =tmeively used by the Navy in the
three-purpose scout-torped~bombq airphme.
In the 600-800 horsepower olass the Packard lA-2600, a 12-oylinder water-oooled engine,
hag been flown in the P&l, the Navy’s west ooast-Hawaiian airplane built by the Boeing
Airplane Co., md in the Iateat Army and Navy bombem.
The Curtisa radial 400-horsepower 9*ylinder air-cooled emgine is undergoing ita tmte at
MoCook Field. It gives great promise as a light-weight engine.
In the past year stridea have beau made in the matter of reliability and imressed service
between overhauls. A life between overhauls from two to four times as great as has been had
in previous engines is now being obtained by the Wright model ‘(J” apd T-8 engines.
The aeromarine inertia starter has solved the stnrt@ problem and is in wide use in the
Navy.
Ans~.-During the past ye= there has been no new airship construction started in the
United States. !Che teohnical development of airships has necewmily been corifmed to experi-
menta.Iinvestigations and research looking toward the improvement of existing airabips.
‘iIWh the completion of the RS-1 semirigid airship, constructed for the by Air Service
by the Qoodyear Tire& Rubber Co., the kmy Air Service now has in its possesaion the largest
semhigid airship in the vrcdd. A speoial subcommittee on the ES-l ippointed by the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics to report on the design end constrattion of amirigid type
airships has made its report. “
The teohnical development of airships lags considerably behind that of airplanes. There
appear to be two reasons for this-th higher cost of airships, and the longer *ime taken for con-
struction of airships.
The mid in the United States of the ZR-S, now the U. S. S. Lou Angeles, on fitober 15,
1924, after en epoch-ma@ nowtbp v- of 5,600 miles in 81 hours, made the Utited States
the poe9essor of two rigid type airships. The h “Angeh is a splendid example of modern
airship design and oonstrmtion.
In Ootoberl 1924, the U. S. S. Shuindoah successfully completed a 9,000-tie voyage
from Lalmhurst to Seattle end return. The simhip remained away from her shed almost 20
days, basing on mooring masts, and during @M period encountered unfavorable weather. The
suooeasfrdcompletion of the voyage proved the efficiency of the mooring masts, the soundmse
of oonstruotion of the Sbumddi, and the skilI of her operators.
The 10SSof the S7mundd on September 8, ‘1925, while on a voyage to the Middle West,
was a severe blow to airship dedopment. At this time the cause of the accident has not
been determined, and it is hoped that the naval court of inquiry, after sifting all the evidence,
will be able to determine the cause of the awident.
In the past few years the United States has led the world in-experimental research with
referenoe to improved design and operation of airships. The United States has now lost its
...
position to Great Britain, which during the past year has actively pumued researoh end qwi-
mentsl problems and started the oonatmmtion of two 5,000,000-cubk-feet rigid airships, one
being built by the Goverriment and one by a private manufacturer.
During the pest year, however, progress haa been made in determining the magnitude of
stresses which may be encountered by airships in flight. In June, 1925, preliminary strain-
gauge measurements were made on the LOUAngeles in conjunction tith the use of a rat~f-turn
indicator. It is proposed to extend this work ahd in addition to conduct simultaneous p=ur~
distribution meaauremenb in an effort to k some rdation between aerodynamic loads, m%
nitude of stress in importaut st.rmtural membem, and acceleration in a horizontal or vertical
plane as shown by a rat~f-turn indicator or sensitive accelerometer mounted in the airship’s
control cabin.
Further oonfl.rumtionof existing design theories has been found through the extended tests
mrried out on a photoelsstic model of the structure of a rigid airship at the &Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
.
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The behavior of durslumin and other light alloys under conditions likely to be encoun-
tered in airship praotioe k been inmdig~ted. Spkoial study has been given to oomosion or
deterioration of these dloye from various causea and possible mew for preventing eu~ corro-
sdon m iMerioration.
Water recovery apparatus has beamimproved in-t~e, and with this improvement has come
a considerable rduction in weight.
Study has been oontinued on substitute materials for the expensive goldbeateh skin here~ -
fore ooneidered neoessary in gas-cdl oonstruetion. (he type of substitute fabric gave so muoh
promise of sumeae that the Navy Department constructed an experimental fdhized cd for
test.
In amordance with legislation reantly emoted, the Bqreau of Mines, Department- of
Cmmeroe, on July”1, 1926, took over the oontrol of all matters afk%ing the conservation and
production of helium, inoluding operation of the helium production phmt ~t Fort WO@d.TW.,. .. .... . . . ._
heretofore operated by the Navy Deptirtmeht. - AWiiiti6ii”liiw%eeing$ven to lowering the ooet
.
of ldiu.m transportation and the Army Air Servioe and ‘the Navy Department have eaoh
purchased a tank oar for transporting helium. Eaeb oar will wry about 215,000 oubio feet
of hehm, and the sawing in freight oharga for a period of about two yearn will practically pay
the ooet of the tank car.
Experimental work has been continued toward the developmm”t of better means of handling
large airships in and out of their shwb and while near the ground. The progress made promises
the further development of methods whioh wilI materially reduce the number of men required
for a handling mew. The sucues obtained with mooring airships bow to stationary masts and
to the floating mast on the U. “S.S. Ptika has been ~tifying.
AERONAUTICAL EESEAECH IN = UNITED STATES
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics is oharged by law with the supervision
and direotion of the schntiiic study of the problems of flight with a view to their praotical
solution. The oommittee is authorized by law to direot and conduct rewmrohand experiment
in aeronautic in such laboratories se may be plaoed under the direotion of the oommittee. The
membemhip of the oommittee and of ita te.ohnioalsubcommittesa is ~wn from the govern-
mental agenoim oonotmed and from private life. The membem of the main committee and of
all subcommittee swve as euoh without compensation. It is 8 mattar of gratification that
since the oreation of the committea no pemon has ever declined an invitation to serve as a mem-
berofeibrt hemain ommrdttee or one of ita subcommittees. T!he committee has therefore
bean able to draw upon the beat talent in Amsrioa for the study of the fundamental problems of
aeronautic+ and in”this way it has wkdded an intluen6e for the advancement of the science of
aeronautic that oould not have been scoured in any othd way. Tide has been done at the
direct oost to the Governnituit that involved only the traveling expenses of the membem and
the maintenance of a plats for meetings.
The way the iduence of the Nationil Advisory Committee for Aeronautic is imerted is
through dkcussion by each subcommittee of the new-teohniotd problems that are constantly
arising in aeronautics, and the preparation of research programs from time to time, whioh
programs invariably indica~ the particular laboratory where each investigation reoommendal
an be oonductad to the beet advantage of the Government. Investigations are sssigncd both
to public and private laboratories in a way that makes for the most edleetiveutilization of exiet-
ing faeilitiea and the most e?lbotive study of the problems. After approval by the main com-
mittee, estimat- for the prosecution of the rssearoh program are submitted to the Bureau of
the Budget, and after the appropriations are made by Congress the investigations are pursued
under the general cognizance of the exeoutive amrmdttse. The more fundamautal invcAg-
tions, for whioh faoiliti~ do not tit elsewhere, are undertaken in the oommittie’s own lab-
atory, known as the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratmy, located at Langley Ihld,
VA, on a plot of ground set aside for the purpose by the Seoretary of War, and on which the
neoeseary buildings have been ereoted by the oommittee with appropriations provided for the
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purpose by the Congress. Other inv~tigations are assigned, for example, to the Bureau of
Standards, to the Forest Products Laboratory, to the Weather Bureau, to the Engineering Di-
vision of the Army Air tice, to the Navy, aud to Tarioue uniTersitks having the reqyisite
faeilitiee for the proper study of the particular problems so amigned. This metiod has proved
- practid and successful in operation, and has led to the accomplishment of substantial results
with a maximum of economy and eflkiency.
The committee visa created by Congress with the status of an independent Government
establishment. It is a semice organization, ministering to the needs of the Army, Navy, and Air
Mail Service, as well as to the needs of commercial aviation. By virtue of its status, it has been
able to initiate and mnduct fundamental scientiflo investigations while at the smne time re-
sponding to numerous requests from the War and Navy Departments for special investigations
in aeronautic.
The committee enjoys many advantages which have “contributed to ita success. Chief
among these may be mentioned the following:
1. The membem of the National Advisory Committee and of ita standing subcommittees
serve without compensation, thus enabling the Government to obtain the services of men who
would not otherwise be available for Qcmrnment w&w.
!?. The committee has the statue of an independent Govermnant establishment, and by
virtue of such statue reports directly to the Prtident, receives its appropriations direct from
Congress, and is enabled to initiate and conduct investigations of a truly scientic character,
limited ody by the funds available.
3. The research laboratories of the committee exe looated on a flying field, where all phases
of the work including flight operations, are controlled and actually performed by the commit-
tee’s o+n technical staff, thus bringing theory and practice together under ideal conditions.
4. The committee has the confidence and support of the Army and Nayy Air Services,
and is able at all times to obtain any cooperation d&red.
The committee has just oompleted ita tenth full year of activity. While the satisfaction of
usefuI service rendered is ample reward, the committee feels especially grateful to the President
for his recognition of its services, esprmaed in his mamage to Congress transmitting the tenth
annual report of the committee on December 8, 1924. It is therafore with pardonable pride
that tie committee quoks the following estract from that letter of President Ooolidge
addreesed to the Oongress of the United States:
“• * * I oonourin the oommfttea’sgeneralreoommendstfona,and ~ thab In the lastandyafsaub-
atantfalprcgreaisin aviation fa dependentupontheeontinuouaprosecutionfaeiettticreuesroh.
“When theNatfonatAdvisoryCommitteefor Aaronsutieawaa avtablfahed by Oongrasa fn 191S,therew a
deplorablelaok of tdmieal information on earonautieain this oountry. In submitting thk+the tenth annual
rsport of the mmmittaet,I feel thatitfaappropriateto say a word of appredation of the hfgh-mfndedand
patriotioaervkeaof the men who have faithfully served their country without oompanaatfonaamamberaof thfa
COlnLOitt~and d fts auh00mmittee8. l!hrOU@this Oomlnittcathe tdSnt Of ktaiel! hSS bMll mSMhlLkd h th
dentifto study of the problamaof!MgM,withtheresulthattoday Americaoeouph a position in the forefront
of progressive nationa fn the technical development of aeronautics. TIIEIstatus of the committaa as an inde-
pendent Government establishment haa hwgaly made possible ita auooesa.
(hLvIN @OIJDGB:’
EELATION OF ~ONATJTICAL RESEABCH TO NATIONAL DEFENSE
The relationofaeronautimiresearchtonationaldefenseisdirect,and ita relative importance
is increasing. This is necwamily so, because every improvement in the performance of aircraft
makes the probable rde of aviation in warfare greater. A8 the relative importance of aviation
incremes, it becomes more. and more dcsirable for America to achieve and maintain leademhip.
As leademhip oan not be attained in W, respects, it becomes of the greatest importance for
knerioa to lead in technical devebpment. For ultimate leademhip in time of emwgency the
United States must depend on the results of continuous research and development.
The National Advisory Oommittee for hrcmautics therefore believes it to be ita duty to
emphasize the importance of scientiilc research es the most fundamental activity of the
%26f4
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Government in connection with the development of aeronautioa. Closely associated with this
is the problem of engineering development of aircraft to meet the special needs of the military
and naval services. . . .
While the caiunittes is of the opinion that there should be no monoply of engineering
development, either by the Government or by the industry, it believes that it is ddrable, in
order to secure the best reaulta, that the aotual usem of military and naval airoraft should be
in olose touch with cumpetent aeronautkd engineers. Aa a praotical proposition, this can be
done only if there are such engineers in the Army and Navy Air Servieee who are in suoh close
touoh with the operatom that the latter are able ti offer to them oonstmmtivecriticisms in regard
to engineering problems. This would enable the aeronautic engineers of the industry to thor-
ougldy understand the problems present.edto them and wouId prevent them from wasting their
energies in attempting to dewdop military types of airplanes’which would not meet the requir~
ments of the servioea.
Without attempting to be speoific, the mnmittee is of the opinion that the military and
naval services should maintain aeronautical engineering divisions which should be oharged
primarily with the formulation of specifications of military aircraft, their characterieties and
Performance; with the oriticsl examination and testing of deaigna and of aircraft offered by the
industry; and with such experimental and dewdopment work as can be carried on by them most
effectively and mcst economically.
TEE C?ENERAL PltOBLEMOF AEEONAUTICALOEGANIZA~ON
In its tenth tihnual report, for the year 1924, the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics presented an outline of the organization and functions of the four gov-ental agencies
direotiy ooncxm.mdwith the use or development of aeronauti~amely, the Army Air Service,
the Naval Bureau of Aeronautioe, the Air Mail Sem%is, and the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics. l
During the pid year, there have. been two. ma~or investigations of the aeronautical situa-
tion-the iimt by the Congreaaiomd select Committee of Inquiry into Operations of the United
States Air services, oreated by Resolution No. 192 of the House of Representatives (68th
Cong., lsteees.), of wfich Representative Florian Lampert, of Wisconsin, is chairman; the second
by the speeial board appointed by President Coolidge on Septanber 12, 1925, known as “The
President’s Aircraft Board,” of which Mr. Dwight W. Morrow is ohairman. The investigations
of the two bodiw referred to have gone deeply into all phases of aeronaut.iotdactivity and gov-
ernmental organization in aeronautics, inoluding the major problems of the relation of airoraft
to national defense; the organization, morale, and sulliciency of air personnel; the maintenance
of the aircraft industry; the regulation and enoaragement of commercial aviation; the devel-
opment of airways, eta.
It is to be hoped that the reoommendationa of these two investigating bodies will reeeive
oareful consideration and lead to a settlement of the oontroveraies in aeronautiee that have
exist.adsinoe the war. The oontinued unrest b ae.ibriauticaloiroles has served to foous atten-
tion primarily on organization and administrative matters, but has also indirectly broughtmbout
a broader recognition of the incresaing relative importance of airoraft for purposes of war and
of ccm.meroe. .- . .
In the judgment of the National Advkory Co=ttee for Aeronautioa, however, the people
.
of the United States are not so much oonmrned with the form and administration of the Gov-
ernment’s aetivitiea in aeronautics aa they are with the question as to whether practical and
eflicientrreaults are being seamed. It is only fair to say that the best resuha have not been
obtained and will not be obtained as long as the personnel are disturbed and their attention
distracted from their real duties. It is moat ddrahle, therefore, that measures to improve the
situation be formulated and oarried into effeot without delay. This will enable all who have the
best interests of aeronautic at heart to moperate agd settle down to work in harmony with
that fulI measure of devotion to duty whioh is neoeasary ti bring about the greatieatpracticable
development of aeronautics in America, for both military and commercial purposes.
.
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PROGEESS IN COMMERCIAL AVIATION
The past year wss notable as witnessing what may prove to be a real, subshntiaI beghming
of commercial aviation in America. The most encouraging factcm were the initiative shown
by private companiea in cutablkhing air lines and the relatively huge number of responsible
biddem for the carrying of air maiI by contract with the Post (Mice Department. When it is
realized that commercial aviation exists in European countries at this time oily by virtue of the
support of the various governments given through various pbs of direct and indirect subsidise,
it should be especitiy gratifying to aII concerned with the advancement of aeronautics in this
country to feel that the era of commercial aviation on a sound basis is about to dawn in America.
Although the Nationsl Advismy Committee for Aeiwnautics has long been of the opinion
that commercial aviation must lsrgely make its own way in America, it beheves at the same
time that the Government should aid commercial aviation in mrtain respects where Gover-
nmentaid is practioable and necessary. If, in recognition of this principle, commercial aviation
can be successfully developed in America on a firm basis, ita development will not be limited,
whereas the devsIopment of European commercial aviation on a direct subsidy basis is neces-
sarily Iimited by the nature and extent of the subsidies given.. T~e committee believes that
the American policy is sound and in the long run wilI be more efRmtive in atindating the sub-
stantial development of commercial aviation than will the European polioy of direct subsidy.
In spite of this optimistic note, the facts of the situation that must be faced show a number
and variety of problems requiring study and scdution before commercial aviation can take its
proper place in America. The most prwaing needs requiring attention at this time are, fit,
legidation mtablishjng the fundamental right of @ht, creating a bureau of air navigation in
the Department of Commerce for the regulation and licensiug of aircxaft, airports, and aviators,
and for the establishment, maintenance, aud lighting of adequate national airways, and pro-
viding for the neetwsary meteorological information; aud, second, the improvement “of airplane
design and structure with a view primady to making airplanes safer, more reliable, more oon-
troIIable at low speeds incident to taking off and landing, and less escpensive k initial cost,
as well as in the ocst of mtitanance and operation. There should also ba assistance from
the other governmental agenoiee concerned, such as the Hydrographic OfEce, the Coast and
Geodetio Survey, tie Weather Bureau, the Lighthouse Service, aud the Army and F/avy Air
Stices.
To accomplish the tit purpose, legislation is necessary. This has been repeatedly recom-
mended by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and has ~een indorsed iu pM-
oiple by dl agencies of the Government concerned. This question is bussed at Ieugth in
the report of the committee on civil aviation of the Department of Commerce and American
Engineering Council. To accomplish the second purpose requires continuous prosecution of
scientific research on the-more fundamental problems of flight. This is the definite prescribed
function of the National Advisory Committee for A~ronautics, aud in the hmt amdysia is neces-
sarily the most fundamental activity in the whole field of aeronautics.
In the past the committee has devoted its attention primsrily to the solution of problems
arising from the development and use of military and nav.!d types of airpIaues and, to a @er
extent, airships. WhiIe the basic problems of aerodynamics and of d- are the saw for
military and commeroisl airphmm, the service requirements as to performance, ~ciency, and
safety difler. Up to the ~rment time airplanesused forcommercial purposa in America have
been largelyadaptationsof mikry types. This is bmt evidenced by the fact that the Air
Mail %+ce is still usiug up wwtime DH 4 airplanes with oertain modMcations.
The committee is of the opinion that with the advent of commercial aviation, a new seri~
of problems peculiar to commerd aircraft fi be presented. The committee hss therefore
deeided to hold one or more meet@ mumally with the engintig represeutativee of aircraft
manufacturing and operating industries, with a tiew to ascerbhing definitely the problems
deemed of most vital importance aud to incorporating the same, as far as practicable, into the
general research programs prepared by the committee.
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THE PROBLEM OF THE tilt(!~ 1NDUSTR%
In its tenth annual report, the omuuitt~ outlined the relation of the airoraftinduahy to
national defense, and emphasized the need of maintaining a satisfadcn-y nuolens of an industry.
This was defined as “a number of aircraft manufaeturera distributed over the country, operat-
ing on a sound hmial beak, and capable of rapid expansion to meelrthe Government’s needa
in an emergency.” The oommittee preserited cartain definite suggestions of steps to be taken
by the Government and by the industry h meet-the situation that existed at that time. There
has been substanthd progr&s during the past year along the lines outlined by the oommittcw,
and it is believed that the oondition of the industry and the relations of the Government to the
industry have been muoh iniproved. The greatest Ai@e factor in bringing about thu tiproved
condition has bee? the inomased volume of Government ordem for airoraft, made pc@ble by
increased appropriations and oontract authorizations for the purohaae of airoraft. The present
situation, on the whole, may be regarded as more satisfactory at this time, and as offering
promise of further improvemmt.
THE AIBSHIP PROBLEM
Airships are of three typ&: R~id, mmirigid, and nonrigid. The valu~ of tips for mili-
tary or commercial purposes has not m yet been -ognolueively demonstrated. It am not be .”
said, however, that they are without value, nor that they have no further poeaibiIitiesthan have
already been demonstrated. The faot of the matter is that all typee of airships are in the
experimental stage of development. The recant regrettable loss of the rigid tip Shenumioah
hm been urged as a reason for the Government’s abandoning airship development, or at Ieast
rigid airship development, on the theory that rigid airships never will be practicable.
The committee ftiy appreoiatee the seqiouaneas. of the girahip situation and believes that
despite all that has been done in many emntries to develop airahipe, they are still rather deli-
oate structures. The ocmolusionsof the navaI oourtof inquiry as to the oausea for the deatru~
tion of the ShmdouA have not yet been made public. Regardless,however, cd the actuai
teohnicalmm, the oommittee isofthe opinionthatitwould be a seriouserror at this time to
adopt a polioy of mardy marking time in the development of airships. In the judgment of
the oommittee, the time has come to deoide to do (me of two things, via, either to carry on
with the development of airships or to stap altogeth&.
The development of rigid airship in Amerig-afor, military and naval purposes haa, by joint
agreemant betwean the War and Ni%j Ilepartmentij beeh entrusted”to the Navy, The ques-
tion of continuing their development, however, is not altogether a war problem, for aimbips of
all types have probable applications also for commeroial purposes. The question, therefore,
whether the Navy should continuewiththe development of rigid airships at this time should not
be determined solely upon ocmsiderations of their probable naval usefulness. ‘J%e Army is
direetly eonoerned and the oommeroial development of aimhipa in Amerka may be said to be
ako at stake. The probkun is therefore a national one. Vkwed as suoh, the Navy becomes, in
a peculiarsense, the agent of the whole people in the dm%lopment of rigid aimhipa. In we _
last analysis, however, it is for the Congrem to determine Ameriea% pdiey with regard to ocm-
tinuingthe development of airshipe. As between the two alternatives of carrying on or stopping
ahogether, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, after oareful consideration of the
mattar, is of the opinion that the development of airships should be continued .
SUMMARY
There has bwn oontinued gratifying progress in the teehnieal, development of aircraft.
Perfornuume and reliability have inoreased. Thewmmnittee’e program of research for the
oomhg year promises to add substantially to the store of tedmieal knowledge. There is nothing
in sight at this time to indioate the probability of the disoovery of a revolutionary prinoiple con-
tributing any great or sudden improvement in airoraft.Whileprogress must be gmdu~, them
is every reason to believe that there will be steady improvement in the performance, efficiency,
reliability, and safety of airoraft.
.-. .
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Aviation has beoome more genemlly recognized sea weapon im%epeneableto war operations
and as an instrument that gives promise of taking its plaoe in the fiediate future in the oom-
mer@ life of the Nation.
During the past year alone there were three inveetigatione of the airoraft situation. A
special committee of the House of Repnmntatives known es the” Lampert Committee,’~ and a
special board appointed by Preeidmt Coolidge Imown se “The President’s Aircraft Board, ”
inquired into all details of the airoraft situation and the aeronautical organization of the Qov-
ernmenk A third inv-tigation, limited to civil anti commercial aviation, wee made by a
epeoisl committee on civil aviation of the Department of Cmnmeroe and American Engineering
Council. The recoinmenditione of these bodies should tie to clarify the public mind and to
focus attention on the major problems requiring immediate solution. Measures to meet the
situation should be formulated and carried into tied without deIay. In this comieotion the
National Advisory Committm for Aeronautiea reiterates its rwmummdatione of previous years
for the oreation of a bureau of air navigation in the Department of C!ommeree to regulate and
noourage commercial aviation.
The state of the aircraft industry is gradually improving. The most substantial factors
‘m improving the situation during the past ye= were the increase in appropriations and contract
authorizations for the purohase of aircraft by the War end Navy Department and the increes-
i.ngly close liaison between the industry and the Government engineers. With sustained Qov-
ermnent patronage on a contiguous prohtion basis and with the prospect of a growing com-
mercial demand for airoraft, the c@ition of “tie airoraft industry will steadily improve.
Air maiI eervioe is no longer a novelty. It is passing out of the expeximentrd stage and
becoming a neceaeity in the daily busimm life of the Nation. It has reaohed the point where it
has become practicable for private ihane to carry air mail under contraots with the Post OfEce
Department. Air transportation of the mails should therefore he sxtended gradually to meet
the requirements of the people in all parts of the country.
CONCLUSION
The ootittee is of the opinion that Amerioa is at least abreast of other progressive
nations in the teohnkd development of aircraft for military purposes. The committee is
grateful to the Preaidaut and to.the Congrem for the support that has been given to soientio
reeearoh in aeronautics. The oommittee feels that the oontrnuoue and syetematio study and
investigation of the baeio problame of flight is the most fundamental aotivity of the Govern-
ment in connmtion with the dmelopment of amm.autios and that the oontimanoe of this
work will serve to keep Amerioa at least abreast of other pro=ive nations, in the tedmioal
development of airord~ for all purposes.
R=pectfulIy submitted.
NATIOFML
Josmm S.
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